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Editor’s viewEditor’s view
Michał Zachodny

PolishScout.blogspot.com
Ryan Hubbard

EKSTRAKLASAreview.co.uk

If one word could fully describe what kind of league Ekstraklasa really is then „specific” is the only answer. 
Why? Well, this is exactly why we decided to take the challenge of preparing this magazine for you. We be-
lieve that there are dozens of stories worth telling and showing how colorful Polish football is – from laugh-
able decisions of the authorities to the devoted yet often problematic supporters. Debatable sackings, awful 
referees’ mistakes, brilliant goals, poor tackles, good and some really bad footballers, promising talents and 
loud fans. Welcome in Poland.

For what now seems like decades, Polish clubs has been neglected from the European main stage, rarely giv-
ing a wider audience a chance to check what football means in Euro 2012 co-host’s country. The tournament 
allowed Poles to show what kind of people we are (Sol Campbell, I hope you were watching!), how our stadi-
ums, cities look, how our beer tastes… 

Yet for Polish club football, Euro 2012 should only be the beginning, a new, fresh start after disastrous decade 
tarnished by huge match-fixing scandal with still ongoing investigation. While the professionalism kicks in, 
we are witnessing a very hard learning process of introducing basic marketing, club managing techniques, 
operation of structures building and, at last but not least, how to improve the level of football. 

Last year, Ekstraklasa was given a chance to go abroad, signing several broadcasting deals that made Polish 
football at least a bit more global – now the net gets even wider and the likes of Wisła Kraków, Śląsk Wrocław 
and Legia Warszawa are introduced to the households in the United Kingdom. For every reason, domestic 
clubs should do everything to make it as attractive product as possible – or at least understand that someone 
may be interested in finding out what the league is about.

At that point, we would like to thank every club that agreed to help us out, every person that decided to be the 
part of the project that was made out of passion only. We have came across some fantastic people, helpful and 
friendly, optimistic about the whole thing. But – as Ryan would tell you – the ignorance presented by few and 
their failure to recognize how little (no goods!) we want in exchange for introducing them to the completely 
new market… We will not name these people, teams nor organizations – they are not worth it.

I sincerely hope that there are better times coming for Polish club football, even if the results of our teams in 
Europe are disappointing. Even if the very recent summer showed the mess inside both, the federation and 
the league, I see the potential that can make Ekstraklasa an attractive and interesting product, a very serious 
alternative to better, yet more sickening because of fans’ restrictions, surreal money involved football you may 
know and watch already.

We wanted to paint the full picture, not forgetting about the bad part, problems that surround football in gen-
eral, not only the Ekstraklasa and I. Liga. The whole team would like to thank you for deciding to give a read 
and chance to show what the beautiful game in Poland really is. We hope that it is only a start.

Michał Zachodny
Editor, PolishScout.blogspot.com

Isn’t it interesting what a summer can do for a country’s image? Just a few months ago people were clamour-
ing, led in part by the BBC, to criticise Poland and their footballing authorities for “widespread racism and 
violence” inside the nation’s football stadia.

Now, after a month-long feast of football in Wrocław, Poznań, Gdańsk and Warsaw, many fans have returned 
from their Euro 2012 adventures with tales of cheap beer, excellent facilities, and some of the most friendly 
and welcome people that you could wish to meet.

Let’s not beat around the bush - the Polish Ekstraklasa is a completely different kettle of fish compared to 
the international spectacle that millions have recently witnessed. Some stadia, especially the older ones, can 
have hostile atmospheres, and to a first time fan it can be a little intimidating - my first experience of Ruch 
Chorzów’s crumbling terraces were a perfect example of this. But once you’ve experienced the thrill of an 
Ekstraklasa atmosphere, I am quite confident you will be hooked.

After my trip to Chorzów, experiences with the ultras at Wisła Kraków, and in the two contrasting stadia of 
Śląsk Wrocław and Górnik Zabrze have since followed – each one reaffirming the reasons why I fell in love 
with the Ekstraklasa, and the country itself, in the first place. If you love watching football in Europe and you 
haven’t been to Poland, try it. I’m sure you’ll come away with similar feelings.

The standard of football may admittedly not quite be as high as some of the western leagues, but for entertain-
ment and drama, the Poland’s premier competition is second to none. Four sides entered the last day of the 
2011/12 season with a chance of lifting the title; and even in the close season, talks of mergers and bankruptcy 
have kept interest in the league high.

Now that the Ekstraklasa is to be shown live on British TV for the first time, there has never been a better time 
to learn about one of Europe’s fastest growing leagues.

With that in mind, myself, Michał and a whole host of excellent writers have put together this guide, with the 
ultimate aim of introducing a whole new audience to Polish football. Featuring articles on everything from 
Polish clubs in Europe to a guide to the Pierwsza Liga, and interviews with a number of coaches and players, 
my hope is that this guide will lead you to become as enthralled in the Polish Ekstraklasa as I have over the 
last five-or-so years.

So if you haven’t already; read on, pick a club, and get ready for the big kick-off on August 17th. We’ve got 
a thrilling season ahead of us.

Ryan Hubbard
Editor, EKSTRAKLASAreview.co.uk
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Europe’s biggest mess
If you were looking for one club that’s been in unimaginable troubles throughout recent summer, then Polonia 
Warszawa should be your pick. Threatened to be swept away from Poland’s football map, in danger of moving 
to different city and then in difficult talks about what the future should be like - being a “Black shirts” fan was 
not enjoyable at all recently - here is Ryan Hubbard with the best and the worst story of the the year.

“Respect your own fan, cause you can have a worse one” - Polonia fans voicing their concerns

Founded in the autumn of 1911, the older of Warsaw’s two big-
gest clubs, Polonia, has a long and proud history. Forming whilst 
the city was a part of a Russian partition, using the Latin name 
for Poland was seen by many as a big middle finger towards the 
Russian authorities; whilst legend has it that the club’s tradition-
al black shirts (from where their nickname “Czarne Koszule” 
derives) were a sign of mourning to a divided Poland.

During the Second World War, the occupying German forces 
forbade any sports teams from competing; and with Polonia’s 
history as a patriotic Polish club, they were singled out as a club 
which the Nazi’s wanted to destroy. Many players were execut-
ed, whilst others were killed during the Warsaw Uprisings; but 
the club managed to survive the conflict, playing in underground 
competitions.

With Polonia’s Konwiktorską ground decimated by the war, Po-
lonia were forced to play their home games at the home of their 
big rivals Legia; and it was here that they won their first Polish 
Championship, defeating AKS Chorzów in the first competition 
following the atrocities. The Czarne Koszule then picked up 
their first Polish Cup six years later, defeating Legia 1-0 in the 
final. But it wasn’t long before the Stalinist authorities in Poland 
decided to restructure the sport, and Polonia’s time at the top 
began to run out.

In the 1950’s Poland’s communist government forced the club 
to remove every trace of it’s pre-war roots, including the black 
shirts, the club logo, and even the name. Sponsored by the state-
owned railways, the club was temporarily renamed as “Kole-
jorz Warszawa”; but with the railways being one of the poorer 
state-owned sponsors, the club began to struggle. And when they 
decided to concentrate on financing another team, Lech Poznań, 
Polonia’s time in the top flight ended.

For forty years Polonia yo-yoed between the second and third 
tiers, and never came close to returning to the elite group. But 

coinciding with the early nineties fall of communism in Poland, 
two promotions in three years saw Polonia climb back into the 
top-flight for the 1993/94 season. Whilst they couldn’t stay there, 
they did fight their way back a few years later – even winning an 
unexpected second Polish championship in 2000, followed by 
another Polish cup one year later.

But in 2006, the sudden death of long-time supporter and owner 
Jan Raniecki was to signal the end of an era for Polonia. The 
arrival of his replacement was just the beginning of a mad six 
years, which would see the club go from the epitome of Polish 
nationalism to the laughing stock of the entire country. Enter 
Józef Wojciechowski...

With construction magnate Wojciechowski’s millions ready to 
transform the fortunes of Polonia, you could forgive the fans for 
thinking that the good times were around the corner. But with 
Wojciechowski just two months into his leadership of the club, 
his money could not prevent a poor Polonia side from finishing 
last – and being relegated once more from the top flight. 

Following two years of struggling for promotion in the II Liga, 
and impatient Wojciechowski saw a way into the newly renamed 
Ekstraklasa – by purchasing the license of a club already there!

Dyskobolia Grodzisk Wielkopolski were that club. Based 
around 360km away from Warsaw, the small club had consist-
ently punched above their tiny weight by picking up five top-five 
finishes in six years, and competing in Europe on three occa-
sions – even overcoming Manchester City in 2003. 

By purchasing Dyskobolia’s license, Polonia not only took their 
position in the Ekstraklasa, but also had the pick of the club’s 
best players. Whilst many Dyskobolia’s squad moved to War-
saw, including coach Jacek Zieliński, the bulk of Polonia’s team 
were forced to find employment elsewhere.

The first season back in the top flight was a relative success for 
Polonia; a fourth-placed finish allowed the Czarne Koszule to 
compete in the following season’s Europa League – and with 
Wojciechowski willing to spend more money, Konwiktorską 
was becoming very optimistic. But despite flying high, a conflict 
between owner and manager saw the dismissal of the latter be-
fore the season had even finished.

Zieliński’s replacement didn’t last too long either. Former Polish 
international Jacek Grembocki managed to guide Polonia past 
Montenegrans Buducnost Podgorica and San Marino’s AC Ju-
venes/Dogana before coming unstuck against NAC Breda. In the 
league, six points from four games was deemed not good enough 
by Wojciechowski, and Grembocki found himself looking for a 
new employer before August was over.

Slovakian coach Dusan Radolsky was next in, and out, of the 
Konwiktorską revolving door – lasting just nine games in charge. 
Michał Libich then took temporary charge for one game, before 
former Barcelona midfielder José Mari Bakero was brought in 
before the calendar year had ended.

Whilst Bakero did manage to steady the ship a little, six wins 
and five draws from seventeen saw Polonia stumble into a thir-
teenth-placed finish - just six points above the relegation spots.

The 2009/10 season had also seen a fair amount of controversy 
off of the field too, most notably the establishment of Józef Wo-
jciechowski’s “Klub Kokos”, or the “Coconut Club”. Named af-
ter it’s founding member, Daniel Kokosiński, this was the place 
that Wojciechowski sent any player who was either deemed not 
good enough for the first team, or disagreed with the owner.

Defender Kokosiński was signed for over €100,000 from Znicz 
Prusków in the summer of 2009, and even scored on his début 
in the Europa League. But after his part in a 4-0 loss to Korona 
Kielce, Wojciechowski banished the 24 year-old from the first 
team, forcing him to train alone – often forcing him to run up and 
down the stadium steps!

Wojciechowski’s actions were also having a huge effect on 

Spaniard Bakero. After helping the club to avoid the drop, and 
also presiding over the Czarne Koszule’s first win over cross-
town rivals Legia in ten years, Bakero was becoming increasing-
ly annoyed by the owner’s constant interference in team matters. 
After forcing him to drop players, and installing Directors of 
Football without his knowledge, the coach resigned his position 
during the summer of 2010.

But amazingly, fearing he’d made a mistake, Bakero crawled 
back to Wojciechowski asking for his job back. Even more sur-
prisingly, Wojciechowski actually accepted Bakero’s apology 
and allowed him back to the club. Was this a new Wojciechows-
ki we were seeing?

No, it wasn’t. After Polonia had picked up an impressive ten 
points from their first four games of the 2010/11 season, a 3-1 
away loss to Korona Kielce was enough for Wojciechowski to 
send the Spaniard packing.

The remainder of the season saw the managerial merry-go-round 
hit full speed, with Bakero’s replacement Paweł Janas lasting 
until the arrival of the new year. Dutch coach Theo Bos kept his 
job for just 5 games, whilst Piotr Stokowiec presided over a 1-0 
loss to Zagłębie Lubin. The return of former boss Jacek Zieliński 
did get Polonia back on track, but a seventh place finish was all 
that the club could muster.

In his second spell at the club, Zieliński defied the odds to be-
come the fist coach to last a whole 12 months in charge of the 
club under Wojciechowski; but after guiding Polonia to the 
brink of a European place, he was relieved of his position in 
March 2012. Czesław Michniewicz was immediately installed 
as Zieliński’s replacement, but failure to trouble the top four saw 
him dismissed two days after the climax to the season.

Following six years of disappointment, Polonia fans breathed a 
massive sigh of relief in May, when Wojciechowski announced 
that he was no longer willing to finance the club, and he would 
be looking to sell. But their joy would turn out to be short-lived, 
as Wojciechowski began to strip the club completely of its as-
sets.

Rare moment of joy during last season for Polonia players as Wojciechowski lost his temper... Again.
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Key players were sold, whilst others were released from con-
tracts. With no new manager appointed, many wondered how 
Polonia were going to cope when the new season came around. 
But what was to happen took the Czarne Koszule fans, and for 
that matter everyone else, by complete surprise – Wojciechows-
ki had no intention of seeing Polonia competing at all.

It turned out that Wojciechowski had been in discussions with 
Silesian businessman, and owner of Pierwsza Liga side GKS 
Katowice, Ireneusz Król about the purchase of Polonia’s Ek-
straklasa license. Much like Wojciechowski himself had done 
with Dyskobolia four years previously, GKS would take Polo-
nia’s place in the Ekstraklasa whilst the Warsaw club would drop 
to the IV Liga – or maybe even further!

Under the new name of KP Katowice, the remaining Polonia 
players would continue playing in the top flight, whilst MKS 
Polonia (unable to use their old name or logo as they were still 
owned by Wojciechowski) would be made up almost completely 
with young players.

Whilst Polonia fans’ protests to Wojciechowski fell on deaf ears, 
it was GKS Katowice fans’ complaints to UEFA which saved 
their club. Following the introduction of new laws in 2009 – just 
one year after Wojciechowski’s purchase of Dyskobolia – Ire-
neusz Król’s transfer of Polonia’s license was deemed against 
the rules, and the creation of KP Katowice was abandoned.

With relationships between Król and the GKS supporters com-
pletely broken, the businessman announced that he was to move 
to Warsaw, concentrating his efforts on making Polonia success-
ful again. But after almost being erased from history, Polonia 
fans will understandably be worried about the future of their 
club.

In exchange for their support rather than that of a new club in the 
lower levels, Polonia fans did manage to negotiate with Król for 
two seats on the five-man club board – allowing them a say in 
how the club will be run. But even this will be of a small consola-

tion to many of the Czarne Koszule’s supporters. Wojciechowski 
may have gone, but the club’s new owner is a man who, just one 
month ago, was more than willing to sacrifice Polonia’s 101-
year history in return for an Ekstraklasa side in Katowice.

Whilst time will eventually tell whether Polonia Warszawa have 
a knight in shining armour, or have simply jumped out of the fire 
and into the frying pan, one thing is for certain: It will take a lot 
to erase the last six years of disappointment and embarrassment 
from memory. The club may have a very proud history, but for 
now they are simply known as Europe’s mess; and the actions of 
the summer have done no more to dispel the worries.

    RYAN HUBBARD

Fighting for their own? Fans’ protests and crowd problems as supporters stand their ground against Wojciechowski

10 players you know
Football may not be the best round here but Poland produced or attracted quite a few names that should be 
known to the fans abroad. Knocking out Manchester City? Scoring for Porto? Darlingotn legend? Spurs worst 
transfer ever? Dutch internationale? They are all here, as presented by Marcus Haydon.

Kew Jaliens, Wisła Kraków
A Dutch defender of Surinamese descent, Jaliens’s transfer to Wisła Kraków in 
2011 was considered a bit of a coup. Comfortable at either full-back or in the 
centre of defence, Jaliens formed part of the Dutch squad that took part in the 
2006 World Cup in Germany. He was also a member of their Olympic squad that 
travelled to Beijing in 2008.

He joined AZ Alkmaar in 2004 and was a mainstay during his time at the west 
coast club, winning the Dutch league title and Dutch Supercup in 2009. At Wisła 
he won the Ekstraklasa title in his maiden season, developing an excellent un-
derstanding with his Honduran central defensive partner, Osman Chávez.

Paweł Abbott, Zawisza Bydgoszcz
The son of an English father and Polish mother, Abbott’s career began in Poland with 
ŁKS Łódź before joining David Moyes’s Preston at the age of 19. A familiar face in the 
English lower leagues, Abbott has also scored goals for Bury, Huddersfield Town, Swan-
sea City, Darlington, Oldham Athletic and Charlton Athletic.

A lanky and instinctive striker, Abbott moved back to Poland in 2011 to sign for Silesian 
side Ruch Chorzów. More recently he’s signed a deal with second division outfit Zawisza 
Bydgoszcz, whose stadium was controversially used for the 2011 Polish Cup Final.

Przemysław Kaźmierczak, Śląsk Wrocław
Śląsk Wrocław’s giant central midfielder has had an erratic career 
trajectory, making his name in the modest environs of Pogoń Szc-
zecin, earning a move to European giants Porto, before struggling 
to make the grade in Portugal and England and ending up back in 
Poland.

Immediately recognisable due to his 1.91 metre high frame and 
shaven head, Kaźmierczak cuts an imposing figure in Śląsk’s mid-
field. Derby County fans may remember him for a brief loan spell 
during the 2008-09, which ended with Kaźmierczak accusing man-
ager Nigel Clough of a bias against foreign players. His aerial abil-
ity and a ferocious left-foot combine to make him a regular goal 
threat.
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Grzegorz Rasiak, Lechia Gdansk
Familiar to followers of English football, Rasiak appears an improbable athlete with his 
languid running style and apparent lack of physique. His wooden movements earned him 
the unfavourable nickname of ‘Pinocchio’ back home, but there is a player somewhere in 
amongst the rangy frame. 

He made his name as part of a successful Groclin side that finished runners-up in the Ekstrak-
lasa in 2003 and subsequently competed in Europe. After a move to Italian side Siena fell 
through, Rasiak was recruited by Derby County where he enjoyed an excellent first season 
in English football. A big money move to Tottenham followed, but Rasiak was never able to 
establish himself in north London. Modest spells at Southampton, Watford and Reading fol-
lowed, and Rasiak returned home last year after an unsuccessful stint in Cyprus.

Marek Saganowski, Legia Warszawa
With 33 international caps and a résumé that includes spells in eight different countries to his name, 

Saganowski has had a fitful career. Coveted as a youngster, he had short loan spells at Fey-
enoord and Hamburg while still on the books at ŁKS Łódź. His progress was stunted by a 
motorcycle accident, but his big breakthrough came with a move to Legia Warsaw in 2002, 
where he hit 41 goals in 67 games.

Moves to Portugal and France followed, before a sensational loan spell at Southampton in 
England earned him a permanently move to the south coast club. His form was hit by injuries 
though, and he left for a spell in Greece before returning home last year to re-sign for ŁKS. 
Now aged 33, the striker recently joined Legia following Łódź’s relegation. 

Danijel Ljuboja, Legia Warszawa
Now in the twilight of his career, Ljuboja became the Ekstraklasa’s highest ever player 
when he joined Legia Warsaw last summer for a contract reported to be worth about 
half a million Euros per annum. That outlay was met by a decent first season from the 
Serb, who hit more goals in a campaign than he has in any since 2002.

Ljuboja made his name in French football, having joined Sochaux from Red Star Bel-
grade as a teenager. Spells with Strasbourg and PSG were also successful, before three 
less distinguished years in Germany where he struggled with form and temperament 
problems. He often still sports the trademark ‘Lighting Bolt Skunk’ hair dying tech-
nique that he’s had throughout most of his career.
 

Sebastian Mila, Śląsk Wrocław
As with Rasiak, Mila’s unusual physique belies his talents. Hunch-backed and far from 
fluid in his movements, Mila does, though, have terrific technique and awareness of the 
options around him. His ability in striking a ball was perhaps most famously exhibited by 
the free-kick that eliminated Manchester City from the UEFA Cup in 2003 when Mila was 
representing Groclin.

A member of the Polish U-18s side that won the European Championships in 2001, Mila’s 
career suffered from a transfer dispute at Austria Vienna after leaving Groclin. He returning 
home to Śląsk in 2008 and continues to be one of the standout performers in the league. His 
form was instrumental to Śląsk’s title success last year.

Tomasz Frankowski, Jagiellonia
Despite now being 37-years-old, Frankowski remains a prolific goalscorer in the Ekstraklasa. 
That couldn’t contrast more starkly with his spell with Wolverhampton Wanderers in England 
where he was signed with much fanfare, only to be released 18 months later having failed to find 
the net even once. That drop in form also cost him a place in Poland’s 2006 World Cup squad, 
despite him having been top scorer in qualifying.

Having started out at Jagiellonia, Frankowski had spells in France and Japan before returning to 
Poland with Wisła Kraków. A highly productive seven year period on the Vistula followed, with 
Wisła claiming five league titles and Frankowski three times topping the scoring charts. Spells in 
Spain, England and USA followed, before Frankowski returned home with Jagiellonia in 2009.

Michał Żewłakow, Legia Warszawa
Poland’s most capped players is another country hopper, having had spells in Belgium, Greece 
and Turkey. Now 36-years-old, Żewłakow made his breakthrough at Polonia Warsaw, before 
moving – along with twin brother Marcin – to Belgian sides Beveren and Excelsior Mouscron.

He then transferred to Anderlecht, winning two league titles, before heading to Greece and claim-
ing three more championship medals with Olympiakos. A one year stint in Turkey followed before 
Legia tempted him back to the Polish capital last summer.

Manuel Arboleda, Lech Poznan
There are few more controversial figures in Polish football than Lech Poznan’s big Co-
lombian defender. Having originally arrived in Poland in 2006 with Zagłębie Lubin, his 
coach Franciszek Smuda was sufficiently impressed that he signed Arboleda again after 
at Lech Poznan.

Viewed by some as capricious and lacking in sporting integrity, the Colombian has been 
involved in a number of on-field incidents, the most unsavoury being Ebi Smolarek’s ac-
cusation that Arboleda had stuck a finger up his backside during a game between Polonia 
and Lech. It is due to incidents like this that there was widespread anger when Smuda 
announced he may pick a naturalised Arboleda for the Polish national team.
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They do what they want...
They rule the game in Poland, they really do what they want. Who is who in the PZPN [Poland’s football 
federation], national team, club football and media. These are the people and their stories to follow, picked by 
Michał Zachodny.

Grzegorz Lato - The President of Polish Football Association (PZPN), aged 
62, former striker, best scorer at 1974 World Cup, capped 100 times for the national team, in 
which he found the net 45 times. Some say that in 2008 he was chosen for current role only 
to be a puppet in others hands, his allies. Quickly established his own group of support in-
side federation, sharing the incomes and control on own mates. Brutally fighting off any pos-
sibility of revolt, he rarely keeps his word or even takes in account what others think about 
his tenure. Responsbile for famously removing Poland crest from national team kits and put-
ting federation’s logo there. For budget money building new headquarters for PZPN, freely or-
ganizing different congresses in expensive locations to please collaborators. Despite facing 
strong accusations over corruption inside own federation, and despite saying that he will step 
down after possible Euro 2012 failure, he is the strongest candidate in the upcoming elections. 

Antoni Piechniczek - The Vice-president of Polish Football Association 
(PZPN), aged 70, also former defender and coach of Tunesia, Górnik Zabrze and UEA, with Po-
land, he won third place at 1982 World Cup. Highly regarded for past successes - about which 
he is reminding others at every occasion - he is now one of the most influential personalities 
inside the FA, being informally responsible for coaching and schooling at every level in Po-
land. He was the man behind hiring of two last managers for the national team, also very will-
ing to share his view and opinion about the team, almost as if he thinks Poland should play as 
they did in 1982. Very critical of changes in Polish football after 1989, he often reminds how 
good it was when communist’s government supported sport at every level. He famously claimed 
that the federation is not responsible for coaching of Poland’s youth, but the government. 

Andrzej Placzyński - chief of the Sport Five Polish section, aged 60. Always 
close to the federation, his agency paid for TV rights of the national team and is main organizer of eve-
ry move of Polish squad, picking rivals for games and places - very exotic, often in Turkey, Cyprus, 
wherever it’s better to take federation’s authotiries. Apparently, he is so influential that he has own say 
about who manages the national team - he backed Smuda in 2009. Once he stated that he wants fans 
to come to the games in Poland like they go to the mall each weekend, spending there few hours. One 
of the brains behind the decision to create the Official Poland Supporters Club, project now closed 
by Grzegorz Lato, only to push out uncomfortable sections of fans out of the national team games.

Zdzisław Kręcina - the former Secretary-General of POlish Football Associa-
tion (PZPN), aged 56, also one of the candidates in the upcoming elections. Very original personal-
ity, always able to find easy explenation for every decision the federation had to make. He stepped 
down after strong corruptions allegations, which he also denied. As he says, he took that hit for 
Grzegorz Lato. Kręcina was also responsible for license system in Polish football, controversially 
allowing several clubs to change formal identity in order to avoid execution of debts. Last year he 
was kicked out of the plane from Wroclaw to Warsaw for, as witnesses said, behabvior of a drunk. He 
called it as a one misunderstanding, blaming all the fuss on his loud snorring after an abundant lunch.

Zbigniew Boniek - former striker of Zawisza Bydgoszcz, Widzew 
Łódź, Juventus Turin and AS Roma, also playing 80 times for the national team. Short-
ly, in 2002, the manager of the national team. A true personality in the Polish football, me-
dia favorite for different roles, mainly the savior of the national game. Known for his friend-
ship with Michel Platini, Boniek is also famous for many brilliant quotes and retorts. Often 
starring as a guest in Polish and Italian TV stations, staying neutral and wanting to be in the 
center of attention despite not taking any responsibility. One of the favorites in the upcom-
ing elections in the PZPN, if he decides to take part. In 2008, he was given only 19 votes.

Waldemar Fornalik - current manager of Poland national team, Franciszek 
Smuda’s successor after Euro 2012 failure, aged 49. Up until the glory moment, he could be re-
garded as one-club player and manager - his whole playing time he spent at Ruch Chorzów, also 
his biggest coaching successes came at this club, very recently. Despite small budget and low qual-
ity, he constructed a very fine side, well organized, with a defined style that proved good enough 
to be vice-champions last season. Calm and reasonable person, always working up to the plan - 
even when in Warsaw PZPN was debating over his appointment, he was back at home, trimming 
the hedge. Gets angry only when asked about his personality and experience - or rather lack of it.

Jerzy Dudek - former goalkeeper of Real Madrid and Liverpool FC, Champi-
ons League winner with the latter, he starred 59 times for the national team, aged 39. Un-
official ambassador of Polish football, after ending his career he came back to his home-
land to make mark on the game with his contacts and personality. Without much idea of 
what to do next - continue his football career or start in PZPN’s elections - he decided to go 
the other way and become “Polish Hierro or Bierhoff” at the national team, take the direc-
tor’s role. He struggled during the negotiations with PZPN, though, demanding fifteen thou-
sand euro per month, while the federation was willing to pay the same sum, but only in Zlotys. 

Jan Tomaszewski - former goalkeeper of Polish, Belgium and Span-
ish clubs, played 63 times for the national team, famous “Hero from Wembley” from 1973, 
aged 64. Also a MP in the opposition to the leading party, he is the biggest critic of whatever 
is connected to PZPN and Grzegorz Lato. For many years they were teammates, now remain 
biggest enemies, as Tomaszewski often vurgarly describes actions of PZPN and its president. 
Very critical of former manager of the national team, he demanded that players from abroad 
should not be given passports to play for the country, Tomaszewski described them as “dyed 
foxes”. He said that he haven’t watched a single game of Poland national team from Euro 
2012 but is always there to deliver an opinion at how they played - a critical one, of course.

Adam Olkowicz - leader and head of EURO 2012 company set by UEFA, 
PZPN and Polish government, aged 68. One of the most controversial figures inside foot-
ball federation, he is also responsible for foreign contacts inside the FA. Once caught and re-
corded by fans saying that manager of the national team, Stefan Majewski, is doing shit of a 
job. Also, Tomasz Hajto, former footballer of Schalke 04 and now Jagiellonia’s manager, 
claimed that he saw Olkowicz drunk in the FA’s headquarters very often, barely able to stand 
on his feet. He was also part of a scandal during Euro 2012, when he abused ex-president of 
PZPN, Michał Listkiewicz, while both where at VIP stand during Italy - Germany match.

Cezary Kucharski - former striker of Legia Warszawa and Sporting Gi-
jon among others, played 17 times for the national team, now football agent and MP for rul-
ing party in Poland, aged 40. Among his clients is the hottest name in European football, 
Borussia’s striker Robert Lewandowski and, also, one of top talents in Poland, Rafał Wol-
ski from Legia. He touts for the former to earn him a move to England this summer, delay-
ing contract talks with German champions. Highly regarded by prime minister of Poland and 
possibly one of future candidates to become main figures inside PZPN. For now, he remains 
building his mark by signing promising players in Poland and using his contacts abroad.
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Champions’ struggle
After Śląsk Wrocław’s 6-1 aggregate defeat at the hands of Swedish side Helsingborg in the second qualifying 
round of this season’s Champions League, it wouldn’t be an exaggeration to say that it has been a generation 
since a Polish club last appeared in Europe’s top club competition - writes Marcus Haydon.

The last time was in 1996 when Widzew Łódź, under the guid-
ance of Franciszek Smuda, competed in the group stage. Back 
then, a two-legged victory over Danish champions Brondby was 
enough to see them qualify. They then finished third in a group 
that included Borussia Dortmund, Atlético  Madrid and Steaua 
Bucharest, beating the Romanians and holding eventual champi-
ons Dortmund to a draw amid a vociferous atmosphere in Łódź. 
In goal for all of Widzew’s games was Maciej Szczęsny, the fa-
ther of the current national team keeper, Wojciech.

First things first, it is true to say that the Polish Ekstraklasa cer-
tainly does not dine at Europe’s top table. As was common to 
many countries that endured difficult post-communist transi-
tions, football’s commercial take-off took place in western Eu-
rope just at the moment when the east was trying to get itself ac-
climatised to the new economic rules. No longer able to rely on 
the state for support, clubs are still on the path to fully adapting 
to the commercial imperatives of the modern game.

The expansion of the Champions League in 1997 spelt bad news 
for Polish clubs, with more non-champions from Europe’s rich-
est leagues being granted entry. An illustration of this is given 
by the fact that in four of the last 11 attempts, Polish clubs have 
been eliminated in the qualifying round by either Barcelona or 
Real Madrid, neither of which were champions of their domestic 
league at the time.

However, despite these mitigating factors, Polish football still 
seems to have underachieved in recent times. UEFA’s coefficient 
system currently ranks the Ekstraklasa as the 18th best in Eu-
rope. And despite not having had a participant in the Champi-
ons League since 1996, that still places it  above the leagues of 

Belarus, Croatia, Romania, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Serbia, 
Sweden, Bulgaria, Norway, Scotland, Hungary and Slovenia – 
all of whom have had group stage participants since Widzew’s 
appearance in 1996.

The changes introduced by UEFA president Michel Platini in 
2009 have, theoretically at least, improved the prospects of a 
Polish qualification. His idea to include an additional play-off 
round and keep champions of domestic leagues separate from 
non-champions clearly favours winners of less recognised 
leagues. This has made the task considerably less daunting, al-
though no more successful. The first two years after the change 
saw Wisła Kraków eliminated by Levadia Tallinn of Estonia and 
Lech Poznan beaten by Sparta Prague – both before even reach-
ing the final play-off round. Wisła did at least reach the final hur-
dle last season, only to be beaten by Cypriot champions APOEL.
As with the previous defeats, Śląsk’s recent failure has brought 
about a period of harsh introspection. So categorical was Śląsk’s 
elimination, that sports website Gwizdek stated that the Silesians 
had entered the “Pantheon of Shame” alongside the country’s 
other European failures. 

In Śląsk’s case, their humbling has reaffirmed the opinion of 
those who believe there is no outstanding team in the Polish 
game. When Wisła won the title in 2011, former Polish national 
goalkeeper Jan Tomaszewski – now an outspoken newspaper 
columnist – stated that they were like the only one with an eye 
amongst a group of blind men. Those sentiments were echoed 
following Śląsk’s success last season. They had collapsed hor-
ribly after the winter break - winning only two of the first ten 
games after resumption - and yet still had enough to come out on 
top in the title race. The best of a bad bunch, once again.

At least fans of Śląsk Wrocław were at the top of their game...

Another key reason is finances. Whilst clubs are backed, there is 
little of the high-level sugar daddy culture found in other parts 
of Europe, where owners keep spending until success finally ar-
rives. Clubs are in private hands, but investment levels are on 
the scale of the Ekstraklasa, not beyond. 

Many clubs are also inefficient spenders. Very 
few clubs have established youth systems, of-
ten resulting in them recruiting a raft of foreign 
players instead, invariably at greater expense. 
This is a topic perpetually debated in Poland, 
and one which has been elevated still further 
by the failure of the national side to progress 
beyond the group stage at Euro 2012.

“I will hurt our young players if I say that the 
quality is coming from abroad,” admits Piotr 
Waśniewski, Śląsk’s president. “But the truth 
is that the changes that have happened in the 
last 20 years in Poland resulted in circumstanc-
es that neglected youth training for economic 
reasons. During the communist era most clubs 
were owned by the military, police, the  govern-
ment or state-owned companies. And after that, 
when the private money came, every owner 
had to contemplate the hard question: should 
the money be spent on professional players or 
the youth? There was always only one answer 
- the money will be spent on the professionals 
because we need the results in a very short time. 
So most of the structures broke down. And right 
now, we can see the results.”

Another accusation levelled at the Polish game 
is that the atmosphere within clubs is not condu-
cive to teams achieving their full potential. Dan 
Petrescu, the former Romanian international 

who spent a short period as coach of Wisła 
Kraków in 2006, was unequivocal in his 
assessment of the problems faced in the 
dressing rooms of Polish clubs. 

“It is the perfect life for a footballer in 
Poland: nice to spend time at training, 
light workouts and a friendly coach who 
is a good friend,” he said in an interview. 
“With this approach, Poland will never 
win anything. I’d learn from football in 
England and Italy. There is toil, and the 
player knows that the coach is not a friend 
to pat him on the back. In Poland, it will 
be bad as long as the players continue to 
govern the governors, and not vice versa.”

Whatever the reasons, it wouldn’t be central 
Europe unless the 16 years of failure were 
accompanied by some dark humour. Unfor-
tunately for Wisła, who have been beaten in 
all seven of their attempts to qualify for the 
Champions League, they can often be the 
butt of the joke. Following their defeat to 
APOEL last summer, sports daily Przegląd 

Sportowy cheekily referenced a gag that included a young sup-
porter of Wisła, who was keen to ask his father what the Cham-
pions League was. “I do not know,” his father answered. “You’ll 
have to ask your uncle in Łódź”.
    MARCUS HAYDON

Miserable results against Helsingborgs and Buducnosti meant yet another struggle for the champions
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Mired in Mediocrity
What and, more importantly, how much does it takes to rule in Polish football? We are talking finances, having 
a look at every sector of the beautiful game in Poland - prepared by Kuba Krzyzostaniak.

Even the weakest leagues in Europe have their super rich clubs, 
which every now and then will qualify for the group stage of 
the Champions League. Levski Sofia, Steaua Bucharest and 
Apoel are just a few of the participants. An even better example 
would be Shaktar Donetsk, who dominate nearly every year in 
the Ukrainian league, even winning the UEFA Cup in 2009. Yet 
Poland sits quietly in the midst of all this, with not a single club 
that can dominate domestically and challenge on the continent. 
Put simply, the money is just not there.

While it is a combination of many financial failings keeping the 
Ekstraklasa mediocre (an optimist’s view), there are a few main 
causes. First, let’s examine the clubs. Club budgets in Poland are 
hilariously small compared to their Western counterparts. While 
they have increased almost yearly, no single club has an investor 
who has put any serious amount in to the teams. The top four in 
the 2011/2012 season were:

1) Legia Warszawa – 65 million złoty (finished 3rd)
2) Wisła Kraków – 50 million złoty (finished 7th)
3) Lech Poznań – 45 million złoty (finished 4th)
4) Polonia Warszawa – 45 million złoty (finished 6th)

Here we have an interesting scenario where the top four rich-
est clubs didn’t even finish as the top four teams in the league. 
Meanwhile, the team with the smallest budget, Ruch Chorzów, 
finished second in the league, having invested just 11 million 
złoty – which, at two million euro, is less than what Lassana 
Diarra of Real Madrid makes in one year. With such poor teams 
able to finish so high in the league, the Ekstraklasa’s spots for 
European qualification are usually filled by teams that will have 
no chance when the summer qualification campaigns begin. 
Ruch, for example, were eliminated from Europa League quali-
fication by a 0:7 aggregate loss to Czech side Viktoria Plzen. TV 
money doesn’t exist for the big clubs, and therefore the league 
can never benefit from the exposure of playing in the elite com-
petitions. The run from Lech Poznań in the 2010-2011 Europa 
League was a surprise to almost everyone in Poland.

As the clubs lack proper investment, they are forced to play with 

cut-price personnel. Player wages also cannot compare to sur-
rounding leagues, so players seek any contract in the West as 
soon as possible, merely to go abroad and make money. In many 
cases, it’s better financially for a Polish footballer to sit on the 
bench in France than to play regularly in Poland. The top earner 
in Polish football last year was Lech Poznań defender Manuel 
Arboleda, who was raking in 135,000 złoty per month – a mea-
sly 33,000 euro per month. Championship players in England 
sometimes make that weekly. The inability of the league to draw 
and keep talent due to low wages has meant that clubs that do 
have any talent always end up even weaker by the end of the 
season as those players seek greener fields.

Not all fault can lay with the clubs though. The rot begins at the 
very top of Polish football, with the untrusted F.A., the PZPN. 
With a yearly budget of around 60 million złoty (not counting 
UEFA bonuses), the Polish F.A. aren’t exactly going broke. Yet 
the appropriation of these funds is a true crime to struggling Pol-
ish soccer. It is believed that about a third of the budget goes to 
paying F.A. members salaries and bonuses. Polish F.A. president 
Grzegorz Lato makes more money than both the President and 
Prime Minister of Poland combined. With youth football stag-
gering in a country with a very proud past, the PZPN have little 
or no direction for the growth of football. After the completion 
of their Orliki 2012 program, the building of 2,012 brand new 
all-weather football pitches, there appears to be no motivation to 
continue with the momentum gained from Euro 2012.

At this rate, it is hard to imagine a bright future for Polish foot-
ball. With the vicious cycle of clubs constantly weakening before 
playing in European competition and then getting knocked out 
and their inability to pay the new industry-standard wages, suc-
cess cannot come on the back of savings. It will take a wealthy 
investor such as an Abramovich, or perhaps a group from Dubai, 
before we can once again expect a Polish team to play in the 
Champions League group stage. Changes from the F.A. are near-
ly impossible to expect, leaving the Ekstraklasa a league that is 
bogged down endlessly in its own mediocrity.  
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What to do next?
Four huge, beautiful stadiums and only fifteen league games each year. How to adapt harsh realities of Pol-
ish football to venues in Wrocław, Poznań, Warszawa and Gdańsk after Euro 2012 has ended? - asks Kuba 
Krzyzostaniak.

Each time there is a major sporting event, the host country 
(sometime countries), scrambles to build the newest and larg-
est stadiums to wow the world. As has happened in Athens with 
the Olympic stadium – now a desolate wasteland of a decaying 
monument – many countries struggle with 80,000 seaters that 
cannot be filled. Where once sports fans were greeted with beau-
tiful pools and metal archways, they would now find rust and 
weeds. Recently, South Africa has been having a dismal time 
filling their World Cup behemoths, with events being more the 
exception than the rule. 

As Poland prepared to co-host Euro 2012, there was a fear that 
once again, massive money would be spent for a one-time event, 
leaving host cities with a money drainer to celebrate their selec-
tion for years to come. Instead, the cities and clubs built rea-
sonably sized stadia and have plans to keep them viable for the 
future. The football infrastructure was given a massive boost and 
even teams that were not hosts upgraded stadiums to meet mod-
ern requirements. 

Shortly after Euro 2012 finished, as the UEFA banners came 
down from around the stadium, Lech Poznań became the official 
operators of the stadium, taking over from the city of Poznań. 
The club had the privilege of having their stadium operational 
for two years prior to the tournament. Attendance was fantastic 
at times, selling out during Europa League games against Red 
Bull Salzburg, Manchester City and Juventus, but dismal at oth-
ers, with a low point being just 9,000 fans for a league match 
– with the many empty seats a very visible eye-sore. I had the 
chance to meet with the operator and Chief Executive Officer of 
Lech Poznań’s Stadion Miejski (City Stadium), Bogdan Glein-
ert, to discuss how the club planned to move forward as the new 
stadium operator. “Obviously we want to have as many fans as 
possible, but realistically we’d hope for about 20,000 per game,” 
Gleinert told me. In this young season, so far Lech have been 

averaging just about that, with attendance varying from 18 to 25 
thousand for Europa League qualifiers. Ekstraklasa attendance 
will depend heavily on league success, as proved by Lech’s late 
run last season in April that saw the last home game of the sea-
son draw over 30,000.

One of the biggest problems plaguing the stadium is the condi-
tion of the pitch. “This is something we are learning as we go. 
We don’t have experience in operating the stadium, so there is no 
final decision yet on how we will proceed with the pitch. Obvi-
ously there are very high costs with using the artificial lighting 
as well as constantly relaying it,” said Gleinert. One positive will 
be the fact that Warta Poznań, who shared the ground the previ-
ous season, have moved out – meaning less wear on the pitch. 
The architecture of Lech’s stadium, though, will forever work 
against the club, with a lack of air and sunlight proving to create 
unfavorable conditions for grass to grow.

What does the future of the stadium hold? Mr. Gleinert spoke 
optimistically. “We want this to be a vibrant part of the city. We 
want things to be happening around the stadium, whether it is 
festivals or markets. When we asked residents of the area what 
they would most like to see, we were surprised that the most 
common answer was to show movies! So we are in the early 
stages of figuring out a way to show films on the big screens 
and have families come and watch them.” With European com-
petition out of the picture for a second consecutive season, it 
will take some creativity from the club to get people in for extra 
events. 

The problems are the same for the remaining host cities. 
Wrocław, Gdańsk, and Warszawa all have amazing stadiums 
with the potential for use, but there will have to be significant 
investment from the clubs in their teams to bring the fans in.

The one who got away
No one would like an introduction to a new football culture as the one Jose Antonio - or simply Kibu, as he 
likes to be named – Vicuna had. Working previously only as a youth coach in Osasuna Pampeluna in Spain, he 
took the challenge to work alongside the club’s ex-player and  his Polish friend Jan Urban, famous for scor-
ing a hat-trick against Real at Santiago Bernabeu. Back in June 2007, this has meant moving to the capital of 
Poland, Warszawa, and try to bring success to the famous Legia - writes Michał Zachodny

“Everything was alright at the beginning - the organization of 
the club, the atmosphere among the coaching staff, the relation-
ship with the players. Then it was our first official match in Vil-
nius, against Vetra in UEFA Cup. We prepared everything before 
the game - if we are winning we can make this sub, if we are 
losing that one, if we are only with ten players... but we didn´t 
expect what would happen!”

Legia was losing at half-time by two goals but that was the least 
of their problems. Players were not allowed back on the pitch 
of the small Vetra stadium, as it was now a battle place between 
Polish hooligans and the Lithuanian anti-riot police. Legia was 
kicked out of the cup, club went to war with fans introducing 
strict policy and, in result, Urban’s team rarely could count on 
support during the following two-and-a-half years of his tenure 
that ended with only two trophies, the Polish Cup and Supercup. 

That said, Kibu Vicuna denies that his and Urban’s first stint at 
Warszawa’s biggest club ended in defeat. He argues that every 
year Legia was close enough and the progress was easily seen, 
while trying to focus on the changes that he and his Polish 
friends have found after their comeback was announced early 
this summer.   

“Now our fans support us at our stadium, a marvelous stadium, 
and an excellent training ground” – Vicuna says. This is quite 
different to what he saw at the very first sight – the old stadium 
that was about to be renovated and a club that, like others, strug-
gled to have its own training base, never mind even a single 
training pitch. 

“I had no concerns at all. We had a very good opportunity to live 
professional football in the best club in Poland after almost 20 
years of training in Spain” – Vicuna, an educated journalist who 
runs a blog about Polish football for Spanish Marca, admits. “It 
was an honor and it is an honor to come back again.”

Current aims for his and Urban’s Legia have not changed by 
much, though. As he admits, the Europa League group stages, 
along with the championship and domestic cup are achievable 
goals, despite the tough opposition in Wisła, Śląsk, Lech, Ruch 
and Jagiellionia that they will face in the upcoming season. It’s 
worth noting that one of the most important things that defined 
their first stay at Legia between 2007 and 2010 was the decision  
to bring up youngsters, prepare them for first-team football and 
change the club’s rigid philosophy and structures.

KUBA KRZYZOSTANIAK

“It was and always will be an honour to coach Legia” - says Kibu Vicuna
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“Two weeks ago after an afternoon training I was running 
around the pitch and I was watching how a team of boys were 
training. It was amazing, very high level. When I finished I went 
to talk with their coaches, simply to congratulate them. The way 
they played was right” – Vicuna tells of the effects of the system 
introduced in youth groups a few years back. But other positives 
are better noticeable, as they are not hidden on the side field, but 
making themselves comfortable in Legia’s starting line-up.

„During our previous reign 21 young players made their debut 
in an official match!” – the 41-year-old coach points out. One 
of them was 16-year-old Ariel Borysiuk, currently playing for 
1.FC Kaiserslautern, who was bravely introduced to the senior 
football by Urban and one of the biggest admires of his talents, 
Kibu Vicuna. Now, there are the likes of Rafał Wolski – one of 
the best dribblers and technicians Ekstraklasa has seen in recent 
years, Michał Żyro, Jakub Kosecki and Daniel Łukasik. 

“From the first time at Legia, I remember Wolski, he had a lot of 
talent but at that time he was too fragile. I expected a lot from 
him though, I called him ‘the Boy Who Danced on the Top of the 
Ball’” – he recalls. “We are happy with the development of Fur-
man and Kopczynski and the improvement of Kosecki and Je-
drzejczyk. But they are the tip of the iceberg. Behind them there 
are a lot of young talented players.”

Legia, despite not winning the championship for a few  seasons, 
remained at the very top and their status as on the league’s fa-
vorites has not damaged the club in any way by bringing young-
sters through the club ranks. “I feel that the younger players at 
Legia are now better prepared. The methodology has changed, 
the scouting system is better and also the young players in Po-
land know that at Legia they have the opportunity to play.”

One of those that made the best impression in the earliest stages 
of Urban’s comeback is Daniel Łukasik, who was given a chance 
to shine in the first stages of the Europa League qualifications. 
“He is not only a defensive midfielder” – Vicuna adds. “He has 
the ability to play the ball not only from one side to the other but 
also to the front. Łukasik is very good at recovering balls and 
stopping the attacking game of the rival. He is a much better 

player than three years ago and I feel that he is going to continue 
improving.”

It is no wonder, to be honest, that Jan Urban decided to bring 
a trusted representative of the Spanish football to Poland and 
not trying to sign anybody from the domestic environment. For 
years what was easily seen by fans and observers of Polish foot-
ball, was neglected by the authorities – young coaches are not 
able to introduce the style he or Vicuna wanted, regardless of 
how hard these first seasons turned out to be for the trusted duo. 
“Now, a lot of Polish coaches contact me in order to learn the 
way we train, to make contacts in Spain, to go there to watch 
training sessions, to get good technical football magazines...” – 
he says of the changes in the mentality of Polish coaches.

“The important thing is your style, in Spanish we say your 
“modelo de juego”. In our sessions we are training the way we 
want to play. Now we are using 4-1-4-1 and 4-2-3-1 but I´m sure 
that during the season we are going to use other tactics” – he 
reveals. Not much of the revolution, arguably, but Legia have a 
wide range of skillful players, something rather uncommon even 
at the top of the Ekstraklasa’s table. 

“I think the worth of Ekstraklasa now are the talents of the new 
players, like Wolski, Kamiński, Żyro, Kosecki, Łukasik, Furman, 
Kopczyński, Stępiński...” – Vicuna reckons. The list is not a long 
one, yet one of the biggest contributions of the Spaniard and his 
Polish friend is the willingness with which talented youngsters 
are now introduced to the senior football. “I think the clubs are 
working much better in their academies than five years ago and 
we are going to have better players in the following years” – Le-
gia’s second coach admits. “We have to improve a lot technically 
and tactically, train better, closer to the needs of the game.”

It may take a while until he and Urban introduce Spanish merits 
of “tiki-taka” but acknowledging how Kibu Vicuna adapted to 
the life in Poland, how well he feels here and how positive he 
is about the changes – or at least how he uses “we” instead of 
“you” – may give an image of a rare success of domestic football 
over Legia’s coach country. We have taken one of their own.

MICHAŁ ZACHODNY

Boom has only just begun!
He is not crossing out Polish chances after woeful performances at Euro 2012. Each national team game he 
analyzes closely, emotionless. And he believes that the excitement for football in Poland is only just starting 
as he’s getting ready to lead Górnik Zabrze in the upcoming season, much to the delight of their many fans. 
In our exclusive interview Adam Nawalka talks about Euro 2012 and what lies ahead for Polish football - by 
Anna Kropaczek

The Polish team was so close to success this 
time, which should be the progression from the 
group. Czechs were beatable. What happened?
Many factors at the international level affect  the 
final outcome. It is impossible to give reasons why 
we have not made it. It is up to the coaching staff to 
prepare a report. For us, observers, the most im-
portant aspect was the physical factor. I wouldn’t 
blame everything on the preparations to the Eu-
ropean Championships though. I know the coach 
responsible for that, Remigiusz Rzepka, and I’m 
sure they did everything the right way. However, 
I would look at the mental side of our strategy. I 
thought that the score against Greece should have 
been much better. We haven’t won it, but there was 
a chance. So I won’t agree that draws with Greece 
or Russia were good results. Football is all about 
playing for the three points in every game.

The team failed, should we cross out their chances now?
The team prepared by coach Franciszek Smuda was one of great 
potential;  however, I know exactly what kind of pressure the 
players were under. Everyone, including the coach should praise 
them for their effort, but unfortunately there is no place for los-
ers. We must accept that.

Is there anyone we can praise from the team? Who deserves 
that after three games?
In my opinion, all of them played with ambition. The last game 
was the worst one, but there is no anger from my point of view. 
I’m sorry for them, because I know how much effort they have 
put in preparations, how much they have sacrificed. I think, they 
all deserve praise for the effort. And there will be a chance to 
make up for it in the upcoming qualifications to the World Cup.

But maybe there was someone that impressed you the most? 
Przemysław Tytoń, perhaps?
Well, a few of them were impressive during the championships. 
I think about Przemysław Tytoń of course, but also Eugen Po-
lanski showed himself from a very good side. In each game there 
was someone standing out, but it is all about them performing 
very well in each game. Then, obviously, it’s easier to win.

When Poland was out of the tournament, were you watching 
the rest of the games from a different angle?
These games gave me many emotions. I was very enthusiastic 
about them but I shouldn’t forget that I’m a manager, so matches 
without our team I tried to analyze. I look at tactical and coach-
ing news, trying to introduce it to my own job. Surely, this tour-
nament was a very good one, attractive from every point of view. 
And for Poland – what’s important – also successful on the or-
ganizational side. From the new wave of support and enthusiasm 

in Poland we should be extremely happy. I can 
only hope that this will transfer to the Ekstraklasa 
and the following games  by the national team.

The football passion is most easily witnessed on 
the youngest fans. Small boys have new idols, 
we can’t waste that potential…
I deeply believe that the whole effort put in build-
ing new football fields, improving backgrounds, 
connected with success on the pitch will make up 
for the costs. I’m full of optimism. I think that the 
boom for football will still come, the interest will 
grow and, what comes with it, the level will go up 
and we will have many more reasons to be proud 
of our domestic clubs and the national team.

I must ask about Górnik. What are the main 
aims for the season after the 8th-place finish last season? 
What comes next for the club?
The aims are stressed by the board and we are yet to find them 
out. At this moment, we are signing new players, filling the gaps 
in our squad. Players like Michał Pazdan and Adam Marciniak 
have left us. Łukasz Skorupski and Prejuce Nakoulma want to do 
the same, for economic reasons, to support our budget. At  the 
moment our transfer strategy is prepared, so  will know exactly 
who we can count on in the upcoming season. We will be able 
to stress what we want to achieve. Our preparations were di-
vided into three stages – it started from four-days-long consults 
with the team, then players were given individual schedules as 
homework. Then, the second stage, six weeks of pre-season time, 
including two training camps in Poland and one in Slovenia. 
The latter will be the most important, we will have a great base 
there and also competitive games to play. We hope that our team 
will be well prepared, as the league will be hard as ever and we 
can’t overlook anything.

Did you even have the time to rest this summer?
Yes, of course, there must be some time for that, though I always 
want to connect  pleasure with my work. So, during my holi-
days, I prepare all the training materials, I try to enrich them as 
much as possible. Even during my holidays, I tried to spend a 
few hours on my work, but this gives me pleasure.

So what did you do for  fun during the holidays?
I like to spend my time diving, I love it. I had a great chance to do 
so in Egypt. Then there is also tennis that I play, I ride my bike… 
I have to stay fit, it’s very important for every coach!

ANNA KROPACZEK
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I’m not losing my grip
He worked for Leo Beenhakker at the national team and even before that, aged only 34, he was given the 
chance as a manager of Zagłębie Lubin. His career high was fifth place with GKS Bełchatów but recent stints 
in charge of Cracovia and Lechia Gdańsk were much less spectacular  - interview by Michał Zachodny

We are talking 
straight after very 
unimpressive per-
formances by Pol-
ish clubs in Euro-
pean cups.  What 
do you make of 
this?
To say “unimpres-
sive” is rather an 
understatement. The 
truth hurts because 
the reality is that 
Polish sides failed 
all across the board. 
. It’s a shame, espe-
cially because we 

thought the draws looked pretty easy. At this moment the situa-
tion is negative and our clubs resemble “waiters” who just de-
liver points to opponents who are not strong themselves.  Things 
have changed . Even at the qualification stages there  are no 
poor clubs anymore and quite  often our sides turn out to be 
those “waiters”.

What is the reason for  that?
There is no universal answer and there are many factors why 
things are the way they are. Usually, teams from Ekstraklasa 
are struggling for motivation before the season starts but that 
can’t be the explanation, can it? I would love to know the reason 
behind our recent slump and then just remove it by one mag-
ic touch, to make one of our clubs fighting for the Champions 
League final. Unfortunately, it doesn’t work like that.

You were one of the first Polish managers who took advan-
tage of internships and studies at bigger clubs abroad. What 
has this experience given you? 
Contrary to what is thought, there are true coaching experts in 
Poland – the difference is in scale though. European clubs from 
the top shelf are like huge companies, where everything has to 
be in the right place, tip-top. Our league is only just beginning 
to be professional, but we are still off by some distance. While 
we are just talking about applying the experience of looking and 
observing top sides  to coaching, it’s very positive overall . It is 
important to state questions, not only stand there and wait for 
the lunch break. If your mind’s open, you are willing to learn, 
you are inquisitive, and as such these kinds of visits can help.

Does every young coach have  to travel abroad to find all the 
answers about the job?
I mentioned the changes in Poland, which clearly is something 
that is positive. Even in this country, you can find an occasion to 
learn from the new wave of coaching thoughts. I had a chance to 
be part of coaching conference in Szklarska Poreba earlier this 
year, which  was organized by the regional federation. I think 

there are enough occasions to meet and exchange own experi-
ences, the more to better, especially if people from the whole 
business are meeting there. For every participant, that was a 
good way to learn all the different paths to the sidelines for eve-
ryone who participated. 

But are these the only positives of the process of learning to 
become a coach?
Of course not, a lot of these conferences are directed at  the peo-
ple working with youth teams. It is good, and it has direct impact 
on these players. This is the area where the most work is ahead 
of us. Senior teams should have youth squads as their basis. 
There is no need for an example from abroad, as our national 
team have a lot of young players, and there was recognizable 
difference in the approach to the game. We have to understand 
the bigger competencies of those who are teaching and prepar-
ing coaches are crucial for the level of football in our country, in 
the Ekstraklasa even.

You have worked at Zagłębie Lubin, a club that is one of the 
leaders at coaching youngsters. Have you followed closely 
the development of younger players and how they performed 
the national youth teams?  
For players between  fourteen to seventeen years old a trip for 
the national team is an exciting adventure and occasion to gain 
new experiences. At this age cohort football is not only played 
for fun because the real competition kicks in. It is good because 
it creates the will to win and realize success It’s even better for 
their development when they get the chance to feel the atmos-
phere and specifics of international tournaments at such a young 
age. It is true that Zagłębie are reaping the benefits of a well 
thought-out strategy in coaching youth. I can only wish other 
managers to work with such a system.

Do they stand out in Poland in terms of coaching youth?
As I said, they are characterized by a complex style, with good 
cooperation with their regional federation, wise approach to 
smaller clubs and many other options in the development. Such 
strategic complexity has to give results at some point. The Lower 
Silesian club is not the only example, and that is good news. 
As  more regions and  clubs take on the intensive challenge of 
improving youth football in Poland, the better it will be  for us, 
managers. The road to success can be rough, so we have to help 
every young player.

Can we expect your comeback to management anytime soon?
The less is said about my last coaching job the better. But I’m not 
losing my grip. We will see.

MICHAŁ ZACHODNY

All about different factors
Marcin Dorna is the manager of Poland U17 national team and we had a chance to talk with him about Euro-
pean Championships in Slovenia his team finished in the semi-finals, as well as coaching system in Poland of 
domestic finest talents  - interview by Michał Zachodny

Congratulations on the result at the U17 Euro in Slovenia. 
How would you rate the performance of Your team?

Thanks. We regret missing on the final but all in all, the tour-
nament was our success. The most important thing is that our 
players had the chance to face decent opposition, feel the atmos-
phere of great tournament, get the confidence and experience. 
Such feeling is a great motivation for more intensive work at the 
beginning of their road to senior football.

Yes, the start of the road. Do You expect from any of Your 
players to be part of the senior national team in the nearest 
future, hopefully playing a part in the Euro 2016 in France?

Well, we have many talented players, hungry of success, eager to 
learn and play. The potential is huge and we can happily admit 
that there is more and more occasions to realize it. The level 
of coaching of youth and then introducing talents into senior 
football has been on the up recently. I don’t want to point to the 
certain persons, though I know that following the right path can 
get at least some of my players to the national team, as well as 

on the European stage. 

This is crucial age fro those players. They have to continuously 
work, fully committed, with truly professional approach – and 
this is only start. There will be more of it, tough work, tough 
moments but if they stay positive, learn right habits, stay hungry, 
there is great future for them. 

There are different players from different clubs, few of them 
stand out from the region You have previously worked in, the 
Greater Poland, also there are few of them in Lower Silesia. 
Can You tell us more about them?

Gracjan Horoszkiewicz [currently Hertha Berlin, formerly of 
Zagłębie Lubin] is my team’s captain, also Piotr Azikiewicz 
and Igor Łasicki [both from Zagłębie Lubin] are all candidates 
for great players. All of them have great physical conditions, 
and still are developing their technique and tactical awareness. 
There are other players from Zagłębie Lubin who have already 
played for my team, but were omitted for the tournament. All 
of them that made their way to the final squad were trained in 
Lubin, scouted in the Lower Silesia. 

Zagłębie is one of the rare but positive examples of professional 
coaching youth system in Poland. I know, that there are good 
things happening at Śląsk Wroclaw as well. I think that in next 
few years, clubs from that region will take take advantage of 
that. But they have to stay focus all the way, Gracjan’s move to 
Hertha shows that they are not the only ones interested in our 
players. Our players born in 1995, as we have seen during the 
tournament in Slovenia, are not worse than young footballers 
from much richer in coaching traditions countries.

Can you see changes in how coaches are educated to the 
work with young talents, or are we still in the times when 
they give them the ball just to kick it around?
Thankfully, the changes are easily noticeable. This is down to 
many symposiums and conferences organized by regional fed-
erations, and I take part in them, with huge pleasure. There is 
no way that connection with professional set up will not affect 
the education of young coaches, will not change their way of 
coaching. 

Majority of those that I talk with are enthusiastic about the 
changes and practices we show them, want to introduce them in 
own trainings. To the lower level it gets, the knowledge makes 
level of players and coaches grow, obviously. Coaching is a sys-
tem of different factors, all of them connected, we should not for-
get about that. It’s good thing that there are hundreds interested 
in coaching education, and we can be proud of support of people 
from our federation. 

MICHAŁ ZACHODNY
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Ruch was big success
If you are a fan of lower-league English football, or indeed Football Manager, the chances are you will have 
at some point come across a striker by the name of Paweł Abbott. Having started his career in his mother’s 
home country of Poland with ŁKS Łódź, Paweł moved back to England with Preston North-End  - interview 
by Ryan Hubbard
After spells at Bury, Huddersfield Town, Swansea City, Darling-
ton, Oldham Athletic and Charlton Athletic, the 6ft 2in striker 
signed for Polish Ekstraklasa side Ruch Chorzów at the start of 
2011. After a disappointing Spring Round for the Silesian club, 
Ruch went on to a fantastic second-placed finish during the 
2011/12 season, surprising many along the way.

In July, Paweł’s contract with Ruch expired, and he signed a deal 
at Pierwsza Liga challengers Zawisza Bydgoszcz. Ryan Hub-
bard caught up with him ahead of the new season.

I am often asked which level of English football I would 
compare the Ekstraklasa to. Having played for a number of 
years in England, and now for 18 months for Ruch Chorzów 
in Poland, what is your opinion?

It is hard to compare the 2 leagues. The English style is much 
faster much more physical, whereas the Ekstraklasa is more 
technical; but the reason might be that the play is much slower, 
and you have more time on the ball. I think the better teams 
in the Ekstraklasa would be Championship level, and the lower 
table ones League 1.

I was recently at a friendly game between Aldershot Town 
and Warta Poznań. It was noticeable how Aldershot played 
a “typical English” long-ball style, whilst Warta tried to play 
a passing game starting right from the back. Is that a style 
that many Polish sides try to adopt?

Yes, they always try to play out of the back in Poland. The dif-
ference is that in England you don’t really have time to play out 
from back.

Still on the subject of comparisons, we’ll move onto the fans. 
How different are the supporters in the two countries?

In Poland, at the games the fans are more organised when it 
comes to cheering the team on - they sing for more or less the 
whole 90 minutes. There might not be as many at games as there 
is in England, but I think they create a better atmosphere. In 
England though, I think the fans are more passionate about their 
football team. I have a sense that it means more to them how 
their team does. They are there at more or less all the games, 
whether its going good or bad.

Lets talk about last season. Despite not managing to pick 
up any silverware, do you feel that Ruch’s season could be 
classed as a success?

I think so. At the beginning of the season I don’t think many peo-
ple would’ve thought we would be in the top half, nevermind 
finishing 2nd; So in that respect I think it was a big success. It 
is a bit disappointing that we didn’t win anything though - being 

second twice hurts a little bit.

After the 2010/11 season, Ruch finished in 12th position. Did 
you imagine that you could be challenging for the title right 
down to the final day?

No, I thought we would have had the championship wrapped 
up way before the last day! [laughs] Seriously though, in a way 
were happy with 2nd, but deep down we all know how close we 
were to being champions.

Is there any point during the season which you felt that you 
had lost the chance to win the league?

No, the way the season was going, anything was possible. It was 
a very open season and I don’t think there will be one like it in 
a long time.

Were there any clubs which surprised you last season? Lech 
had a late challenge for the title, whilst Legia threw away 
their chance during the last few games?

I think Legia being 3rd was a big surprise. They looked favour-
ites for most of the season, and it’s quite unusual what happened 
in the last games for them. But that’s football I suppose, anything 
can happen!

You had a chance to come up against a fair few defences last 
term; any that stood out as being difficult to beat?
I think Legia’s defence was the toughest to play against, 
mainly because of (Michał) Żewłakow - he is still one 
of the best defenders in the Ekstraklasa. But in my opin-
ion the best defence was our pairing of (Rafał) Grodzicki 
and (Piotr) Stawarczyk. And i’m not being biased. [laughs]

And besides the second-placed finish, are there 
any other highlights you have of the season?
The final was a nice experience. I was disappointed 
not to start that game with (Arkadiusz) Piech being 
suspended, but at least I got on the pitch for a few 
minutes.

Obviously you are now no longer at Ruch. I im-
agine you were very disappointed when your con-
tract wasn’t renewed?
Not really. I was offered a new contract, and the ne-
gotiations went on for a long time. The main rea-
son was that it was the end of the season, and ei-
ther I wasn’t about or the Managing Director was 
away. I was told to think about it and let them know. 

When I told them I wanted to renew, they said they’d 
let me know in the next few days. Maybe I took too 
long with the reply.

You have now signed a 1-year deal at Zawisza By-
dgoszcz. What convinced you that they were the 
right club for you?
The club is very ambitious and we have a very good 
squad. I think we have a good chance to achieve 
something here, so well have to wait and see if it was 
a good move for me. Also it is very close to my home 
town.

Zawisza came very close to promotion last season. 
Was a potential quick return to the Ekstraklasa 
something that you thought about when signing 
for the club?

It went to the last day and they were very unlucky not 
to go up. I think we have a good chance, but you never 
know how it will go. We will just have to take each 
game as it comes along and not look too far in to the 
future.

Bydgoszcz is a long way from Chorzów; does that 
mean that the family will be relocating with you?

They will be relocating as well, but not to Bydgoszcz. 
We’ve decided that they will stay in one place now. 
With having a young son who has started school, it 
will be better if he doesn’t have to relocate every few 
years.

There are some tough teams plying their trade in 
the Pierwsza Liga; is there any game in particular 
that you are looking forward to?
Not really. I prepare for every game the same - it 
doesn’t matter who we play.

Your former coach at Ruch, Waldemar Fornalik, 
has been named as the new Poland national team 
coach. There is a big difference between club and 
international football; how do you think he’ll get 
on?
I think he will do well. He seems to be able to get the 
best out of his players, and Poland have a good squad 
of players. We’ll have to wait and see.

Finally, any predictions for the Ekstraklasa and 
Pierwsza Liga seasons?
I think Legia will be champions this season, but I’m 
not sure about Pierwsza Liga!

RYAN HUBBARD
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What a “kibol” is?
Loud and melodic support, as in England? Balkan kettle, heated up with a sea of red flares? Or maybe com-
plicated, well-thought out cardboards images, connected to the most interesting examples prepared by Inter or 
AS Roma? All of the  above, actually - words by Jakub Olkiewicz

The Polish style of support is beyond  any classification, while 
fans from Ekstraklasa often are a subject of admiration and envy 
all over the world – from casual-styled Russians, to the tem-
peramental Greeks. What do Polish stadiums look like in the top 
division, the Ekstraklasa?

First and foremost – they are completely safe. Times of lawless-
ness on the stands have passed away with the arrival of the new 
millennium, while current hooligans stay away from stadiums, 
keeping their business  in more secluded places. Secondly – each 
stadium is divided into two sections, the so-called “picnics”, fans 
of good football, focused on the pitch and those  who refer to  
themselves as “kibol” (variation of Polish word “fan”). Fanatic, 
devoted people who  are singing, preparing flags, and obviously 
illegal pyrotechnics. Both often leave in symbiosis, supporting 
each other, penetrating, though the most important decisions are 
made by the latter group.

From where does the word “kibol” come? In Poznan’s dialect it 
has existed for years, which simply means “a devoted fan”, but 
as years went by it became a synonym for a “hooligan” in the 
country’s media. In the media, ultras fans were put into the same 
group as bandits from stadiums, all called as “kibole”. Nowa-
days, media use this word to slander supporters, while these… in 
an ironic way adopt Poznan’s regionalism. Chant “Ole to my ki-
bole” (“Ole, we are kibole”) is heard at political, peaceful mani-
festations, laughing at  the way local media works. But let’s get 
back to the way “kibol” is active.

To them we owe the deafening support and complicated ways of 
expression. One of the most important aspects of their activity is 
also the one beyond the stadium. There the fanatic fans are co-
operating with clubs, organizing charity collections and patriotic 
actions. In contrast to so many leagues, majority of Polish clubs 

can be proud of such groups.

Unfortunately, in the upcoming season of the Ekstraklasa, fans 
will be able to see only two derby games. Warsaw is the only 
team with two clubs at the top level. There will be no “Holy 
War” of Krakow, or often regarded as the most interesting in Po-
land derby of Łódź (Cracovia and ŁKS have been both relegated 
last May). A small compensation should be the Great Silesia 
Derby between Ruch Chorzow and Górnik Zabrze, a match that 
always focuses the attention of the whole 3-million agglomera-
tion of the Upper Silesia. 

It has to be said that in the current political climate , fewer and 
fewer games are  regarded as “fan attractive” that can be played 
with both groups of fans in  the stands. In the mad pursuit  for 
increased stadium safety, it is a rare sight that both sets of sup-
porters are allowed to take part in the show  - the away end 
usually stays empty, or, in extreme conditions, the whole venue 
is closed.

It doesn’t change the fact that Polish fans are at the top of the 
world’s ranks. You have to look at how fans of Legia Warszawa 
prepare their sectors for the games, as well as the ones at Lech 
Poznań. High standards are kept also at Wisła Kraków, Lechia 
Gdańsk, Korona Kielce, Widzew Łódź, Zagłębie Lubin or Śląsk 
Wrocław. Even crews from smaller towns, such as Bełchatów 
or Gliwice are doing everything to keep themselves close to the 
rest, and to surprise them in an original way with an interesting 
idea or increased number of pyrotechnics.

The away games are a different case though. As mentioned, fans 
often have problems of formal nature – away bans for bad be-
havior (often given to prevent “dangerous hooligan incidents”) 
are given by PZPN, clubs, as well as politicians and police.

“Fanatical Public Enemy” - shows how every “kibol” feels media show him. This is also “oprawa”.

However, Polish fans try to take part in every 
away game – despite the unfair treatment, 
hosts are helping their visitors to make it to 
the stands, often in their own sectors. Often 
biggest enemies are forget about their issues 
to watch the game together.

As for the numbers – top crews are using full 
allocation at away games, which formally 
means 5% of stadium’s capacity – from 300 
at the smallest grounds to 1600 at the new-
est venues. Others travel in smaller numbers, 
but they never allow themselves to have the 
so-called “away zero”. For supporters in Po-
land, that is the biggest shame. Average at-
tendance is often connected to the quality of 
the stadium. At the old, ruined grounds it was  
less than 6,000, while biggest venues often 
attract more than 20,000 spectators. Number 
of fans at each round often varies between 
50,000 and 100,000. 

What does make Polish fans stand out in Europe, where  
players for such clubs as  Manchester City have nostalgic 
memories of an atmosphere made by the fanatic support of 
Lech Poznań? Deafening chanting, home or away. Polish 
fanatics are versatile, taking their activities away from the 
football grounds. There is a feeling of unity, brotherhood 
that follows them even in between seasons, during many 
fans’ tournaments, organized patriotic manifestations. 
Even if Serbs will light more flares, or English chant in 
more melodic way – Polish fans’ scene is definitely as in-
teresting as their football. 
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Disabled fans of Śląsk Wrocław have their own support-
ers’ club and they follow the team at every away match.

JAKUB OLKIEWICZ

Ruch fans were handed the away ban, yet found their way to be in Wrocław and 
support their team - sitting among Śląsk’s supporters, without any troubles.

SUPPORT THE POLISH WAY

Oprawa – Polish word for the special way fans present 
themselves at the games, with  huge flags, thousands of 
cartons, often supported by…

Pyrotechnics – despite being illegal, it’s fans’ favorite in 
Poland. Building the atmosphere, making “oprawa” even 
more beautiful. 

Support – the louder the better. At Polish stadiums it’s 
often like in hell.

Politics – often visible in the ultras sections, that are 
dominated by declared patriots with conservative views. 
Fans are very willing to show their love to the country, 
loudly voicing their problems, mainly with politicians of 
course.

Away games – the essence of being a true supporter. 
Often forbidden, though cultivated by fanatics. Often 
being the difference between the Sunday fans and the true 
“kibole”, following their team through the country.

Polish football, where every fan is welcomed...
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Poland - the new Germany
Whisper it quietly but Germany is no longer the destination on the top of the European Football Weekend 
aficionados travel list. For longer than we can remember we have extolled the virtues of the German game as 
having all of the ingredients of a great matchday experience - plenty of beer, sausages, passionate fans and 
more often than not some decent football. But in the past year our heads have been turned by a mistress. Sitting 
next door to the east is Poland - the New German Football experience - says Stuart Fuller.

“Yes, we can see your shirts are green” - GKS Bełchatów fans want to hide something, perhaps?
I am sure Polish football fans will hate us referring to their do-
mestic game in this way but that is quite a high accolade. After 
all, would you rather spend your weekend in a city where the 
beer is cheap, the women are very blonde and the fans know how 
to whip up at atmosphere, all with change from £100, or instead 
buy a single ticket for a plastic seat at the Emirates with a bottle 
of Arsenal branded table water? Good - I have your attention.

Yes, we know that only a few of us can pronounce, let alone 
understand the Polish language but it is worth the effort to learn. 
Throw yourself in Vans first. Plenty of low cost carriers fly to 
Poland every weekend, opening up destinations that prior to 
the European Championships few people had heard of. Gdańsk, 
once famous for a revolutionary union leader with a big mous-
tache, is now one of the trendiest cities in Northern Europe - so 
trendy that the Danish football team chose the region as their 
base for Euro 2012 despite the fact their nearest game was over 
1,000 kilometres away. 

Poznań is not only a city on the up, but it has given Manchester 
City something that money can’t buy - and based on the fact they 
are the richest club in the world that is one hell of a statement. 
The “Poznań” is now copied the world over, and whilst City fans 
may claim it for their own, the words “The Poznan” sums up the 
roots of the strange terrace dance. 

Wrocław, pronounced “Vrots-waf”, is the current hotbed of Pol-
ish football, with Śląsk being crowned as champions of the Ek-

straklasa, and home to the impressive Miejski Stadium. Kraków, 
one of the best preserved medieval city centres in Europe still 
has a passionate derby, and what words can really describe a 
night at Legia Warsaw’s stadium, voted by us as the best atmos-
phere in Europe no less.

We saw our first Polish game back in 2008 and it was a fairly 
drab affair, played out in a crumbling stadium with a few thou-
sand people dotted around. Fast forward to 2011 and Poland had 
found the Delorean and gone Back to the Future in more ways 
than one. 

Our first destination was Warsaw, a city being transformed by 
the decision to allow them to host the European Championships. 
Smart hotels had sprung up around the city centre, and room 
rates were some of the cheapest in Europe. A five star hotel for 
the night cost us less than £20 per head, including a buffet break-
fast featuring four different sausages. 

The football on offer was attacking, and played to a soundtrack 
of noise produced by the Legia Warsaw fans who never gave up 
getting behind their team. Our tip for the virgin visitor - wear 
some headphones otherwise your ears will still be suffering the 
next morning, although with the price of a beer in the bars of the 
old town costing less than a £1 a pint, your head will probably 
be joining them.

We headed off the following day from Warsaw south west-
ish to Poland’s third city, Łódź (pronounced “wooge” of 
course) on one of those trains you see in Hitchcock mov-
ies. A ticket for a couple of hours trip costs about the same 
as a one stop ticket on the London Underground and you 
have access to the buffet car where they will knock up a 
few Kolduny (meat dumplings) for you along with a beer 
or two. 

Once there, we paid less than £10 to watch Łódzki Klub 
Sportowy try and avoid relegation in a stadium that in Eng-
land would have been classed as “condemned” decades 
ago, but to us it just said “proper”. At half time we got to 
mingle with the good and the great of the club, amazing 
people with the fact that we were a) English and b) here 
watching their team.

This season we already have plans to expand our Polish 
footballing knowledge. The good news about the Euro-
pean Championships is that it showed the watching world 
the positive side of Poland - it’s beautiful architecture, it’s 
(beautiful) people and of course four world class stadiums. 
The bad news is that hundreds of thousands of people will 
soon discover the secret we wanted for ourselves - that Po-
land is where it is at in terms of European Football watch-
ing.

STUART FULLER

Poland’s biggest advantage over Germany.

Welcome to ŁKS Łódź, VIP seats.
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MATCHDAY 1 - 17-19.08.2012

Jagiellonia Białystok  -  Podbeskidzie   18.08, 13:30
Lech Poznań   -  Ruch Chorzów 18.08, 18:00
Lechia Gdańsk  -  PoloniaWarsaw20.08, 18:30
Legia Warszawa  -  Korona Kielce  19.08, 17:00
Piast Gliwice   -  Górnik Zabrze  17.09, 20:45
Pogoń Szczecin  -  Zagłębie Lubin 17.08, 18:00
Widzew Łódź   -  Śląsk Wrocław 18.08, 15:45
Wisła Kraków  - GKSBełchatów19.08, 14:30

MATCHDAY 2 - 25-26.08.2012

GKS Bełchatów  -  Legia Warsaw  26.08, 17:00
Jagiellonia Białystok  -  Górnik Zabrze 24.08, 20:30
Podbeskidzie   -  Wisła Kraków 25.08, 13:30
Pogoń Szczecin -  Lechia Gdańsk27.08, 18:30
Polonia Warsaw  -  Lech Poznań  25.08, 18:00
Śląsk Wrocław  -  Korona Kielce 26.08, 14:30
Widzew Łódź   -  Ruch Chorzów25.08, 15:45
Zagłębie Lubin  -  Piast Gliwice  24.08, 18:00

MATCHDAY 3 - 1-2.09.2012

Jagiellonia   -  Zagłębie Lubin 1.09, 18:00
Korona Kielce  -  Lechia Gdańsk 1.09, 13:30
Lech Poznań   -  Górnik Zabrze 2.09, 14:30
Legia Warszawa  -  Podbeskidzie   3.09, 18:30
Piast Gliwice   -  Pogoń Szczecin 31.8, 18:00
Śląsk Wrocław  -  Ruch Chorzów 2.09, 17:00
Widzew Łódź   -  GKS Bełchatów1.09, 15:45
Wisła Kraków  -  Polonia Warsaw31.8, 20:30

MATCHDAY 4 - 15-16.09.2012

GKS Bełchatów  -  Lech Poznań  
Górnik Zabrze  -  Legia Warszawa  
Lechia Gdańsk  -  Piast Gliwice  
Podbeskidzie   -  Śląsk Wrocław  
Pogoń Szczecin  -  Wisła Kraków  
Polonia Warsaw  -  Jagiellonia Białystok  
Ruch Chorzów  -  Korona Kielce  
Zagłębie Lubin  -  Widzew Łódź  

MATCHDAY 5 - 22-23.09.2012

Jagiellonia   -  Piast Gliwice  
Korona Kielce  -  Podbeskidzie 
Lech Poznań   -  Pogoń Szczecin  
Legia Warszawa  -  Polonia Warszawa  
Ruch Chorzów  -  Zagłębie Lubin  
Śląsk Wrocław  -  GKS Bełchatów  
Widzew Łódź   -  Górnik Zabrze  
Wisła Kraków  -  Lechia Gdańsk

MATCHDAY 6 - 29-30.09.2012

GKS Bełchatów  -  Korona Kielce  
Górnik Zabrze  -  Śląsk Wrocław  
Lechia Gdańsk  -  Lech Poznań  
Piast Gliwice   -  Wisła Kraków  
Podbeskidzie    -  Ruch Chorzów  
Pogoń Szczecin  -  Jagiellonia Białystok  
Polonia Warsaw  -  Widzew Łódź  
Zagłębie Lubin  -  Legia Warszawa  

MATCHDAY 7 - 6-7.10.2012

Jagiellonia    -  Lechia Gdańsk  
Korona Kielce  -  Zagłębie Lubin  
Lech Poznań   -  Piast Gliwice  
Legia Warszawa  -  Wisła Kraków  
Podbeskidzie    -  Górnik Zabrze  
Ruch Chorzów  -  GKS Bełchatów  
Śląsk Wrocław  -  Polonia Warszawa  
Widzew Łódź   -  Pogoń Szczecin  

MATCHDAY 8 - 20-21.10.2012

GKS Bełchatów  -  Podbeskidzie 
Górnik Zabrze  -  Korona Kielce  
Lechia Gdańsk  -  Śląsk Wrocław  
Piast Gliwice   -  Widzew Łódź  
Pogoń Szczecin  -  Legia Warszawa  
Polonia Warsaw  -  Ruch Chorzów  
Wisła Kraków  -  Jagiellonia Białystok  
Zagłębie Lubin  -  Lech Poznań  

MATCHDAY 9 - 27-28.10.2012

GKS Bełchatów  -  Polonia Warszawa  
Korona Kielce  -  Pogoń Szczecin  
Lech Poznań   -  Jagiellonia Białystok  
Legia Warszawa  -  Piast Gliwice  
Podbeskidzie   -  Lechia Gdańsk  
Ruch Chorzów  -  Górnik Zabrze  
Śląsk Wrocław  -  Zagłębie Lubin  
Widzew Łódź   -  Wisła Kraków  

MATCHDAY 10 - 3-4.11.2012

Górnik Zabrze  -  GKS Bełchatów  
Jagiellonia   -  Widzew Łódź  
Lechia Gdańsk  -  Legia Warszawa  
Piast Gliwice   -  Ruch Chorzów  
Pogoń Szczecin  -  Śląsk Wrocław  
Polonia Warsaw  -  Korona Kielce  
Wisła Kraków  -  Lech Poznań  
Zagłębie Lubin  -  Podbeskidzie

MATCHDAY 11 - 10-11.11.2012

GKS Bełchatów  -  Pogoń Szczecin  
Górnik Zabrze  -  Zagłębie Lubin  
Korona Kielce  -  Wisła Kraków  
Legia Warszawa  -  Jagiellonia Białystok  
Podbeskidzie   -  Polonia Warszawa  
Ruch Chorzów  -  Lechia Gdańsk  
Śląsk Wrocław  -  Piast Gliwice  
Widzew Łódź   -  Lech Poznań  

MATCHDAY 12 - 17-18.11.2012

Jagiellonia    -  Korona Kielce  
Lech Poznań   -  Legia Warszawa  
Lechia Gdańsk  -  Widzew Łódź  
Piast Gliwice   -  Podbeskidzie
Pogoń Szczecin  -  Ruch Chorzów  
Polonia Warsaw  -  Górnik Zabrze  
Wisła Kraków   -  Śląsk Wrocław  
Zagłębie Lubin  -  GKS Bełchatów  

MATCHDAY 13 - 24-25.11.2012

GKS Bełchatów  -  Lechia Gdańsk  
Górnik Zabrze  -  Pogoń Szczecin  
Korona Kielce   -  Piast Gliwice  
Legia Warszawa  -  Widzew Łódź  
Podbeskidzie    -  Lech Poznań  
Polonia Warsaw  -  Zagłębie Lubin  
Ruch Chorzów  -  Wisła Kraków  
Śląsk Wrocław  -  Jagiellonia Białystok  

MATCHDAY 14 - 1-2.12.2012

Jagiellonia    -  GKS Bełchatów  
Lech Poznań   -  Śląsk Wrocław  
Lechia Gdańsk  -  Zagłębie Lubin  
Legia Warszawa  -  Ruch Chorzów  
Piast Gliwice   -  Polonia Warszawa  
Pogoń Szczecin  -  Podbeskidzie
Widzew Łódź   -  Korona Kielce  
Wisła Kraków  -  Górnik Zabrze  

MATCHDAY 15 - 8-9.12.2012

GKS Bełchatów  -  Piast Gliwice  
Górnik Zabrze  -  Lechia Gdańsk  
Korona Kielce  -  Lech Poznań  
Podbeskidzie    -  Widzew Łódź  
Polonia Warsaw  -  Pogoń Szczecin  
Ruch Chorzów  -  Jagiellonia Białystok  
Śląsk Wrocław  -  Legia Warszawa  
Zagłębie Lubin  -  Wisła Kraków

MATCHDAY 16 - 23-24.02.2012

GKS Bełchatów  -  Wisła Kraków  
Górnik Zabrze  -  Piast Gliwice  
Korona Kielce   -  Legia Warszawa  
Podbeskidzie    -  Jagiellonia Białystok  
Polonia Warsaw  -  Lechia Gdańsk  
Ruch Chorzów  -  Lech Poznań  
Śląsk Wrocław  -  Widzew Łódź  
Zagłębie Lubin  -  Pogoń Szczecin  

MATCHDAY 17 - 2-3.03.2013

Górnik Zabrze  -  Jagiellonia Białystok  
Korona Kielce  -  Śląsk Wrocław 
Lech Poznań   -  Polonia Warszawa  
Lechia Gdańsk  -  Pogoń Szczecin  
Legia Warszawa  -  GKS Bełchatów  
Piast Gliwice   -  Zagłębie Lubin  
Ruch Chorzów  -  Widzew Łódź  
Wisła Kraków  -  Podbeskidzie 

MATCHDAY 18 - 9-10.03.2013

GKS Bełchatów  -  Widzew Łódź  
Górnik Zabrze  -  Lech Poznań  
Lechia Gdańsk  -  Korona Kielce  
Podbeskidzie    -  Legia Warszawa  
Pogoń Szczecin  -  Piast Gliwice  
Polonia Warsaw  -  Wisła Kraków  
Ruch Chorzów  -  Śląsk Wrocław  
Zagłębie Lubin  -  Jagiellonia Białystok  

MATCHDAY 19 - 16-17.03.2013

Jagiellonia   -  Polonia Warszawa  
Korona Kielce   -  Ruch Chorzów  
Lech Poznań   -  GKS Bełchatów  
Legia Warszawa  -  Górnik Zabrze  
Piast Gliwice   -  Lechia Gdańsk  
Śląsk Wrocław  -  Podbeskidzie 
Widzew Łódź   -  Zagłębie Lubin  
Wisła Kraków  -  Pogoń Szczecin  

MATCHDAY 20 - 30.03.2013

GKS Bełchatów  -  Śląsk Wrocław  
Górnik Zabrze  -  Widzew Łódź  
Lechia Gdańsk  -  Wisła Kraków  
Piast Gliwice   -  Jagiellonia Białystok  
Podbeskidzie    -  Korona Kielce  
Pogoń Szczecin  -  Lech Poznań  
Polonia Warsaw  -  Legia Warszawa  
Zagłębie Lubin  -  Ruch Chorzów

Season 2012/2013 Season 2012/2013
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MATCHDAY 21 - 6-7.04.2013

Jagiellonia   -  Pogoń Szczecin  
Korona Kielce  -  GKS Bełchatów  
Lech Poznań   -  Lechia Gdańsk  
Legia Warszawa  -  Zagłębie Lubin  
Ruch Chorzów  -  Podbeskidzie 
Śląsk Wrocław  -  Górnik Zabrze  
Widzew Łódź   -  Polonia Warszawa  
Wisła Kraków   -  Piast Gliwice  

MATCHDAY 22 - 13-14.04.2013

GKS Bełchatów  -  Ruch Chorzów  
Górnik Zabrze  -  Podbeskidzie 
Lechia Gdańsk  -  Jagiellonia Białystok  
Piast Gliwice   -  Lech Poznań  
Pogoń Szczecin  -  Widzew Łódź  
Polonia Warsaw  -  Śląsk Wrocław  
Wisła Kraków   -  Legia Warszawa  
Zagłębie Lubin  -  Korona Kielce  

MATCHDAY 23 - 20-21.04.2013

Jagiellonia    -  Wisła Kraków  
Korona Kielce  -  Górnik Zabrze  
Lech Poznań   -  Zagłębie Lubin  
Legia Warszawa  -  Pogoń Szczecin  
Podbeskidzie    -  GKS Bełchatów  
Ruch Chorzów  -  Polonia Warszawa  
Śląsk Wrocław  -  Lechia Gdańsk  
Widzew Łódź   -  Piast Gliwice  

MATCHDAY 24 - 27-28.04.2013

Górnik Zabrze  -  Ruch Chorzów  
Jagiellonia   -  Lech Poznań  
Lechia Gdańsk  -  Podbeskidzie 
Piast Gliwice   -  Legia Warszawa  
Pogoń Szczecin  -  Korona Kielce  
Polonia Warsaw  -  GKS Bełchatów  
Wisła Kraków  -  Widzew Łódź  
Zagłębie Lubin  -  Śląsk Wrocław  

MATCHDAY 25 - 4-5.05.2013

GKS Bełchatów  -  Górnik Zabrze  
Korona Kielce  -  Polonia Warszawa  
Lech Poznań   -  Wisła Kraków  
Legia Warszawa  -  Lechia Gdańsk  
Podbeskidzie    -  Zagłębie Lubin  
Ruch Chorzów  -  Piast Gliwice  
Śląsk Wrocław  -  Pogoń Szczecin  
Widzew Łódź   -  Jagiellonia Białystok

MATCHDAY 26 - 11-12.05.2013

Jagiellonia    -  Legia Warszawa  
Lech Poznań   -  Widzew Łódź  
Lechia Gdańsk  -  Ruch Chorzów  
Piast Gliwice   -  Śląsk Wrocław  
Pogoń Szczecin  -  GKS Bełchatów  
Polonia Warsaw  -  Podbeskidzie
Wisła Kraków  -  Korona Kielce  
Zagłębie Lubin  -  Górnik Zabrze  

MATCHDAY 27 - 18-19.05.2013

GKS Bełchatów  -  Zagłębie Lubin  
Górnik Zabrze  -  Polonia Warszawa  
Korona Kielce   -  Jagiellonia Białystok  
Legia Warszawa  -  Lech Poznań  
Podbeskidzie    -  Piast Gliwice  
Ruch Chorzów  -  Pogoń Szczecin  
Śląsk Wrocław  -  Wisła Kraków  
Widzew Łódź   -  Lechia Gdańsk  

MATCHDAY 28 - 25-26.05.2013

Jagiellonia   -  Śląsk Wrocław  
Lech Poznań   -  Podbeskidzie 
Lechia Gdańsk  -  GKS Bełchatów  
Piast Gliwice   -  Korona Kielce  
Pogoń Szczecin  -  Górnik Zabrze  
Widzew Łódź   -  Legia Warszawa  
Wisła Kraków  -  Ruch Chorzów  
Zagłębie Lubin  -  Polonia Warszawa  

MATCHDAY 29 - 29.05.2013

GKS Bełchatów  -  Jagiellonia Białystok  
Górnik Zabrze  -  Wisła Kraków  
Korona Kielce  -  Widzew Łódź  
Podbeskidzie   -  Pogoń Szczecin  
Polonia Warsaw  -  Piast Gliwice  
Ruch Chorzów  -  Legia Warszawa  
Śląsk Wrocław  -  Lech Poznań  
Zagłębie Lubin  -  Lechia Gdańsk  

MATCHDAY 30 - 1.06.2013

Jagiellonia    -  Ruch Chorzów  
Lech Poznań   -  Korona Kielce  
Lechia Gdańsk  -  Górnik Zabrze  
Legia Warszawa  -  Śląsk Wrocław  
Piast Gliwice   -  GKS Bełchatów  
Pogoń Szczecin  -  Polonia Warszawa  
Widzew Łódź   -  Podbeskidzie 
Wisła Kraków  -  Zagłębie Lubin

Season 2012/2013 Last Season 2011/2012
Slask Wroclaw won its first Polish title in 35 years playing out of Wroclaw Stadium one of the newly built 
stadiums for Euro 2012. Slask won the title on the final weekend by one point over Ruch Chorzow who un-
like many teams in the Polish Ekstraklasa have not benafited from the Euro 2012 and play in a stadium with 
a 10,000 capacity. It will be interesting to see how this new infrastructure will effect the league and will there 
be a bigger financial split between clubs. Although despite also been given a new stadium Lach Poznon still 
decided to sell the leagues best player over the summer Latvian Artjoms Rudnevs who joined German Bun-
desliga side Hamburger SV for €3.5M

Final Standings and Top Individual Player’s Statistics for League based on Minutes Played tables were 
prepared by Aaron Nielsen, author of free to download statistical abstract “20 Years of the English Pre-
mier League - A Statistical and Informational Account”. You will find him at ENBSports.blogspot.ca 
and on Twitter: @ENBSports. Highly recommended read! 

Other Statistical Leaders
Goals: Rudnevs (Lch) 22, Frankowski (Jag) 15, Piech (RC) 12, 3 players with 11.
Headed Goals: Rudnevs (Lch) 5, 7 players with 3.
Free Kick Goals: Boljevic (Cra) 2, Ljuboja (LW) 2, 10 players with 1. 
Goals Outside Box: Ljuboja (LW) 4, Pawlowski (ZL) 3, Zienczuk (RC) 3, Madej (SW) 3.
Assists: Mila (SW) 11, Kosowski (GKS) 9, Stilic (Lch) 9, 4 players with 7.
Shots on Target: Rudnevs (Lch) 47, Ljuboja (LW) 33, Piech (RC) 30, Biton (Jag) 29.
Game Winners: Rudnevs (Lch) 7, Cani (Pol) 5, Piech (RC) 5, Frankowski (WK) 5.
Yellow Cards: Wilk (WK) 11, Traore (LG) 11, Kuzera (Kor) 11, Klepczarek (LKS) 10.
Red Cards: 8 players with 2.
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GKS BEŁCHATÓW
ADDRESS: Sportowa 3, 97-400, Bełchatów
TEL: +48 (44) 635-03-55
WWW: www.gksbelchatow.com
e-mail: gks@gksbelchatow.com
COLOURS: White-Green-Black
CHAIRMAN/OWNER: Marcin Szymczyk

TOP PLAYERS

TALENT

MANAGER

Grzegorz Baran
Bełchatów’s heart and brain, good at breaking up play but also 
strong in distribution. He was mostly used as a player linking 
two formations in the 4-1-4-1 often used by Kiereś. If he had 
bad day, Bełchatow were vulnerable at the back as they were 
unable to keep rivals at a safe distance from their own penalty 
area. As the team is strongest counterattacking, most of their for-
ward play started with his direct intervention or with him pick-
ing up the ball and releasing fast passes upfront. Thanks to his 
intelligence and metronomic passing, rivals were unable to form 
defensive lines quick enough.

Kamil Kosowski
Old-style winger, who likes to run with the ball and 
finish with a cross into the danger zone, however, he 
does occasionally move centrally and is able to con-
struct more creative moves whilst taking opposition 
players out of position. Kowsowki is renowned for 
perfect passing from his cultured left foot, and despite 
his age (35 in August) dynamic dribbling.

Mateusz Mak

Mak is Kosowski’s likely successor and at times preferred first 
team option over his elder teammate. Good technique in addition 
to attacking vision makes him a player with some potential. Af-
ter a good season in 2011/12, rumors surfaced about a possible 
move to the Bundesliga. Maybe it’s a little early, but if he can 
play another season at the same level, a move to a bigger club 
(most likely in Germany) will only be a matter of time. 

Kamil Kiereś
He became Belchatów coach year ago mostly 
because of the fact that he was a cheap op-
tion. Today it can be even more important as 
the club has financial problems. He was able 
to implement good set-pieces play, however, 
when it came to build-up, he had to rely on in-
dividuals. In current situation, he can’t count 
on purchasing new players, so we’ll see for 
sure some young, talented players, receiv-
ing their chances. Bełchatów during his reign 
didn’t make huge progress and if there weren’t 
two hopeless teams in the league, they would 
get relegated. Now he has even more work to 
avoid it.

STADIUM: Stadion GKS
ADDRESS: Sportowa 3, 97-400, Bełchatów
CAPACITY: 5,238
Avg ATTENDANCE: 2,022
TICKET PRICES: from 10PLN to 15PLN
BEER: no

HISTORY
ESTABILSHED: 1977
BIGGEST SUCCESS (domestic): League 2nd place (2007).
BIGGEST SUCCESS (european): UEFA Cup 2nd Qualifying Round (2008).
FIRST GAME IN EKSTRAKLASA: 29.07.1995 vs Górnik Zabrze (3-4)

TEAM
COACH: Kamil Kiereś (16.07.1974), Polish, last club: GKS Bełchatów (assistant), working since: 08.2011.
COACHING STAFF: Jan Złomańczuk, Zbigniew Robakiewicz, Dariusz Marzec, Janusz Bogdan, Aleksandr Baranowicz, 
Witold Klocek.
PRE-SEASON GAMES: vs Tur Turek 1-2, vs Bogdanka Łęczna 1-0, vs LKS Lomza 3-0, vs Olimpia Grudziądz 3-2, vs 
Hapoel Haifa 0-2, vs AEK Larnaca 1-0, vs Pogoń Szczecin 3-0.

SQUAD *
GOALKEEPERS
53. Łukasz Budziłek - Polish - 19.03.91 (21) - 186/80 - 1(0) - 3(0) - 0A/0 - N/A - €0.075m - GK - Rushing out - Reflex
95. Krystian Paprocki - Polish - 13.07.95 (17) - 182/67 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - N/A - €N/A - GK - Catching - Focus
1. Adam Stachowiak - Polish - 18.12.86 (25) - 190/80 - 0(0) - 78(0) - 0A/0 - Anorthosis Famagusta (CYP) - €0.35m - GK - Reflex - Injuries
77. Damian Podleśny - Polish - 18.05.95 (17) - 190/75 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Lewart Lubartów - €N/A - GK - ?? - ??

DEFENDERS
17. Adrian Basta - Polish - 01.12.88 (23) - 180/77 - 0(0) - 7(0) - 0A/0 - Kolejarz Stróże - €0.1m - RB - Tackling - Crossing
27. Raul Gonzalez Guzman - Venezuelan - 28.06.85 (27) - 171/69 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 1A/0 - Carabobo FC Valencia (VEN) - €0.25m - RB - Pace - Crossing 
22. Mikołaj Grzelak - Polish - 20.06.91 (21) - 180/71 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - N/A - €N/A - CB - Heading - Positioning
14. Mate Lacić - Croatian - 12.09.80 (31) - 186/80 - 24(0) - 137(4) - 0A\0 - Zagłębie Lubin - €0.55m - CB - Passing - Dynamics
10. Alan Stulin - Polish - 05.06.90 (22) - 170/62 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - 1.FC Kaiserslautern II (GER) - €0.15m - LB -  Technique - Tackling
32. Maciej Szmatiuk - Polish - 09.05.80 (32) - 190/83 - 24(1) - 79(7) - 0A/0 - Arka Gdynia - €0.45m - CB - Heading - Movement
24. Maciej Wilusz - Polish - 25.09.88 (23) - 188/85 - 10(0) - 10(0) - 0A/0 - MKS Kluczbork - €0.15m - CB - Tackling - Pace
66. Piotr Witasik - Polish - 04.12.92 (19) - 185/78 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - N/A - €0.05m - LB - Passing - Movement

MIDFIELDERS
3. Grzegorz Baran - Polish - 23.12.82 (29) - 186/79 - 29(3) - 140(4) - 0A/0 - Ruch Chorzów - €0.5m - DM - Passing - Tackling
15. Miroslav Bozok - Slovakian - 19.10.84 (27) - 176/69 - 23(3) - 62(3) - 0A/0 - Arka Gdynia - €0.4m - LM - Dribbling - Crossing
31. Paweł Giel - Polish - 08.12.89 (22) - 188/73 - 7(0) - 7(0) - 0A/0 - Ruch Radzionków - €0.3m - CM - Vision - Focus
11. Kamil Kosowski - Polish - 30.08.77 (34) - 186/73 - 24(1) - 203(15) - 52A/4 - Apollon FC (CYP) - €0.35m - LM - Dribbling - Discipline
16. Mateusz Mak - Polish - 14.11.91 (20) - 173/60 - 11(1) - 11(1) - 0A/0 - Ruch Radzionków - €0.3m - AM - Technique -  Stamina
8. Michał Mak - Polish - 14.11.91 (20) - 172/60 - 5(0) - 5(0) - 0A/0 - Ruch Radzionków - €0.2m - AM/ST - Movement - Focus
7. Leszek Nowosielski - Polish - 26.02.92 (20) - 182/73 - 5(0) - 5(0) - 0A/0 - Ruch Zdzieszowice - €0.1m - AM - Passing - Strength 
48.Piotr Piekarski - Polish - 26.06.93 (19) - 182/78 - 2(0) - 2(0) - 0A/0 - Widok Lublin - €0.075m - CM - Marking - Passing
6. Szymon Sawala - Polish - 25.09.82 (29) - 184/77 - 12(0) - 66(6) - 0A/0 - Polonia Bytom - €0.35m - CM - Tackling - Shooting
30. Kamil Wacławczyk - Polish - 29.03.87 (25) - 178/68 - 9(0) - 9(0) - 0A/0 - KS (Górnik) Polkowice - €0.2m - AM - Passing - Movement
23. Tomasz Wróbel - Polish - 10.07.82 (30) - 168/60 - 29(3) - 157(12) - 0A/0 - KS (Górnik) Polkowice - €0.5m - RM - Pace - Tracking back

FORWARDS
45. Bartłomiej Bartosiak - Polish - 26.02.91 (21) - 178/68 - 0(0) - 5(1) - 0A/0 - Olimpia Elbląg - €0.125m - AM - Heading - Finishing
20. Paweł Buzała - Polish - 27.12.85 (26) - 168/67 - 21(5) - 98(17) - 0A/0 - Lechia Gdańsk - €0.45m - ST - Pace - Finishing
9. Dawid Nowak - Polish - 30.11.84 (27) - 178/68 - 22(6) - 130(41) - 8A/0 - Zdrój Ciechocinek - €0.5m - ST - Technique - Injuries
55. Łukasz Wroński - Polish - 13.01.94 (18) - 172/74 - 2(0) - 2(0) - 0A/0 - N/A - €0.075m - ST - Shooting - Movement

TRANSFERS
IN: Bartłomiej Bartosiak (Olimpia Elbląg), Adrian Basta (Kolejarz Stróże), Raul Gonzales (Carabobo FC), Damian Podleśny (Lewart Lubartów), Adam 
Stachowiak (Anorthosis Famagusta), Alan Stulin (1.FC Kaiserslautern II).
OUT: Joshua Balogun Kayode (Raków Częstochowa), Grzegorz Fonfara (contract terminated), Dominik Kisiel (Berliner AK 07), Filip Modelski (Jagiellonia 
Białystok), Jacek Popek (Zawisza Bydgoszcz), Łukasz Sapela (Ravan Baku), Damian Zbozień (Piast Gliwice), Marcin Zewłakow (Korona Kielce).

*Legend: No. Full name - nationality, date of birth (age) - Ekstraklasa games (goals) - last season (goals) - national team/goals - previous club - worth - position(s) - strength - weakness
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previous season? Season 2011/12 was one of the most difficult for GKS in its league history. Club faced seri-
ous financial problems and after a few rounds we lost coach. Pawel Janas resigned because, as he said, it was too weak team, which 
did not guarantee an effective fight at this level of competition. The club was sentenced to a fierce struggle for a living. The tasks 
were given to a debutant, meneger Kamil Kieres, previously acting as first assistant coach.The ambitious coach led the club straight, 
beating Śląsk Wrocław, Polish championship and later Lech Poznań. Unfortunately, resulsts with strugglers forced the team to strug-
gle to maintain the league status almost to the end of the season. The final position just above the line was received with relief, but 
also as a huge disappointment.

squad? Season 2012/13 for GKS can be even more difficult than the previous one. Having a fragile budget, we couldn’t 
stop Filip Modelski’s transfer to Jagiellonia, while also club decided not to extend contract with Marcin Żewłakow - experienced 
star team. Fortunately, the club recognized the best wingers in the league - Kamil Kosowski and Thomas Wróbel. In the upcoming 
season, the coach will have to rely on the young, such as Bartłomiej Bartosiak (return from loan), Michał Mak (played sporadically 
last season), Łukasz Wroński (Polish representative U-21) or Mikołaj Grzelak.

transfers? GKS contracted three new players. Adam Stachowiak (26 years) returning from Cyprus will probably be 
first choice goalkeeper for the forthcoming season. This is a young goalkeeper, who had already given a mark on the league, playing 
in the Odra Wodzislaw and Górnik Zabrze. Two further transfers is a talented right-back Alan Stulin (22 years), who had apprenticed 
in youth team FC Kaiserslautern and Adrian Basta (24 years) with I-league MKS Kluczbork. These transfers are merely supplement 
our shortages. With our financial troubles, GKS (one month before the start of the league withdrew the strategic sponsor the club 
PGE) we could not afford anything better than that.

current season? This season will be like the previous one. Everybody in the club, as well as fans realize that the 
number one goal is to maintain the league status. Financial problems are serious enough, if that is a question mark over the future 
of the club, with the possibility of withdrawal in the next year, sadly. Chairman Marcin Szymczyk provides, however, that the club 
is close to acquiring a new sponsor that will allow the coach and the players on the smoother running. Manager Kamil Kieres is 
not afraid of challenges, conscientiously performing his work, and he believes that the team will be able to compete with others as 
equals.

foreign club? A good comparison of GKS may be for example the German TSG 1899 Hoffenheim. We also come 
from a small village and, like them, we have one season in which we were, surprisingly, a revelation in the league. The difference 
is that GKS can boast bigger and a little more successful experience at the highest level. Belchatow in his best season in 2006/07 to 
the last round fought for the Polish championship, finally failing against Zagłębie Lubin and taking second place. GKS was also a 
finalist twice the Polish Cup and league cup once.

fans? Bełchatow’s supporters as opportunities for small towns and poor traditions of soccer (GKS was only in 1977), presents 
a very positive way. Groups of the most devoted supporters in significant numbers appear on each of the trips and actively supports 
the team, preparing to the home games. In 2005, the sponsor of the league gave the fans GKS fair play award. Fans of Belchatow 
received commemorative statuette and a check for the amount of five thousand. The problem is the turnout in Belchatow, which has 
recently fallen dramatically and is now the lowest in the league. Supporters that should come to the stadium at the Sports 3 are not 
encouraged even the cheapest tickets in the league. Club is trying to combat the problem, engaging in various types of shares, as the 
players visit the schools, or a family picnic in the city center. The biggest rival for GKS Belchatow fans are fans of Widzew Lodz, 
with whom the competition is very poisoned, and matches with local rivals meetings are always at risk.

who? Przemysław Piotrowski - co-editor of the www.GKS.net.pl website. With GKS since the early 90s, when 
promotion to Ekstraklasa was only a dream. Running the only unofficial site about GKS since 2007.

Fan’s view - GKS
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HISTORY
ESTABILSHED: 1948
BIGGEST SUCCESS (domestic): Polish Championship 14x (last 1988), Polish Cup 6x (last 1972), Super CUp 1x (1988)
BIGGEST SUCCESS (european): Cup Winners Cup Final (1970), European Cup Quarter Final (1968)
FIRST GAME IN EKSTRAKLASA: 18.03.1956 vs Ruch Chorzów (3-1)

TEAM
COACH: Adam Nawałka (23.10.1957), Polish, last club: Wisła Kraków, working since: 01.2010
COACHING STAFF: Bogdan Zajac, Jarosław Tkocz, Marcin Prasoł, Mariusz Szymkiewicz, Bartłomiej Spałek, Sebastian Jagiełło, 
Tomasz Baran, Zbigniew Kwiatkowski, Igor Nagraba
PRE-SEASON GAMES:
vs Jedność 32 Przyszowice 11-2, vs MFK Ruzomberok 1-0, vs Kolejarz Stróże 3-0, vs Termalica Bruk-Bet Nieciecza 1-1, vs NK 
Pesnica 3-0, vs Dinamo Tblisi 0-2,vs Korona Kielce 2-0, vs Odra Opole 4-2, vs Pogoń Szczecin 2-0.

SQUAD*
GOALKEEPERS
28. Łukasz Skorupski - Polish - 05.05.91 (21) - 187/84 - 27(0) - 27(0) - 0A/0 - Ruch Radzionków - €0.75m - GK - Handling - Kicking
1. Mateusz Sławik - Polish - 03-11-80 (31) - 183/80 - 0(0) - 53(0) - 0A/0 - Górnik Wesoła - €0.15m - GK - Rushing out - First Touch
33. Norbert Witkowski - Polish - 05.08.81 (31) - 190/80 - 2(0) - 103(0) - 0A/0 - AO Iraklis (GRE) - €0.20m - GK - Jumping - Communication

DEFENDERS
2. Michał Bedronka - Polish - 22.02.93 (19) - 186/76 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Unia Racibórz - €N/A - RB - Tackling - Heading
24. Michał Bemben - Polish/German - 28.01.76 (36) - 182/81 - 26(0) - 50(2) - 0A/0 - 1.FC Union Berlin - €0.15m - RB - Crossing - Finishing
21. Mariusz Magiera - Polish - 25.08.84 (27) - 178/70 - 20(1) - 127(3) - 0A/0 - Wisła Kraków - €0.425m - LB - Free Kicks - Jumping
26. Adam Danch - Polish - 15.12.87 (24) - 180/77 - 25(1) - 107(1) - 1A/0 - Gwarek Zabrze - €0.45m - CB - Heading - Dribbling
5. Oleksandr Shevelyukhin - Ukrainian - 27.08.82 (29) - 192/84 - 9(1) - 9(1) - 0A/0 - PFK Sevastapol (UKR) - €0.4m - CB - Heading - First Touch
23. Błażej Telichowski - Polish - 06.06.84 (28) - 187/81 - 11(1) - 141(14) - 0A/0 - Zagłębie Lubin - €0.25m - LB - Heading - Long Shots
3. Antoni Łukasziewicz - Polish - 26.06.83 (29) - 188/80 - 23(3) - 161(4) - 0A/0 - Łódzki KS - €0.4m - CB - Heading - Finishing

MIDFIELDERS
17. Paweł Olkowski - Polish - 13.02.90 (22) - 184/75 - 29(1) - 29(1) - 0A/0 - GKS Katowice - €0.4m - LM - Stamina - Dribbling
6. Aleksander Kwiek - Polish - 13.01.83 (29) - 176/70 - 24(3) - 186(12) - 0A/0 - Odra Wodzisław Sląski - €0.425m - CM - Long Shots - Finishing
29. Krzystof Mączyński - Polish - 23.05.87 (25) - 175/66 - 26(0) - 34(0) - 0A/0 - Łódzki KS - €0.35m - CM - Passing - Heading
7. Maciej Bębenek - Polish - 22.09.84 (27) - 173/68 - 0(0) - 11(0) - 0A/0 - Sandecja Nowy Sącz - €0.225m - RM - Dribbling - Marking
89. Wojciech Łuczak - Polish - 28.07.89 (23) - 182/74 - 0(0) - 6(0) - 0A/0 - Bogdanka Łęczna - €0.1m - CM - Strength - Finishing
19. Mariusz Przybylski - Polish - 19.01.82 (30) - 183/77 - 24(1) - 85(1) - 0A/0 - Polonia Bytom - €0.4m - CM - Tackling - Dribbling
30. Gabriel Nowak - Polish - 26.07.86 (26) - 187/82 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - GKS Katowice - €N/A - DM - Passing - Crossing
34. Michał Płonka - Polish - 08.10.92 (19) - 180/75 - 3(0) - 3(0) - 0A/0 - Gwarek Zabrze - €0.05m - CM - First Touch - Crossing
27. Daniel Barbus - Polish - 10.02.96 (16) - 181/65 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Promotor Południe Zabrze - €N/A - CM - Passing - Finishing

FORWARDS
9. Michał Jonczyk - Polish - 11.03.92 (20) - 180/80 - 11(1) - 15(2) - 0A/0 - Sandecja Nowy Sącz - €0.275m - ST - Pace - Tackling
99. Arkadiusz Milik - Polish - 28.02.94 (18) - 183/73 - 24(4) - 24(4) - 0A/0 - Rozwój Katowice - €0.35m - ST - Strength - Tackling
14. Prejuce Nakoulma - Burkinabe - 21.04.87 (25) - 178/76 - 27(11) - 33(10) - 4A/0 - Bogdanka Łęczna - €1.0m - RM/ST - Dribbling - Tackling
11. Marcin Wodecki - Polish - 14.01.88 (24) - 175/70 - 16(2) - 77(10) - 0A/0 - Odra Wodzisław Sląski - €0.325m - LM/ST - Passing - Marking
8. Przemysław Oziębała - Polish - 24.08.86 (25) - 180/77 - 25(4) - 49(7) - 0A/0 - Widzew Łódź - €0.275m - ST - Pace - Tackling
20. Mateusz Zachara - Polish - 27.03.90 (22) - 180/72 - 0(0) - 1(0) - 0A/0 - GKS Katowice - €0.075m - ST - Finishing - Marking

TRANSFERS
IN: Michał Bedronka (ME), Bartłomiej Grzelak (Cracovia), Wojciech Łuczak (Bogdanka Łęczna), Antoni Łukasziewicz (Łódzki 
KS), Konrad Nowak (Rozwój Katowice), Przemysław Oziębała (Widzew Łódź)
OUT: Adam Marciniak (Cracovia), Eimantas Marozas (PAEE Kerynias), Damian Michalik (Kolejarz Stróże), Bartłomiej Grzelak 
(Contract Terminated), Michał Pazdan (Jagiellonia Białystok), Szymon Sobczak (Nieciecza), Paweł Thomik (VfL Osnabruck), 
Michał Zieliński (Korona Kielce).

ADDRESS: ul. Roosvelta 81, 41-800, Zabrze
TEL: +48 (32) 271-49-26
WWW: www.gornikzabrze.pl
e-mail: gornikzabrze@gornikzabrze.pl
COLOURS: White-Blue-Red
CHAIRMAN: Tomasz Młynarczyk

*Legend: No. Full name - nationality, date of birth (age) - Ekstraklasa games (goals) - last season (goals) - national team/goals - previous club - worth - position(s) - strength - weakness
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TOP PLAYERS

TALENT

MANAGER

Krzysztof Mączyński
Mączyński is good example of a player who took his chance 
at one club, having been deemed surplus at another. When 
he moved from Wisła he immediately became a regular at 
Górnik, initially because there weren’t too many alterna-
tive options. However when called on for first team duty 
he accepted his chance with relish. He played well along-
side Pazdan; being a more offensive-minded midfielder. 
However when his teammate had to play in defence played 
supportively before him. Not the type of player who will 
ever shine, but a key and consistent performer.

Aleksander Kwiek
Last season he played to the high level he was supposed to 
achieve ten years ago, when he moved to Wisła with the label 
of a great talent. Kwiek is full of probing nice through balls to 
teammates, providing good opportunities to score. We had to 
wait very long for him to be playing an important role at any 
club, but it looks like now he has finally established himself at 
the highest level. 

Łukasz Skorupski

Skorupski is another example of the excellent Polish Goalkeep-
ing School. Maybe the decision to give a chance to so young a 
goalkeeper was crazy, but it would also be stupid if age were the 
only consideration, and not his ability. So good that he has al-
ready been linked with move abroad. Happily it looks like he’ll 
stay for at least another season in Zabrze. Has good reflexes and 
excellent decision-making despite being so relatively in-experi-
enced.

Adam Nawałka

For a long time he had rather poor reputation, 
however improved very much in last season. 
He learned from his own mistakes and Górnik 
Zabrze team is developing thanks to him. It 
was clearly seen as he was able to replace Na-
koulma, who was one of the biggest star in 
the first round, but out-of-form in the second. 
Nawałka put more emphasis on collective 
play, instead of giving Nakoulma free role, 
and he achieved respectable position with 
players who were too weak to play in other 
clubs. Also gives chances to the youngsters, 
not only because that he has no choice. He’s 
one of only few Polish coaches who aren’t 
afraid of putting 18-years-old players into the 
first squad
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Fan’s view - Górnik

previous season? After Robert Jeż, Grzegorz Bonin and Daniel Sikorski went to Polonia Warszawa, I was 
afraid that Górnik will desperately fight to avoid relegation to the last day of the season. Thankfully, we were in danger only in late 
autumn, when while playing very badly we had a winless run of six games. The second part of the season was started with impres-
sive win over Legia, and Górnik played way better, ending at 8th place. In perspective, that is a decent result.

squad? Well, I like the fact that majority of our players are Polish. In Zabrze, there is no place for cheap and weak foreign-
ers, the ones that never add anything to the team. Though our quality a lot depends on whether Prejuce Nakoulma will move - his 
loss will be very costly. Leaving him aside, though, our team is of similar strength as it was at the end of last season.

transfers? Despite financial problems, Górnik could sign few intresting players who will be able to cover for those 
who were sold. Adam Nawałka brought two central midfielders (Antoni Łukasiewicz, Bartosz Iwan), a left-back (Seweryn Gan-
carczyk - the only transfer I’m not satisfied with) and two attacking players: Wojciech Łuczak (scored 11 goals for 1. Liga side, 
Bogdanka Łęczna) and Przemysław Oziębała. We will see how they get in. I hope that this time, Nawałka’s transfers will not turn 
out to be flops, like Idan Shriki - one who was loaned out to Israel month after signing him, where he scored dozens of goals!

current season? Well, if Górnik finishes on the same place as the last season, no one will complain. In Zabrze, 
we are in second season of transition - we are waiting for new stadium (well, three-quarters of it) and after opening it, Górnik should 
aim higher than league mediocrity. Personally, I hope that Nawałka’s squad will keep a fantastic record against Wisła Kraków (four 
wins in four games after comeback to Ekstraklasa) and not to fail in the most important games - against Ruch Chorzów, Piast Gli-
wice and Legia Warszawa.

foreign club? Manchester City! Why? Because City and Górnik sacked their managers during Christmas 2010, and 
both new appointments are working to this day, which sounds so unfamiliar for polish league and club owned by Arab investors!

fans? The biggest worry we have is that we don’t know where our team will play first home game of the season, against Legia 
Warsaw in September. So far it looks like it will be in Sosnowiec, where Górnik will play for the rest of the season as well, something 
that will hurt attendances and the quality of support. However, if authorities will allow us to play in Zabrze, then low capacity (3000) 
will hurt it as well. That is why you can expect the best from us on the read, in Warszawa, Kraków, Poznań or Wrocław - where 
Zabrze’s Torcida will show from the best side, as against our biggest enemies - Legia, Ruch and Piast. We play three first games of 
the season with them, actually!

who?  Dawid Kosmalski is a devoted Górnik fan, writing about his team at www.angamoss.blox.pl and also on 
Twitter: @Angamoss.
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JAGIELLONIA
BIAŁYSTOKNAME: Sportowa Spólka Akcyjna Jagiellonia Bialystok

ADDRESS: Legionowa 28, 15-281 Bialystok
TEL: +48 85 665-21-00
WWW: http://www.jagiellonia.pl
e-mail: klub@jagiellonia.pl
COLOURS: Red and yellow
CHAIRMAN/OWNER: Cezary Kulesza

TOP PLAYERS

TALENT

MANAGER

Tomasz Kupisz
Kupisz is a dynamic winger who was the spark in 
most of Jagiellonia´s offensive play. As the teams’ 
build-up play was rather poor in 2011/12, his indi-
vidual actions were the only creative threat. Still rela-
tively young (22), he does have a decent amount of 
experience already (including an unproductive spell 
at Wigan). His main problem is a lack of consistency 
and his performances are often a mixture of the bril-
liant and abject. If he can learn to stabilize his form, 
Kupisz may just be one of those to watch this season.

Tomasz Frankowski

A typical striker who can create chances from noth-
ing and finish clinically. He can remain totally anony-
mous for a whole game and still find himself in the 
right positions to score a hat-trick. However he needs 
attacking passes from his teammates and providing 
them was a problem for Jagiellonia´s players. Luckily 
he can always count on opposition errors, and there 
are many of them in Ekstraklasa.

Tomasz Porębski
Porębski received some opportunities from Hajto in 
2011/12, however wasn’t overly convincing. There 
were some good moments, but some horrible ones as 
well. He is quite good at tackling when well was po-
sitioned; however in many cases he was stranded in 
his marking and his teamwork with other defenders 
didn’t bring him good marks. Being hopeful it’s pos-
sible that the new season will give him the experience 
he needs to step up.

Tomasz Hajto

He started his work as a coach with huge argue 
with FA about his license. He simply didn’t 
have any. As it was obvious for a sturdy de-
fender, he didn’t give up and started coaching 
his team without permission from Ekstraklasa 
officials. Few weeks later it wasn’t problem 
anymore and he could sit on the bench with-
out being UEFA Pro coach. He tried to give 
chance to some youngsters, but in most cases 
it wasn’t good decision. Jagiellonia hadn’t 
any particular style but at least they were mo-
tivated for play, what wasn’t so obvious with 
their former coaches, However there is a long 
way from “want” to “be able” and it’s not so 
sure if Hajto is the man, who can lead players 
through this distance.

STADIUM
ADDRESS: Sloneczna 1, 15-323 Bialystok
CAPACITY: 6.000
Avg ATTENDANCE: 4.950
TICKET PRICES: From 15 PLN to 65 PLN
BEER: No

HISTORY
ESTABILSHED: 1920
BIGGEST SUCCESS: Polish Cup x1 (2010)
BIGGEST SUCCESS (european): Europa League 3rd Qualifying Round (2010-11)
FIRST GAME IN EKSTRAKLASA: 09.08.1987 vs Widzew Lódz

TEAM
COACH: Tomasz Hajto (16/10/72), Polish, last club: LUKS Gomunice, working since: 01.2012
COACHING STAFF: Dariusz Dzwigala, Dariusz Jurczak, Marcin Popieluch, Ryszard Jankowski
PRE-SEASON GAMES: vs FB Gulbene 1-1 (Makuszewski); vs FK Ekranas 2-0 (Makuszewski, Plizga); vs Stomil Olsztyn 
1-0 (Kupisz); vs Radomiak Radom 1910  1-0 (Bekemenga); vs Dolcan 2-0 (Dzalamidze, Bandrowski); vs OFK Belgrade 2-3 
(Mackiewicz, Kupisz); vs Dinamo Tblisi 1-0 (Frankowski); vs FK Indija 0-2; vs Besiktas 1-1 (Cionek)

SQUAD* 

GOALKEEPERS
1. JAKUB SLOWIK - POLISH - 31.08.91 (20) - 188/80 - 4(0) - 5(0) - 0 - Warta Poznan - €0.075 - GK - REFLEXES - JUDGEMENT
33. KRZYSZTOF BARAN - POLISH - 12.02.90 (22) - 195/92 - 3(0) - 3(0) - 0 - Ruch Radzionków - ??? - GK - CATCHING - RUSHING OUT
30. LUKASZ SKOWRON - POLISH - 17.03.91 (21) - 186/84 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0 - Radomiak Radom - €0.05 - GK -REFLEX - OFF THE LINE

DEFENDERS
3. LUKA GUSIC - CROATIAN - 27.09.89 (22) - 192/86 - 6(0) - 6(0) - 0 - NK Dugopolje - €0.1 - CB/RB - WORK RATE - PASSING
2. FILIP MODELSKI - POLISH - 28.09.92 (19) - 180/73 - 20(0) - 20(0) - 1(0) - GKS Belchatów - €0.3 - RB - BALANCE - CROSSING
17. ALEXIS NORAMBUENA - PALESTINIAN - 31.03.84 (28) - 172/74 - 27(1) - 102(1) - 3(0) - Deportivo Ńublense [Chile] - €0.55 - RB - WORK RATE - STRENGTH
4. MICHAL PAZDAN - POLISH - 21.09.87 (24) - 180/78 - 29(1) - 93(1) - 5(0) - Górnik Zabrze - €0.5 - CB - DETERMINATION - POSITIONING
16. LUKA PEJOVIC - MONTENEGRIN - 30.07.85 (27) - 182/74 - 15(0) - 26(0) - 22(1) - FK Mogren [Montenegro] - €0.55 - LB - PACE - POSITIONING
24. TOMASZ POREBSKI - POLISH - 12.01.92 (20) - 195/84 - 14(1) - 14(1) - 0(0) - MOSP Jagiellonia Bialystok - €0.05 - CB - STRENGTH - TECHNIQUE
15. THIAGO RANGEL CIONEK - BRAZILIAN - 21.04.86 (26) - 182/81 - 29(1) - 89(3) - 0(0) - CR Brasil [Mexico] - €0.55 - CB/RB - PACE - POSITIONING

MIDFIELDERS
5. TOMASZ BANDROWSKI - POLISH - 18.09.84 (27) - 177/65 - 12(0) - 82(2) - 7(0) - Lech Poznan - €0.5 - CM/DM- TEAMWORK - MARKING
11. NIKA DZALAMIDZE - GEORGIAN - 06.01.92 (20) - 173/70 - 11(0) - 38(3) - 1(0) - Widzew Lódz - €0.4 - AMR - TECHNIQUE - TACKLING
22. RAFAL GRZYB - POLISH - 16.01.83 (29) - 175/72 - 24(1) - 133(4) - 0(0) - Polonia Bytom - €0.5 - DM - TEAMWORK - PACE
8. TOMASZ KUPISZ - POLISH - 02.01.90 (22)- 180/74 - 29(5) - 59(10) - 2(0) - Wigan Athletic [England] - €0.9 - RM/WNG - MOBILITY - STRENGTH
7. MACIEJ MAKUSZEWSKI - POLISH - 29.09.89 (22) - 171/69 - 19(3) - 38(4) - 0(0) - Wigry Suwalki - €0.25 - AMR - PACE - MOVEMENT
6. DAWID PLIZGA - POLISH - 17.11.85 (26) - 173/73 - 11(2) - 125(20) - 2(1) - Zaglebie Lubin - €0.6 - AMC - DRIBBLING - HEADING
18. LUKASZ TYMINSKI - POLISH - 08.11.90 (21) - 173/67 - 16(0) - 39(1) - 0(0) - Polonia Bytom - €0.15 - CM - TEAMWORK - SHOOTING
20. MACIEJ GAJOS - POLISH - 19.03.91 (21) - 174/65 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0(0) - Raków Czestochowa - ??? -CM- DRIBBLING - TECHNIQUE
19. PAWEL TARNOWSKI - POLISH - 28.06.90 (22) - 174/72 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0(0) - Radomiak Radom - ??? - AMR- CROSSING - PACE

FORWARDS
21. TOMASZ FRANKOWSKI - POLISH - 16.08.74 (38) - 171/65 - 20(10) - 300(156) - 22/10 - Chicago Fire - €0.45 - ST - FINISHING - PRESSING
9. TOMASZ ZAHORSKI - POLISH - 22.11.84 (27) - 188/74 - 4(0) - 125(24) - MSV Duisburg [Germany] - €0.4 - CF - STRENGTH - ANTICIPATION

TRANSFERS
IN: Skowron, Modelski, Zahorski, Pazdan, Gajos, Tarnowski
OUT: Igor Lewczuk (Ruch Chorzow), Grzegorz Rasiak (Lechia Gdansk), Marcin Burkhardt (PFC Simurq), Mladen Kas-
celan (unattached)

*Legend: No. Full name - nationality, date of birth (age) - Ekstraklasa games (goals) - last season (goals) - national team/goals - previous club - worth - position(s) - strength - weakness
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Fan’s view - Jagiellonia

previous season? Our season was overshadowed by disastrous performance in the Europa League qualifying 
stages, when we lost to Irtysh Pavlodar. We suffered whole first round after that defeat. We had to start our season much earlier and 
then Michał Probierz was sacked after three years with the team. New manager, Czesław Michniewicz, couldn’t change the style and 
we were just above relegation zone last winter. Losing to 3rd division team in the Cup was another example of our failures. Tomasz 
Hajto, new manager, working alongside Dariusz Dźwigała, did well enough to pick younger players and despite slow start, it paid 
him off. 10th place isn’t what we expected but looking at our campaign, we can say it is satisfying.

squad? We are definitely stronger team now. First of all, our back four is much better, as two center-backs, Michał Pazdan 
and Ugo Ukah were signed. This is crucial as our defence was just above the bottom in the last season. In midfield, there are many 
interesting options and players will face real competition for every place. Unfortunately, we may struggle up front where only To-
masz Frankowski, 38-year-old now, is available, as another signing, Tomasz Zahorski is injured.

transfers? Our transfer summer was very positive. We got rid of deadwood, players that were here for couple of years, 
struggling to make their mark and being paid lots of money - Marcin Burkhardt, Robert Arzumanjan and Ermin Seratlić to name 
just a few. The biggest positives are at the back, where we also signed Filip Modelski, a promising right-back from GKS Bełchatów. 
Maciej Gajos and Paweł Tarnowski are young players from lower leagues that will give more options in midfield.

current season? Jagiellonia is capable to finish in top six and it is not only because of our transfers but struggle 
at other clubs. We are only one of few clubs that made decent moves and can say that the squad is stronger than it was. But to make 
it happen, we have to get off to a good start, playing first three games at home, and then break our away duck. If we make it, I think 
we can join the fight for Europe places.

foreign club? There is one characteristic that makes it hard to compare Jagiellonia to other clubs. To say the least, 
we have won only eight games since our comeback to Ekstraklasa five years ago. At one point, we haven’t won in 32 games in a 
row away! Maybe UD Las Palmas are similar because of it, there were quite famous of their fine home form and awful away per-
formances.

fans? We are top team in our region, that is why Jagiellonia’s potential is huge. Our future is blocked by construction of new 
stadium that was supposed to be finished this year but now the construction is completed only in 20%. This is why we play on the 
construction site for last two years and we can count only on attendances of 4000 fans. I have to note that police is doing their job 
to keep people off the stadium, constantly scaring them away by their large numbers during the matches. But at least Jagiellonia can 
count on fans to follow them at every away game.

who? Maciej Osakowicz is with Jagiellonia for 16 years now - he was there when they were relegated to 4th league and then 
won the cup and played in Europe.
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KORONA KIELCE
NAME: Korona Spólka Akcyjna
ADDRESS: ul. Sciegiennego 8, Koruna 25-033
TEL: +48 041 340 34 03
WWW: www.korona-kielce.pl
e-mail: korona.sa@korona-kielce.pl
COLOURS: Orange and red
CHAIRMAN: Tomasz Chojnowskik

TOP PLAYERS

TALENT

MANAGER

Tomasz Lisowski

Lisowski is a perfect example of a player who fits into 
Korona’s style of play. He is robust and physically 
strong as well as a solid tackler. Maybe not a techni-
cally gifted ball player but he overcomes this weak-
ness thanks to his physical and mental strength. It’s 
surprising how far Korona have come with that type 
of player.

Paweł Sobolewski
Sobolewski is one of the few technical and creative 
Korona players. A dynamic midfielder good at drib-
bling, passing and also works well without the ball. 
He is the biggest threat to opposition sides as they 
struggle to track his movement. He rotates from the 
flanks to the middle and often comes deeper looking 
for more space. Operates well in team interplay, but 
when needed, is also able to create options on his own 
by direct running with the ball.

Maciej Korzym

Maybe not the youngest player profiled but there is 
a suspicion that he’ll always be considered a talent. 
Very attacking and with nice technique, but prone to 
selfishness and needless dribbles. Especially in trying 
to beat a man who has already been taken out of the 
game. This season may be his last chance to prove 
that he isn’t another wasted wunderkind.

Leszek Ojrzyński

Before he started his job in Kielce, he was 
considered as a solid second tier coach. He 
brought patterns from there and implemented 
them in Korona team. They play very aggres-
sive football, with strong pressing and high 
work rate. It was enough for most of Polish 
clubs, as Korona were good prepared physi-
cally to play in this style. His team was ac-
cused of playing dangerous football, in fact 
they had worst discipline record, but they were 
very efficient. The team without real stars per-
formed well in the league, having real chance 
for championship. Ojrzyński is supposed to 
play the same this year, as their rivals weren’t 
able to deal with it, even when everyone knew 
what Korona intend to play.

STADIUM
ADDRESS: Stadion Miejski w Kielcach, ul. Sciegiennego 8, Koruna 25-033
CAPACITY: 15.500
Avg ATTENDANCE: 7.950
TICKET PRICES: From 13 PLN to 30 PLN
BEER: No

HISTORY
ESTABILSHED: 1973
BIGGEST SUCCESS: Polish Cup finalists (2007)
BIGGEST SUCCESS: Have never appeared in European competition
FIRST GAME IN EKSTRAKLASA: 26.07.2005 vs Cracovia

TEAM
COACH: Leszek Ojrzynski (31.05.72), Polish, last club: Zaglebie Sosnowiec, working since: 06.2011
COACHING STAFF: Marcin Gawron, Gregory Opalinski, Maciej Szczesny
PRE-SEASON GAMES: vs LKS Nieciecza 1-2, vs LKS Nieciecza 2-2, vs Bogdanka Leczna 0-1, vs GKS Katowice 0-1, vs 
Polonia Warszawa 2-2, vs Górnik Zabrze 0-2, vs Podbeskidzie Bielsko-Biala 0-1

SQUAD 
GOALKEEPERS
1. ZBIGNIEW MALKOWSKI - POLISH - 19.01.78 (34) - 188/82 - 26(0) - 67(0) - 0(0) - OKS 1945 Olsztyn - €0.4m - GK - PRESENCE - MOBILITY
24. OLEKSIY SZLAKOTIN - UKRAINIAN - 02.09.89 (23) - 197/92 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0(0) - Zaglebie Sosnowiec - €0.05m - GK - ??? - ???
26. WOJCIECH MALECKI - POLISH - 11.10.1990 (21) - 188/81 - 2(0) - 2(0) - 0(0) - Korona Kielce (ME) - €0.1m - GK - ??? - ???
DEFENDERS
2. TADAS KIJANSKAS - LITHUANIAN - 06.09.86 (25) - 184/78 - 23(1) - 39(3)- 18(0) - Jagiellonia - €0.4m - RB/CB - TEAMWORK - HEADING
3. KAMIL KUZERA - POLISH - 11.03.83 (29) - 181/75 - 22(2) - 55(2)- 0(0) - Polonia II Warszawa - €0.4m - RB - WORK RATE - JUDGEMENT
4. PIOTR MALARCZYK - POLISH - 01.08.91 (21) - 189/74 - 16(1) - 33(1)- 0(0) - Korona III Kielce - €0.35m - CB - HEADING - MOBILITY
7. TOMASZ LISOWSKI - POLISH - 04.04.85 (27) - 180/80 - 28(1) - 97(3)- 3(0) - Widzew Lódz - €0.55m - LB - STAMINA - HEADING
13. KRZYSTOF KIERCZ - POLISH - 16.02.89 (23) - 189/81 - 7(1) - 7(1)- 0(0) - Wierna Malogoszcz - €0.225m - CB - HEADING - PACE
17. PAVOL STANO - SLOVAKIAN - 29.09.77 (34) - 191/72 - 28(4) - 130(14)- 0(0) - Jagiellonia Bialystok - €0.4m - CB/DMC - ANTICIPATION - PACE
44. PAWEL GOLANSKI - POLISH - 12.10.82 (29) - 183/95 - 19(1) - 86(4)- 14(0) - Lódzki KS - €0.5m - RB/LB - POSITIONING - VISION
MIDFIELDERS
5. ALEKSANDAR VUKOVIC - 25.08.79 (32) - 186/82 - 28(4) - 187(16) - 0(0) - Iraklis Thessaloniki [GRE] - €0.65m - DMC - PASSING - MARKING
6. TOMASZ FOSZMANCZYK - 07.02.86 (26) - 169/65 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0(0) - Warta Poznan - €0.225m - RM/MC - VISION - HEADING
8. VLASTIMIR JOVANOVIC - 03.04.85 (27) - 183/77 - 26(0) - 53(1) - 3(0) - Slavija Sarajevo [BOS] - €0.55m - DMC - WORK RATE - SHOOTING
10. MICHAL JANOTA - 29.07.90 (22) - 171/74 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0(0) - Go Ahead Eagles [HOL] - €0.35m - AML/C -DRIBBLING - FINISHING
15. LUKASZ SIERPINA - 27.03.88 (24) - 174/68 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0(0) - KS Polkowice - €0.125m - AML/WNG - TACKLING - 1ST TOUCH
16. ARTUR LENARTOWSKI - 17.03.88 (24) - 188/79 - 21(2) - 22(2) - 0(0) - Raków Czestochowa - €0.2m - DM - PASSING - STAMINA
22. GRZEGORZ LECH - 10.01.83 (29) - 180/72 - 24(0) - 44(1) - 0(0) - Dolcan Zabki - €0.3m - AMC - TECHNIQUE - FINISHING
29. PAWEL SOBOLEWSKI - 20.06.79 (33) - 175/65 - 26(2) - 101(8) - 0(0) - Jagiellonia Bialystok - €0.6m - AML - CROSSING - STRENGTH
35. BARTLOMIEJ MICHALSKI - 09.06.92 (20) - 174/66 - 1(0) - 1(0) - 0(0) - Proch Pionki - WNG - ??? - ???
37. BARTOSZ PAPKA - 12.09.93 (18) - 180/70 - 3(0) - 3(0) - 0(0) - Rodzina Kielce - €0.05m - CM  - ??? - ???
FORWARDS
14. MARCIN ZEWLAKOW - 22.04.76 (36) - 182/75 - 27(5) - 51(12) - 25(5) - GKS Belchatów - €0.3m - ST - FINISHING - MOVEMENT
19. LUKASZ JAMROZ - 18.02.90 (22) - 190/76 - 7(2) - 7(2) - 0(0) - Orzel Wierzbica - €0.1m - ST - POSITIONING - FINISHING
20. MACIEJ KORZYM - 02.05.88 (24) - 180/77 - 25(4) - 147(19) - 0(0) - GKS Belchatów - €0.5m - LF/ST - WORK RATE - CROSSING
23. MICHAL MICHALEK - 13.08.89 (23) - 176/72 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0(0) - Baltyk Gdynia - €0.1m - ST  - ??? - ???
25. MICHAL ZIELINSKI - 06.05.84 (28) - 185/73 - 27(6) - 104(15) - 1(0) - Górnik Zabrze - €0.2m - ST - PACE - STRENGTH

TRANSFERS
IN: Janota, Zewlakow, Sierpina, Foszmanczyk, Zielinski
OUT: Piotr Gawecki (Gjövik FF), Maciej Tataj (Dolcan Zabki), Mateusz Luczak (unattached)

*Legend: No. Full name - nationality, date of birth (age) - Ekstraklasa games (goals) - last season (goals) - national team/goals - previous club - worth - position(s) - strength - weakness
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Fan’s view - Korona

previous season? Well that really has gone well for us, right? Before the season, I wouldn’t say that 
we have much of the chance of staying up but Leszek Ojrzyński worked miracles! I know that people talk that we are 
playing dirty football but you know what? I don’t care at all! For me it was the best season ever, as every Korona player 
was finally fighting for every yard square on the pitch. Great feeling.

squad? I think that maye we should be more careful about next season as our squad isn’t that good. Even saying 
so, I see that we are actually stronger that we were, looking improved up front and maybe in the middle. It’s a crying 
shame that Jacek Kiełb went back to Lech Poznan though - Jacek, there is no place like Kielce and you know that! 

transfers? Good? Not enough! I think we had a fantastic summer. Marcin Żewłakow is very good striker, his 
experience can only add to the team, while younger players like Janota - coming back to Poland from the Dutch league 
- and Foszmańczyk are good team players that will quickly get into the starting line-up.

current season? Maybe not European Cups but we should have a shot at Polish Cup - we are maybe 
not the best at single games and more like a season team, yet if there is a chance for us in progress... I really think cup 
glory is there for us to take. As for the league - if you look closely at how other teams did this summer, I think we actu-
ally managed to get better. But we will have to see about Ojrzyński and whether he changes his tactics. That might be 
crucial, as at the end of last season, team looked pretty tired and lost few vital points.

foreign club? We are quite aggressive team, maybe even a bit chaotic in our approach but that pays off in 
Ekstraklasa - so in that term, I can see us as West Ham, as I’m passionate follower of English football, I can see many 
common points. Also, their fans had a lot of troubles with their board and this is just like us. Too much to say but how 
can you be banned from football ground from swearing, not even often or loud? Silly people.

fans? As I said, we had a lot of problems recently with the board - it came to the point when supporters had to 
boycott the games, as they were scared of club’s ways to ban them from the ground. They simply don’t like us and their 
campaign is simply pointless - even our players said so and were trying to back us up... The board, however, shamefully 
refused to change their approach. It may prove costly but in the moments fans are there and they are in full voice... Ko-
rona can be proud and simply fight from start till the end.

who? Kamila is a student from Kielce sharing her love between football and handball, yet hers story with the 
beautiful game started long, long ago - her first visit at Korona was when she was five!
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LECH POZNAŃ
ADDRESS: Bułgarska 17, 60-320 Poznań
TEL: +48 (61) 886-30-00
WWW: http://www.lechpoznan.pl
e-mail: lech@lechpoznan.pl
COLOURS: blue-white
CHAIRMAN/OWNER: Karol Klimczak 

TOP PLAYERS

TALENT

MANAGER

Rafał Murawski

In theory an important part of the Polish EURO squad. 
In fact, totally out of form. He was considered as a big 
signing when he was bought back from Rubin Kazan, 
but before the transfer to Russia he was a far better 
player. He’s still an exceptional footballer to be play-
ing in the Polish league, with good passing and his 
ability to keep possession, but in reality, playing far 
away from his potential best.

Aleksandyr Tonew

Thanks to Tonew, Vojo Ubiparip could be used as 
second striker, providing more options in attack. His 
main strength is the ability to transfer the play to the 
middle on receiving the ball wide. Thanks to that he 
can be used as a classical winger providing decent de-
livery. He can provide options and operate well as a 
central offensive midfielder.

Mateusz Możdżeń
Despite his young age (21), he has played well and 
consistently as a defensive midfielder (a challenging 
position for any player). More recently he’s used as 
a central defender and the results aren’t so positive.  
He has performed far better in his natural position. 
Możdżeń has a naturally reactive style of play, but 
shows some promise in offensive play, for example 
when he a scored a lovely goal whilst playing against 
Manchester City.

Mariusz Rumak

Taken from nowhere and become one of the 
biggest winners of last round. Moved Lech 
from the middle of the table into Europe spot. 
He took over a team with chaotic style of play, 
introduced by Jose Mari Bakero and was able 
to improve performance of the team in near-
ly no time. He did it with relatively simple 
ideas, like using second striker to help Rud-
nev against weaker sides or to play with wide 
wings to loose oppositions thigh defence. 
This year he has to face tougher challenge as 
the team is weaker due to Rudniev’s move to 
Bundesliga. He has to rebuild his tactic total-
ly, as Latvia striker was the major threat and 
was able to score from nowhere. With current 
squad Rumak has to put more emphasis on the 
midfield, as it still seems to have potential.

*Legend: No. Full name - nationality, date of birth (age) - Ekstraklasa games (goals) - last season (goals) - national team/goals - previous club - worth - position(s) - strength - weakness

STADIUM
ADDRESS: Bułgarska 17, 60-320 Poznań
CAPACITY: 41.609
Avg ATTENDANCE: 15.317 
TICKET PRICES: from 13PLN to 50PLN
BEER: no

HISTORY
ESTABILSHED: 1922
BIGGEST SUCCESS (domestic): Champions 6x (1983, 1984, 1990, 1992, 1993, 2010), Polish Cup winners 5x (1982, 1984, 
1988, 2004, 2009), Supercup 4x (1990, 1992, 2004, 2009)
BIGGEST SUCCESS (european): Round of 1/16 in UEFA Cup (2009), Round of 1/16 in Europa League (2011), Round of 
1/8 of Cup Winners’ Cup (1983, 1989)
FIRST GAME IN EKSTRAKLASA: 14.03.1948 Widzew Łódź 4-3 KKS Poznań

TEAM
COACH: Mariusz Rumak (03.06.1977), Polish, last club: Jagiellonia ME, working since 01.03.2012
COACHING STAFF: Jerzy Cyrak, Dominik Kubiak, Andrzej Kasprzak, Dariusz Motała
PRE-SEASON GAMES: vs Flota 3-1, vs Arka Gdynia 0-0, vs Olympiakos Nikosja 1-3, vs Jahn Regensburg 2-3, vs FC 
Augsburg 1-3

SQUAD*
GOALKEEPERS
1. Jasmin Burić - Bosnian - 18.02.87 (25) - 193/80 - 17(0) - 43(0) - 0A/0 - NK Čelik (Zenica) - $0,7m - GK - On the line - off the line
27. Krzysztof Kotorowski - Polish - 12.09.76 (36) - 186/85 - 13(0) - 195(0) - 0A/0 - Błękitni Stargard Sz. - $0,35m - GK - reflex - one on one

DEFENDERS
3. Ivan Djurdević - Serbian - 05.02.77 (35) - 183/81 - 15(0) - 94(3) - 0A/0 - CF “Os Belenenses” - $0,35m - LB/CB/DM - Tackling - Passing
5. Manuel Arboleda - Colombian - 02.08.79 (33) - 188/84 - 9(0) - 132(13) - 0A/0 - Zagłębie Lubin - $0,75m - CB - Tackling - Discipline
20. Hubert Wołąkiewicz - Polish - 21.10.85 (27) - 182/70 - 26(0) - 105(5) - 4A/0 - Lechia Gdańsk - $0,75m - RB/CB/DM - Passing - Tackling
21. Kebba Ceesay - Gambian - 14.11.87 (25) - 180/75 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 6A/0 - Djurgårdens IF - $0,3m - RB - Tackling - Crossing
35. Marcin Kamiński - Polish - 15.01.92 (20) - 191/76 - 28(0) - 32(0) - 3A/0 - Aluminium Konin - $1,2m - CB - Heading - Positioning
25. Luis Henriquez - Panamaniam - 23.11.81 (31) - 176/76 - 27(2) - 78(3) - 42A(0) - Tauro FC (Pan) - $1m - LB - Crossing - Tackling
29. Jarosław Ratajczak - Polish - 15.04.91 (21) - 184/68 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Olimpia Grudziądz - $0,05m - LB - Positioning - Pace

MIDFIELDERS
6. Łukasz Trałka - Polish - 11.05.84 (28) - 186/77 - 25(1) - 154(12) - 6A/0- Polonia Warszawa - $0,75m - CM - Tackling - Shooting
16. Rafał Murawski - Polish - 09.10.81 (31) - 175/75 - 27(2) - 164(13) - 46(1) - Rubin Kazań - $1,5m - CM - Passing - Pace
32. Mateusz Możdżeń - Polish - 14.03.91 (21) - 180/76 - 26(4) - 51(5) - 0A/0 - Amica Wronki - $1,2m - DM/CM/RB - Positioning - Tackling
7. Jakub Wilk - Polish - 11.07.85 (27) - 177/70 - 25(2) - 155(18) - 3A/0 - Lechia Gdańsk - $0,6m - LM/LB - Pace - Tackling
24. Aleksandar Tonev - Bulgarian - 03.02.90 (22) - 178/69 - 28(2) - 28(2) - 4A/0 - CSKA Sofia - $0,9m - AMC/ST - Shooting - Tracking back
8. Jacek Kiełb - Polish - 10.01.88 (24) - 183/70 - 19(3) - 68(7) - 2A/0 - Korona Kielce - $0,65m - AMC/WNG - Dribbling - Finishing
11. Gergő Lovrencsics - Hungarian - 01.09.88 (24) - 177/77 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Lombard Pápa FC - $0,6m - RW/ST - Pace - Finishing

STRIKERS
14. Vojo Ubiparip - Serbian - 10.05.88 (24) - 180/72 - 16(3) - 25(4) - 0A/0 - FK Spartak (Subotica) - $0,6m - ST/RW - Heading - Finishing
18. Bartosz Ślusarski - Polish - 11.12.81 (31) -186/81 - 13(0) - 178(44) - 2A/0 - Cracovia - $0,3m - ST/RW - Heading - Technique
28. Bartosz Bereszyński - Polish - 12.07.92 (20) - 182/72 - 0(0) - 2(0) - 0A/0 - Warta Poznań - $0,1m - ST - Mobility - Finishing

TRANSFERS
IN: Bereszyński, Ceesay, Lovrenscics, Kiełb, Trałka, Wilk
OUT: Drygas (Zawisza), Injac (Polonia), Kikut (Ruch), Kriwiec (Jangsu), Rudnews (Hamburger SV), Stilić (Karpaty), Wo-
jtkowiak (TSV Munich)
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previous season? Season was barely saved by late comeback. But this hardly means success. Lech being out 
of top three is a disaster. And, as we now see, picking Mariusz Rumak was not the best move as well. No futher comment...

squad? What team? This one? With this players? They give us a chance for 5th-8th spot only, adding poor manager and 
tragic board to paint the picture...

transfers? Again, what transfers? Since 2009, our situation is dramatic, after ex-director Czyżniewski left. Of course, 
Rudnev is the one standing out but we were simply lucky. This season... well, maybe something good will came from that Hungar-
ian guy but overall rate? F!

current season? Getting rid of current owners – that should be our main aim! Then, maybe 5th place or maybe 
sneaky chance for European cups if we are lucky. We should change manager for Goncharenko from BATE Borisov. And run the 
club in proffesional way, not like it is now. Youth structures are as important!

foreign club? This is extremely hard because of how specific our league is... maye we are a bit like Juventus, be-
cause of fans... Maybe also a bit like Roma, because of our ups and downs in the history.

fans? The best fans in Poland. For years now our level is high and we have the best numbers at away games. We love pyro-
technics, always behind the team – though I’m not always sure that’s the best. Fanatics, loving the club, we can follow it wherever 
they go – lately, we’ve been near China border! We do the best marketing job for the league, though our problem lies in connection 
to Lech’s old guard – often criminalists. I hate when these people try to represent all of us, doing their businesses on the stands. Also, 
general approach is far-right, something I don’t agree with and something I don’t like.

who? Paweł Rzeźniczak is active fan of Lech since 1996, barely missed a game in last ten years. Following team away as 
well, currently a bit less than he used too. Supports Chelsea, Real and Juventus.

Fan’s view - Lech
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LECHIA GDAŃSK
ADDRESS: ul. Pokoleń Lechii Gdańsk 1 80-529 Gdańsk
TEL: +48 58 76 88 401
WWW: www.lechia.pl
e-mail: biuro@lechia.pl
COLOURS: Green-white
CHAIRMAN/OWNER: Andrzej Kuchar

TOP PLAYERS

TALENT

MANAGER

Abdou Razack Traore
Traore is the real star of this Lechia side, the one 
player on who the whole offensive performance de-
pends. When he has a good day he can win matches 
on his own. In every game of 2011/12 he was the best 
dribbler and received the highest number of passes, 
regardless of whether he was being played in attack 
or as a winger. In 2007 Traore was named as one of 
the most promising football teens by World Soccer 
magazine. Maybe this is not the career that was ex-
pected, but still he’s an exceptional player to have in 
the Ekstraklasa.

Łukasz Surma
Surma is an unnecessarily underrated player, but very 
important for this Lechia side. As the key holding 
midfielder as well as the main playmaker, in many 
games he’s the one who sees the most of the ball. He 
comes deep to receive the ball from defenders, as well 
as breaking up opposition play with plenty of inter-
ceptions. He doesn’t have a range of brilliant passing, 
but thanks his short, smart and neat play he is always 
propelling Lechia forward.

Rafał Janicki
Despite being only 17 years old he was already a solid 
member of the first team for Chernik Police (Polish 
third tier), when noticed by Lechia’s scout. Within a 
year he was already a regular squad member. He has 
already been linked with the move to PSV Eindhoven 
but seems happy for now to continue his development 
in Gdańsk. In a league where teams seem allergic to 
youth, Janicki has nearly 30 games played in Ekstrak-
lasa before 21st birthday. Perhaps he can be the lesson 
learnt that if you´re good enough, you´re old enough.

Bogusław Kaczmarek

An old fashion coach, who celebrated his last 
successes decade ago and in last years was 
considered rather as a pundit than a manager. 
His come-back was a bit of surprise, however 
Lechia’s board is known for its controversial 
policy of managers’ hiring. Under his wings 
Jerzy Dudek or Grzegorz Rasiak received 
their first chances in professional football, 
so there’s hope that he can help some other 
young players to develop or establish them-
selves. On the other side, their individual de-
velopment, cannot overshadow the fact, that 
Kaczmarek’s team aren’t too fluid in terms of 
tactics. Or weren’t, maybe in 4 years of his ab-
sence on the bench, something had changed.

*Legend: No. Full name - nationality, date of birth (age) - Ekstraklasa games (goals) - last season (goals) - national team/goals - previous club - worth - position(s) - strength - weakness

STADIUM
ADDRESS: ul. Pokoleń Lechii Gdańsk 1 80-529 Gdańsk
CAPACITY: 43615
Avg ATTENDANCE:  17 102 
TICKET PRICES: from 10PLN to 110PLN
BEER: no

HISTORY
ESTABILSHED:  17 102 
BIGGEST SUCCESS (domestic): Cup Winners (1983), Supercup winners (1983)
BIGGEST SUCCESS (european): Cup Winners’ Cup 1st round (1983)
FIRST GAME IN EKSTRAKLASA: 20.03.1949 Cracovia– Lechia 5:1

TEAM
COACH: Bogusław Kaczmarek (06.03.1950), Polish, previous club: Polonia Warszawa, at club since 06.06.2012
COACHING STAFF: Krzysztof Brede, Maciej Kalkowski, Sławomir Matuk, Dariusz Gładyś, Piotr Żuk
PRE-SEASON GAMES: vs Cuiavia 3-1, vs Piast Gliwice 0-2, vs Gryf 1-0, vs Stomil Olsztyn 3-1, vs Concordia 5-2, vs 
Chrobry 1-2, vs Znicz 1-1.

SQUAD*
GOALKEEPERS
1. Michał Buchalik - Polish - 03.02.89 (23) - 190/83 - 1(0) - 5(0) - 0A/0 - Odra Wodzisław Śląski - $o,2m - GK - Reflex - Off the line
33. Sebastian Małkowski - Polish - 02.03.87 (25) - 194/90 - 14(0) - 26(0) - 1A/0 - Olimpia Sztum - $o,3m - GK - On the line - one on one

DEFENDERS
3. Vytautas Andriuškevičius- Lithuanian - 08.10.90 (22) - 188/80 - 13(0) - 30(0) - 4A/0 - FBK Kaunas - $o,45m - LB - Crossing - Tackling
5. Krzysztof Bąk - Polish - 22.06.82 (30) - 188/82 - 15(0) - 141-7 Polonia Warszawa - $o,4m - CB/RB - Heading - Positioning
6. Jarosław Bieniuk - Polish - 04.06.79 (33) - 192/83 - 23(2) - 118(12) - 8A/1 - Widzew Łódź - $o,4m - CB - Technique - Pace
4. Piotr Brożek - Polish - 21.04.83 (29) - 178/74 - 0(0) - 178(14) - 5A/1 - Trabzonspor Kulübü - $1m - LB/LM - Crossing - One on one
26. Deleu - Brazilian - 01.03.84 (28) - 176/77 - 20(0) - 48(0) - 0A/0 - CA Metropolitano (Blumenau) - $o,35m - RB - Pace - Passing
20. Lewon Hajrapetjan - Armenian - 17.04.89 (23) - 178/73 - 25(0) - 35(0) - 9A/0 - Pjunik Erewan - $o,35m - LB - Positioning - Anticipation
2. Rafał Janicki - Polish - 05.07.92 (20) - 188/79 - 25(0) - 28(0) - 0A/0 - Chemik Police - $o,5m - CB - Heading - Movement
13. Sebastian Madera - Polish - 30.05.85 (27) - 190/80 - 7(2) - 24(4) - Widzew Łódź - $o,2m - CB - Passing - Tackling 
17. Marcin Pietrowski - Polish - 01.03.88 (24) - 184/79 - 23(1) - 69(1) - 0A/0 - none - $o,325m - RB/RM - Crossing - Tackling

MIDFIELDERS
16. Andreu - Spanish - 17.06.83 (29) - 179/65 - 0(0) - 34(1) - 0A/0 - Dinamo Tbilisi - $o,4m - DM/CM - Passing - Creation
23. Marko Bajić - Serbian - 28.09.85 (27) - 183/80 - 12(0) - 81(3) - 0A/0 - Górnik Zabrze - $o,2m - DM/CM - Shooting - Discipline
29. Łukasz Kacprzycki - Polish - 29.04.94 (18) - 165/57 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Kotwica Kołobrzeg - $o,05m - AMC - Vision - Dribbling
21. Mateusz Machaj - Polish - 28.06.89 (23) - 174/67 - 16(1) - 17(1) - 0A/0 - Chrobry Głogów - $o,375m - CM/AMC - Shooting - Tackling
22. Paweł Nowak - Polish - 27.01.79 (33) - 173/63 - 21(0) - 234(24) - 0A/0 - Cracovia - $0,35m - AMC/WNG - Pace - Finishing
19. Ricardinho - Brazilian - 04.09.89 (23) - 175/69 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Wisła Płock - $0,2m - MR - Crossing - Movement
8. Łukasz Surma - Polish - 28.06.77 (35) - 177/70 - 24(1) - 387(20) - 5A/0 - VfB Admira Wacker - $0,375m - DM - Tackling - Discipline
7. Abdou Razack Traoré - Burkina Faso - 28.12.88 (24) - 170/64 - 24(4) - 51(16) - 11A/1 - Rosenborg BK - $1m - AMC/FW - Dribbling - Finishing
14. Piotr Wiśniewski - Polish - 11.08.82 (30) - 177/72 - 21(3) - 83(12) - 0A/0 - Kaszubia Kościerzyna - $0,35m - MR/RWG - Crossing - 
Tracking back

FORWARDS
15. Adam Duda - Polish - 29.04.91 (21) - 188/75 - 5(0) - 5(0) - 0A/0 - none - $0,05m - ST - Heading - Finishing
9. Piotr Grzelczak - Polish - 02.03.88 (24) - 186/82 - 10(1) - 76(11) - 0A/0 - Widzew Łódź - $0,4m - AMC/ST - Movement - Shooting
11. Grzegorz Rasiak - Polish - 12.01.79 (33) - 190/84 - 12(2) - 112(46) - 37A/8 - Jagiellonia Białystok - $0,5m - CF - Heading - Tackling
-. Aleksandr Sazankow - Belarusan - 18.03.84 (28) - 181/78 - 1(0) - 10(1) - 0A/0 - Dinamo Mińsk - $0,25m - ST - Technique - Injuries
18. Patryk Tuszyński - Polish - 13.12.89 (23) - 184/77 - 2(0) - 2(0) - 0A/0 - MKS Kluczbork - $0,15m - ST - Dribbling - Finishing 

TRANSFERS
IN: Andreu, Piotr Brożek, Jarosław Bieniuk, Grzegorz Rasiak, Ricardinho, Sazankov
OUT: Dawidowski (?), Kosecki (Legia), Wilk (Lech), Kozans (?), Pawłowski (Udinese), Tadić (Melbourne), Vucko, Poźniak
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previous season? Unfortunately, we were held to the last moment in uncertainty of our league status. But I 
think it wasn’t only down to the quality of our players or their bad form. It was more about managerial changes, lack of stability and 
bad decisions from the board.  All of that had its reflection on the team. So then, even though our plans were more ambitious,  we 
are happy because we are still in the Ekstraklasa. Until the ball is inplay, anything can happen.

squad? It’s more tested, you can see that Mr. Bogus³aw Kaczmarek decided to count on Poles with players like Kozans 
and Vucko leaving the squad, with Lukjanovs and Traore also possibly leaving, with the first one being quite close to a transfer. Our 
squad has more league players, so I think we can be more confident about them during the upcoming season. If we won’t have any 
major injuries during the preparations and  the season, I can see us finishing near the top, maybe even in the spots that will qualify 
us for Europe. I know this is a risky thing to say but I see the potential. Two years ago they showed that they have certain character, 
so now fans counton them to prove the same will to win again.

transfers? I think that the most important signing is Grzegorz Rasiak. We know he is not young but maybe given his 
experience, the other strikers will wake up and show some scoring quality. It is a very good move. He is an ex-international, and we 
don’t have such players in our squad, only Surma and Ma³kowski played for Poland. There is Bieniuk, brought to fill in for Kozans 
and Vucko, but he can also be a mentor for young Janicki,  a future star perhaps. Many of us hoped that Jakub Wilk would  stay, 
but since we haven’t bought him from Lech, I think Madera is a player who  was signed for the right reasons. Andreu is a mystery, 
nobody knows what to expect from him, so I will leave him aside. Also there is Ricardinho, a partner for Traore, hopefully he can 
be an important player for us. All in all, I can’t complain in that regard.

current season? Someone may call me crazy but I can see this team finishing in the top 10, and if we can hit the 
right form, especially the strikers, then maybe we can end up in the European spots. For many these are only dreams, Star-Wars-like 
fiction, but I know it is possible. One advantage is that the team is getting used to the new stadium.  Now that they have the experi-
ence, there is no pressure that was during the last season. I can only hope that the very loud support of our fans will lift them up, all 
the way to the victories - even though it is still up to the players, we could see that during Euro 2012, where Polish team had great 
support but failed miserably on the pitch.

foreign club? If the rumours of Lechia being handed to Russian owners will prove to be true, then there is only one 
result – Chelsea. To be honest, many managerial changes support that theory! There was Villas-Boas, Ancelotti, Hiddink, di Mat-
teo... we had Kafarski, Ulatowski, Janas and now Kaczmarek. But to be honest, I see us as Lazio, comparing their great fan support 
and conflicts with the board. Maybe it’s not as fortunate but also we are both ambitious and still selling our best players each year. 
I hope that this will change and I would be able to say that we are the Polish Blues or, as I rather should put it, The White-Greens.

fans? Seeing fans of other clubs, I can’t say that supporters of Lechia are trouble-makers. Despite poor results, they were 
behind the team to the very last game. They see who cares about the club and they respect them. They have showed many times that 
stands are not only for men but also for women, kids, who can watch the game with us. Of course, it is different during the derby 
with Arka Gdynia, but knowing the examples from history or different regions of the world, like South America, I can assume that 
we are pretty calm, not forgetting about loud support and loyalty of course! There are fights and hooligans, but I’m sure no one 
wants to put them in the same group with normal fans. Our biggest rivals are obviously Arka Gdynia, but also Cracovia and Lech 
Poznan. These three are also fierce rivals with our friends - Wisła Krakow and Śląsk Wroclaw. The list of course does not end here, 
it’s much longer ...

who? Piotr Chistowski is part of the www.Lechia.net team, coming from the region that supports Lechia, he’s been 
with the club since he was 15.

Fan’s view - Lechia
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LEGIA WARSZAWA
CUP WINNERS

NAME: Legia Warszawa 
ADDRESS: Łazienkowska 3, 00-449, Warszawa
TEL: +48 (22) 628-43-03
WWW: www.legia.com
e-mail: info@legia.pl
COLOURS: red-white-green-black
CHAIRMAN: Piotr Zygo

TOP PLAYERS

TALENT

MANAGER

Dusan Kuciak

Kuciak has been Legia’s savior in many games with 
some absolutely brilliant matches. Good reflexes and 
decision-making as well as dominating one on ones. 
Another really good example of how Legia excel at 
coaching goalkeepers and Kuciak is an adequate suc-
cessor for both Boruc and Fabiański, who, after few 
years in Legia were transferred to two of Britain’s 
biggest clubs (Celtic & Arsenal).

Janusz Gol

It took a long time before Gol started to perform to 
the level his potential always suggested. He is now 
however considered to be one of the few talented box-
to-box midfielders in Poland. He is tactically aware 
and has the ability to remain involved in play the en-
tire game. Improved positioning with and without the 
ball, combined with a ability to play a through ball 
means 2012/13 could be a big year for Gol.

Jakub Kosecki

Kosecki is definitely one of those to watch this sea-
son. He showed signs of development on loan to 
Lechia but was also the one player who excelled in 
Legia´s European matches, playing well against sides 
of a higher standard. Asking for consistency against 
top class sides may be too much too early, but at Ek-
straklasa level he has everything to be one of the stars 
the season.

Jan Urban

He always tries to play attractive football, 
however there is a problem with results. Soon 
after, when club’s position is unsatisfying, he 
tries to change something, but he don’t know 
how and team performs worse and worse. So 
it was till now, he received another chance 
at Legia, despite his managerial carrier isn’t 
too bright so far. He had huge problems with 
discipline in Zagłębie and it’s not sure if in 
Legia he’ll be able to deal with it, in addition 
the pressure is much bigger. He was also ac-
cused of too light trainings, what shall had 
influence on Zagłębie’s poor performance. In 
case of failure at Legia, even despite his me-
dia-friendly attitude, will have problems with 
receiving good job offer.

STADIUM
ADDRESS: Łazienkowska 3, 00-449, Warszawa
CAPACITY: 31.284
Avg ATTENDANCE: 20.930
TICKET PRICES: from 33PLN to 120PLN
BEER: no

HISTORY
ESTABILSHED: 1916
BIGGEST SUCCESS: Championships 9x (last 2006), Polish Cup 15x (last 2012), Supercup 4x (last 2008), League Cup 1x 
(2002)
BIGGEST SUCCESS: Champions League semi-final (1970), Cup Winners’ Cup semi-final (1991), Intertoto Cup winners 
(1968)
FIRST GAME IN EKSTRAKLASA: 03.04.1927 vs Warszawianka (1-4)

TEAM
COACH: Jan Urban (14.05.1962), Polish, last club: Zagłębie Lubin, working since: 06.2012
COACHING STAFF: Jose Antonio Vicuna, Lucjan Brychczy, Jacek Magiera, Krzysztof Dowhań
PRE-SEASON GAMES: vs Victoria Bartoszyce 11-0, vs Metalist Kharkiv 1-4, vs Universitatea Cluj 1-0, vs Sparta Prague 
0-4, vs Lokomotiv Plovdiv 1-2, vs Dolcan Ząbki 2-1, vs Erkanas Ponieviez 2-1, vs Mazur Karczew 4-0, vs Borussia Dort-
mund 0-1.

SQUAD 

GK
12. DUSAN KUCIAK - SLOVAKIAN - 21.05.1985 (27) - 194/87 - 27/0 - 203/0 - 3A/0 - FC Vaslui - €1.7m - GK - REFLEX - CROSSES
84. WOJCIECH SKABA - POLISH - 09.04.1984 (28) - 190/81 - 3/0 - 66/0 - 0A/0 - Polonia Bytom - €0,5m - GK - ON THE LINE - CATCHING

DEFENDERS
15. INAKI ASTIZ - SPANISH - 05.11.1983 (28) - 185/74 - 12/1 - 103/4 - 0A/0 - CA Osasuna - €0.95m - CB - TECHNIQUE - TACKLING
4. DICKSON CHOTO - ZIMBABWEAN - 19.03.1981 (31) - 192/99 - 5/0 - 164/4 - 7A/0 - Pogoń Szczecin - €0.75m - CB - HEADING - MOVEMENT
2. ARTUR JĘDRZEJCZYK - POLISH - 04.11.1987 (25) - 189/78 - 27/0 - 57/2 - 1A/0 - Korona Kielce - €0.8m - RB - TACKLING - CROSSING
6. MICHAŁ ŻEWŁAKOW - POLISH - 22.04.1976 (36) - 182/75 - 28/0 - 107/4 - 102A/3 - MKE Ankaragucu - €0.85m - CB - POSITIONING - ONE-ON-ONE
8. MARKO SULER - SLOVENIAN - 09.03.1983 (29) - 186/79 - 0/0 - 0/0 - 32A/2 - Happoel Tel Aviv (ISR) - €1.25m - CB - HEADING - TACKLING
11. TOMASZ KIEŁBOWICZ - POLISH - 21.02.1976 (36) - 179/72 - 5/0 - 382/25 - 9A/0 - Polonia Warszawa - €0.2m - LB - CROSSING - POSITIONING
14. JAKUB WAWRZYNIAK - POLISH - 07.07.1983 (29) - 188/85 - 29/1 - 114/5 - 26A/0 - Panathinaikos (GRE) - €1m - LB - TACKLING - CROSSING
25. JAKUB RZEŹNICZAK - POLISH - 26.10.1986 (26) - 183/72 - 15/0 - 174/2 - 7A/0 - Widzew Łódź - €0.95m - RB/DM - TACKLING - POSITIONING

MIDFIELDERS
3. ALBERT BRUCE - GHANIAN - 30.12.1993 (19) - 182/76 - 0-0 - 0-0 - 0A/0 - Asante Kotoko (GHA) - €0.1m - CM/DM - MOBILITY - PASSING
5. JANUSZ GOL - POLISH - 11.11.1985 (27) - 182/77 - 29/4 - 104/7 - 7A/0 - GKS Bełchatów - €0.9m - CM - VISION - FINISHING
7. JORGE SALINAS - PARAGUAYAN - 06.05.1992 (20) - 172/64 - 0-0 - 0A/0 - FK AS Trencin (SVK) - €0.25m - ACM/LM - DRIBBLING - CROSSING
21. IVICA VRDOLJAK - CROATIAN - 19.09.1983 (29) - 187/83 - 24/4 - 50/9 - 0A/0 - NK Dinamo (CRO) - €2m - CM - PASSING - DISCIPLINE
27. RAFAŁ WOLSKI - POLISH - 10.11.1992 (20) - 179/66 - 21/6 - 25/6 - 3A/0 - Głowaczów - €1.1m - ACM/WNG - TECHNIQUE - DEFENDING
32. MIROSLAV RADOVIĆ - SERBIAN - 16.01.1984 (28) - 182/76 - 28/6 - 164/29 - 0A/0 - FK Partizan - €2.8m - ACM/WNG - DRIBBLING - PRESSING
33. MICHAŁ ŻYRO - POLISH - 20.09.1992 (20) - 189/78 - 25/1 - 32/1 - 0A/0 - KS Piaseczno - €0.9m - LM/WNG - DRIBBLING - HEADING
34. DANIEL ŁUKASIK - POLISH - 28.04.1991 (21) - 179/73 - 2/0 - 2/0 - 0A/0 - Warmia Olsztyn - €0.1m - DM - PASSING - TACKLING
37. DOMINIK FURMAN - POLISH - 06.07.1992 (20) - 181/71 - 0/0 - 0/0 - 0A/0 - Skrzydłowianka - €0.05m - DM - POSITIONING - DISCIPLINE
38. BARTOSZ ŻUREK - POLISH - 15.03.1993 (19) - 181/68 - 1/0 - 1/0 - 0A/0 - KSZO Ostrowiec - €0.05m - LM/WNG - DRIBBLING - PASSING

FORWARDS
9. MAREK SAGANOWSKI - POLISH - 31.10.1978 (34) - 178/78 - 29/6 - 244/83 - 33A/5 - ŁKS - €0.5m - ST - FINISHING - PACE
18. MICHAŁ KUCHARCZYK - POLISH - 20.03.1991 (21) - 178/72 - 25/3 - 52/8 - 5A/0 - Świt Nowy Dwór - €0.7m - ST/WNG - DRIBBLING - FINISHING
20. JAKUB KOSECKI - POLISH - 29.08.1990 (22) - 168/59 - 8/2 - 14/2 - 0A/0 - Lechia Gdańsk - €0.4m - ST/AMC - DRIBBLING - CONFIDENCE
28. DANIJEL LJUBOJA - SERBIAN - 04.09.1978 (34) - 188/80 - 30/11 - 30/11 - 19A/1 - OCG Nice (FRA) - €1.3m - ST/AMC - PASSING - ATTITUDE

TRANSFERS
IN: Saganowski, Suler, Salinas
OUT: Blanco (TSV Munich), Hubnik (SK Sigma), Novo (SD Huesca)

*Legend: No. Full name - nationality, date of birth (age) - Ekstraklasa games (goals) - last season (goals) - national team/goals - previous club - worth - position(s) - strength - weakness
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previous season? Last season was like a typical rollercoaster for everyone who support Legia Warsaw. On one 
side the club won 15th Polish Cup and played well in UEFA Europa League where Legia reached first knockout phase, earlier beaten 
Turkish Gazientepspor and Spartak Moscow in qualifications. In the group stage Legia was second just behind PSV Eindhoven.  On 
February they lost in aggregate  to Sporting Lisbon  with a 2-2 draw in Warsaw and 0-1 lost in Lisbon. But on the other hand Legia 
failed to win the Polish Ekstraklasa which was the most important thing for Maciej Skorża’s team. With an excellent start of a sec-
ond round of a league, in every each game Legia played worse and worse loosing points at home and away. Crucial moment was in 
Gdansk where they lost to Lechia and gave the title to Śląsk Wroclaw hands. After this season Legia’s board sacked Maciej Skorża 
and confirmed that Jan Urban will have a second chance in the club.
squad?  ) In compare with a last season the squad of a team didn’t change so much. In the first team the major role still will 
play young players like Rafał Wolski, Michał Żyro, Michał Kucharczyk or Jakub Kosecki who is back from loan to Lechia Gdansk. 
In the first games of a season Jan Urban showed he will continue his personal politic connected with young guys. F.ex.  he gave a 
chance to Daniel Łukasik, 21-years old defensive midfielder who played very well against Metalurgs and Ried in Europa League. 
The club is still looking for a good striker with only Marek Saganowski on this position at this time. Manager of the team announced 
that he would like to see Danijel Ljuboja as a central midfielder with another Serbian Miroslav Radović in pair. At this time the team 
needs only a strong striker to be complete.

transfers? In summer transfer window Legia sign three players. Polish striker Marek Saganowski who played for 
Legia from 2002 to 2005, Jorge Salinas 20-years old offensive midfielder from Paraguay – both as a free agents. The third one is 
Slovenian international defender Marko Suler. Young Jakub Kosecki is back from loan to Lechia Gdansk. Anyone of the new players 
aren’t big star but every of them should be useful member of the first team in this season. Legia’s still looking for a striker and the 
main transfer target is Wladimir Dwaliszwili, Polonia Warsaw player. After last season Legia didn’t extend the contracts with Nacho 
Novo, Michal Hubnik and Ismael Blanco, all were on loan in the club.

current season? The main target for Legia is same every season. The team have to win the league. This is the 
most important thing for Jan Urban who has a one year contract which will be extended only with the Championship in the pocket. 
It’s perchance with a good team which include hot prospects, very good youngsters like Rafał Wolski or Daniel Łukasik and very 
experienced players like Danijel Ljuboja and Michał Żewłakow who’s a new team captain. On the other hand the same team couldn’t 
do it last season with a one of the best managers in Poland. Can they beat their last season nightmare and win the league with a coach 
who hasn’t won anything yet in his manager’s career? We will see, Legia will be in top 3 at the end of a season for sure.

foreign club? If I have to compare Legia to another European team I will choose Ajax Amsterdam. Both are top 
teams in their countries, both have to win their leagues and national cups very year. Both have the same personal politic connected 
with a young players and some well experienced which is excellent mix. And not every year they do it. Next reason why i compare 
both clubs is transfer politic. Legia and Ajax sold their young players for good prices and replace them with next youngsters. Legia 
sold Maciej Rybus and Ariel Borysiuk and now the big chance has Rafał Wolski and Daniel Łukasik. I can admit that in the queue 
are standing next hot prospects like Aleksander Jagiełło, Polish under 17 international. Hopefully, in next years Legia will be high-
profile club at least same as Ajax and the players from Łazienkowska street will be well known like Rafael van der Vaart or Wesley 
Sneijder.

fans? Legia fans are most fanatics and the best ultras in Poland. Most fanatic fans are sitting at north stand called “Żyleta”. 
In every game home or away you can hear them and see some awesome ultras projects. On the other hand Legia fans made many 
problems especially at European area with big away trip to Vilnius in Interetoto Cup ended with a big fight with a police at the pitch. 
You couldn’t sum up all mulcts which UEFA gave to Legia after their fans behaviour in European Cups. It’s very diffuclt to say 
who’s their biggest opponent because Legia is the most hated club in the country because of historical things. The main group of 
fans enemies create Widzew Łódź, Lech Poznań, Wisła Kraków or local rivals Polonia Warsaw. Legia fans have some friends like 
Pogoń Szczecin, Olimpia Elbląg and Zagłębie Sosnowiec. They have very good relationships with dutch ADO Den Haag and many 
fan clubs in all country.

who? Konrad Ferszter is co-editor of an interesting ZLazienkowskiej.blogspot.com blog, also a student and jour-
nalist for nicesport.pl. Been at Legia for at least 14 years now, since his dad took him to the game versus Pogoń Szczecin.

Fan’s view - Legia
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PODBESKIDZIE
BIELSKO-BIAŁANAME: Podbeskidzie Bielsko-Biała

ADDRESS: ul. Rychlińskiego 19, 43-300, Bielsko-Biała
TEL: +48 (33) 498 39 88
WWW: www.tspodbeskidzie.pl
e-mail: sekretariat@tspodbeskidzie.pl
COLOURS: red-white-blue
CHAIRMAN/OWNER: Marek Glogaza

TOP PLAYERS

TALENT

MANAGER

Marek Sokołowski

It looked like Sokołowski wouldn´t be an important 
part of this Podbeskidzie team, however his hard 
working attitude and versatility make him integral to 
how the team tick. He can be used as a full back or 
a winger and always works the whole length of the 
pitch. Decent pace, brave and dynamic, Sokołowski 
shows that a player can be a success with pure en-
deavor, even if offering rather poor technique.

Liran Cohen

The creative force behind Podbeskidzie. Cohen offers 
good technique and can be amazingly precise at set piec-
es. Tactically disciplined, even when playing as the most 
offensive-minded midfielder, consistent in tracking back 
and helping out his defence. Can occasionally be too slow 
in providing passing during counterattacks. Despite that 
he the was major Podbeskidzie attacking force although 
doesn’t there are doubts that still that either he or Pod-
beskidzie need to change their style of play to get the best 
out of each other.

Damian Byrtek
When the club was clear of relegation Robert Kasper-
czyk gave some youngsters the chance to shine, and 
Byrtek was one of them. It’s difficult to say that he was 
overly convincing, as the team themselves weren´t in 
particularly good form at the end of the season. Occa-
sionally it looks like he avoids any risky situation and 
tries to tackle only when it’s absolutely necessary and 
he therefore appears to be a passive spectator. How-
ever he didn’t make any spectacular mistakes so we’ll 
have another chance to look at the development of a 
promising young centre back during the new season.

Robert Kasperczyk

Even when Podbeskidzie played in 1. liga  
yet, his team were more tactical disciplined 
than best teams in Ekstraklasa, what his play-
ers showed in Polish Cup. He started sea-
son with offensive football, but after some 
shocking defeats, moved to more defensive-
minded tactics, it was enough to secure good 
position in the league and stay clear of relega-
tion, what was the only goal in this season. It 
won’t change next year, but he has everything 
to achieve  it. He wants to learn, looking for 
something new and adjusts consciously tac-
tics to his players abilities. One of those to 
watch in next years.

STADIUM: Stadium Miejski
ADDRESS: ul. Rychlińskiego 19, 43-300, Bielsko-Biała
CAPACITY: 4,279
Avg ATTENDANCE: 3,493
TICKET PRICES: from 10PLN to 40PLN
BEER: no

HISTORY
ESTABILSHED: 1995
BIGGEST SUCCESS (domestic): Polish Cup Semi-Final (2011)
BIGGEST SUCCESS (european): N/A
FIRST GAME IN EKSTRAKLASA: 01.08.2011 vs Jagiellonia Białystok (2-2)

TEAM
COACH: Robert Kasperczyk (22.01.1967), Polish,  last club: KSZO Ostrowiec, working since: 11.2009
COACHING STAFF: Tomasz Swiderski, Wojciech Jarosz, Robert Mioduszewski, Marek Móll, Marek Ociepka, Paweł 
Wisła.
PRE-SEASON GAMES: vs MSK Zilina 2-1, vs MFK Dolny Kubin 2-1, vs MFK Karvina 2-1, vs Flota Swinoujście 2-2, vs 
GKS Katowice 1-2, vs Cracovia 1-2, vs Hapoel Haifa 1-0, vs Legionovia Legionowo 1-0, vs Granat Skarżysko-Kamienna 
2-1, vs Korona Kielce 1-0.

GOALKEEPERS
12. Mateusz Bąk - Polish - 24.02.83 (29) - 186/85 - 12(0) - 31(0) - 0A/0 - Wisła Płock - €0.175m - GK - Handling - Punching
1. Richard Zajac - Slovakian - 16.08.76 (36) - 186/81 - 18(0) - 18(0) - 0A/0 - MFK Dubnica (SVK) - €0.175m - GK - Positioning - First Touch
81. Bartłomiej Danowski - Polish - 21.03.92 (20) - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Mazur Ełk - €0.05m - GK - One on ones - Commanding the Area
0. Bartosz Kostyra - Polish - 08.09.94 (17) - 189/73 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Orzeł Mokre - €N/A - GK - Shot stopping - Influence

DEFENDERS
18. Sławomir Cienciała - Polish - 19.03.83 (29) - 183/79 - 8(0) - 8(0) - 0A/0 - Beskid Skoczów - €0.275m - RB - Pace - Finishing
7. Juraj Dancik - Slovakian - 21.02.82 (30) - 189/84 - 20(1) - 20(1) - 0A/0 - Skałka Zabnica - €0.275m - CB - Marking - Dribbling
2. Michal Piter-Bucko - Slovakian - 28.10.85 (26) - 188/82 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - 1.FC Tatran Presov (SVK) - €0.225m - CB - Tackling - Finishing
26. Bartłomiej Konieczny - Polish - 09.06.81 (31) - 193/92 - 26(1) - 42(2) - 0A/0 - Polonia Warszawa - €0.3m - CB - Heading - Dribbling
27. Krzystof Król - Polish - 06.02.87 (25) - 184/73 - 20(0) - 58(0) - 0A/0 - Polonia Bytom - €0.275m - LB - Stamina - Finishing
34. Damian Byrtek - Polish - 07.03.91 (21) - 193/84 - 5(0) - 5(0) - 0A/0 - KSZO Ostrowiec - €0.075m - CB - Heading - Long Shots

MIDFIELDERS
4. Liran Cohen - Israeli - 14.02.83 (29) - 174/70 - 20(1) - 20(1) - 0A/0 - Ihud Bnei Sachnin (ISR) - €0.275m - AM - Long Shots - Marking
21. Piotr Koman - Polish - 25.06.85 (27) - 183/74 - 7(0) - 7(0) - 0A/0 - Pogoń Szczecin - €0.225m - DM - Heading - Finishing
28. Dariusz Łatka - Polish - 14.09.78 (33) - 172/65 - 25(0) - 75(0) - 0A/0 - Korona Kielce - €0.175m - CM - Dribbling - Heading
8. Piotr Malinowski - Polish - 24.03.84 (28) - 170/66 - 22(1) - 52(1) - 0A/0 - Górnik Zabrze - €0.175m - RM - Pace - Heading
22. Matej Náther - Slovakian - 23.07.85 (27) - 173/70 - 19(0) - 19(0) - 0A/0 - FC ViOn Zlaté Moravce (SVK) - €0.225m - CM - Technique - Tackling
0. Damian Chmiel - Polish - 06.05.87(25) - 174/73 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - GKS Katowice - €0.1m - AM - Agility - Marking
5. Mariusz Sacha - Polish - 19.07.87 (25) - 176/70 - 12(2) - 42(7) - 0A/0 - Cracovia - €0.3m - RW - First Touch - Marking
10. Marek Sokołowski - Polish - 11.03.78 (34) - 181/75 - 25(1) - 194(10) - 0A/0 - Polonia Warszawa - €0.2m - DM - Passing - Finishing
11. Sebastian Ziajka - Polish - 15.12.82 (29) - 182/75 - 22(3) - 22(3) - 0A/0 - Dolcan Ząbki - €0.275m - RM - First Touch - Marking
6. Wojciech Reiman - Polish - 05.08.88 (24) - 185/77 - 5(0) - 5(0) - 0A/0 - Stal Rzeszów - €0.05m - CM - Stamina - Crossing

FORWARDS
17. Ivan Curić - Croatian - 18.05.87 (25) - 187/82 - 6(0) - 6(0) - 0A/0 - NK Mosor Zrnovnica (CRO) - €0.225m - ST - Finishing - Tackling
23. Robert Demjan - Slovakian - 26.10.82 (29) - 181/76 - 30(6) - 30(6) - 0A/0 - FK Viktoria Zizkov (CZE) - €0.325m - ST - Finishing - Crossing
20. Fabian Pawela - Polish - 30.11.85 (26) - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Czarni Zagań - €0.05m - ST - Penalties - Marking
19. Damian Szczęsny - Polish - 26.12.86 (25) - 0(0) - 1(0) - 0A/0 - GKS Tychy - €0.05m - ST - Stamina - Heading

TRANSFERS
IN: Kamil Adamek (Drzewiarz Jasienica), Damian Chmiel (GKS Katowice), Bartosz Kostyra (Orzeł Mokre), Mateusz 
Niechciał (Sandecja Nowy Sącz), Fabian Pawela (Czarni Zagań), Michal Piter-Bucko (1.FC Tatran Presov), Damian 
Szczęsny (GKS Tychy).
OUT: Tomasz Gorkiewicz (contract), Liad Elmalich (contract), Wojciech Jurek (Czarni-Goral Zywiec), Łukasz Mierze-
jewski (HNK Rijeka), Mariusz Mikoda (BKS Stal Bielsko-Biała), Sylwester Patejuk (Sląsk Wrocław), Maciej Rogalski 
(Olimpia Grudziądz), Adrian Sikora (Piast Gliwice), Ondrej Sourek (FC Vysocina Jihlava), Maciej Wierzbicki (GKS Kato-
wice).

*Legend: No. Full name - nationality, date of birth (age) - Ekstraklasa games (goals) - last season (goals) - national team/goals - previous club - worth - position(s) - strength - weakness
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previous season? Last season was historical for whole city and club. It was absolutely first time that any foot-
ball club from Bielsko-Biala played in highest polish division. A lot of players and the manager had no previous experience in play-
ing on top. Though they started season a little bit nervous (biggest lost in history, 0-6 against GKS Belchatow) after all Podbeskidzie 
showed good football, especially playing with the best teams in Poland, winning with Legia in Warsaw or with Wisla in Krakow. 
End of season was again not really good but team made its job and stayed in Ekstraklasa.

squad? Podbeskidzie lost their biggest star which was forceful winger Sylwester Patejuk. He is playing now for polish 
champion Slask Wroclaw. It will be really hard for manager, Rober Kasperczyk, to find someone to replace him. But what is really 
important, no one else from first-team left. Club said ‘goodbye’ to some players which didn’t play a lot last season as Sikora, Mier-
zejewski or Rogalski.  So, the strongest side for “The Mountaineers” will be great familiarity. They know each other very well so 
should play better and better every season.

transfers? Club has a lot of financial problems nowadays so they decided to gain players from lower divisions. Also 
manager wanted to put some younger players to team – last season Podbeskidzie was one of the oldest team in league. The only 
exception is Michal Piter-Bucko, experienced defender from Slovakia. Except from him it is really hard to make any predictions 
about new players. But Podbeskidzie’s stewards count that their well-known team slogan “club for whole region” will give some 
benefits. Who knows, maybe loaned from forth division team Kamil Adamek or returning from GKS Katowice Damian Chmiel will 
give new quality?

current season? Chairman of Podbeskidzie, Marek Glogaza, said that minimum objective for following season 
is to occupy position in top 10. It could be very difficult without Sylwester Pateju. New players cannot guarantee needed quality, 
what they showed in last FA Cup game, lost with second division club, Warta Poznan. Also, huge financial problems can affect Pod-
beskidzie’s plan of being strong team on polish football map. Players last season were grumbling about irregular payments. What is 
more Robert Kasperczyk, Podbeskidzie’s manager, was explaining poor play in the end of last season by not having training camp 
abroad during winter break. However “The Mountaineers” showed a lot of times that they can play really well and raise themselves 
high in the difficult times. There are also some good news for Podbeskidzie. Chairman signed up contract with new sponsor and new 
stadium for 15000 supporters is really close to start rising.

foreign club? Preston North End. Both teams were the longest playing teams in second division in history. However 
English team was relegated and Podbeskidzie promoted to Ekstraklasa. In the other hand club from Bielsko-Biala has aspiration to 
be polish Montpellier or Evian. To be a club from small city, without great history but which really wanted to make some “mess” 
in polish football.

fans? Podbeskidzie is quite new club, founded in 1995 but it is the most popular team in southern-central Poland. Stadium is 
empty really rarely and club’s supporters have some original songs about their team. The main problem for them is not really good 
contact with Podbeskidzie’s stewards. It is really difficult to say why it is like this – stadium in Bielsko-Biala is one of the safest in 
whole country and “The Mountaineers’” supporters are well-known of their culture. Maybe the reason of bad connection with club’s 
administration is fact that fans like to include themselves in nationwide actions of protest and they quite often emanate patriotic 
views on stadium. The biggest rivals are: local team BKS “Stal” Bielsko-Biala and Szczakowianka Jaworzno.

who? Marek “Nixos” Widz is Podbeskidzie supporter from early days, was participating in his first match in 2004. 
Trying to be on every match and support his team as much as possible. Otherwise loyal supporter of Arsenal London and 
big fan of Arsene Wenger’s philosophy. 

Fan’s view - Podbeskidzie
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POLONIA WARSZAWA
ADDRESS: ul. Konwiktorska 6, 00-206 Warszawa
TEL: +48 22 634 37 76
WWW: ksppolonia.pl
e-mail: biuro@ksppolonia.pl
COLOURS: black-white-red-black
CHAIRMAN/OWNER: Ireneusz Król

TOP PLAYERS

TALENT

MANAGER

Tomasz Brzyski

Starting as a fullback he ended up becoming a very 
active winger, able to provide good crosses as well 
as provide cover for defence when necessary. Proved 
himself as a dynamic and versatile player and will un-
doubtedly be one of Polonia´s on field generals.

Marcin Baszczyński
Has recently found good form this time playing most-
ly as a central defender, however when he was moved 
onto his natural right side, he provides some decent 
attacking runs. Solid at the back (which wasn’t al-
ways so obvious during his career up to now, but in 
recent seasons) and thanks to his huge experience was 
able to provide confident defensive support in various 
positions, and so despite his age it was no surprise 
that he was at the centre of transfer rumours during 
the summer. 

Paweł Wszołek

Wszołek is a huge talent despite losing points for a 
lack of goals or assists. He is still a vital part of build-
up play and is able to provide key passes. Has been 
scouted by Olympique Marseille, which can only be 
sound evidence of his potential. The good news is that 
his development is going so well in the Ekstraklasa 
that maybe, just maybe, he´ll only be the next great 
Polish export when he´s ready to shine abroad.

Piotr Stokowiec

Totally unproven in managerial role, was only 
assistant and even that for very short time, 
also Polonia main analytical scout. His nomi-
nation was as big surprise as the decision, that 
Polonia will stay in Warsaw and play under 
their own name. As a player he was known 
only for his flaming-red hairs, he didn’t make 
big career  as a defender, despite he played 
over 100 matches in Polish Ekstraklasa, gain-
ing some experience from Danmark and Nor-
way as well.

*Legend: No. Full name - nationality, date of birth (age) - Ekstraklasa games (goals) - last season (goals) - national team/goals - previous club - worth - position(s) - strength - weakness

STADIUM
ADDRESS: ul. Konwiktorska 6, 00-206 Warszawa
CAPACITY: 7150
Avg ATTENDANCE: 3787 
TICKET PRICES: from 15PLN to 45PLN
BEER: no

HISTORY
ESTABILSHED: 1911
BIGGEST SUCCESS (domestic): Champions 2x (1946, 2000), Polish Cup 2x (1951, 2001), Supercup 2000, League Cup 
2000
BIGGEST SUCCESS (european): Semi-final Intertoto Cup 1999
FIRST GAME IN EKSTRAKLASA: 1921

TEAM
COACH: Piotr Stokowiec (25.05.1972), Polish, Polonia Warszawa ME, in work since: 07.2012
COACHING STAFF: Jarosław Bako, Radosław Majdan
PRE-SEASON GAMES: vs Legionovia 1-2, vs Start Otwock 4-1, vs Korona Kielce 2-2, vs Dolcan Ząbki 3-1, 

GOALKEEPERS
1. Dominik Budzyński - Polish - 02.06.92 (20) - 189/83 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Lewart Lubartów - €0.1m - GK - Reflex - Comanding
-, Mariusz Pawełek - Polish - 17.03.81 (31) - 185/81 - 0(0) - 150(0) - 4A/0 - Konyaspor Kulübü -  €0.7m - GK - Off the line - Catching
81. Sebastian Przyrowski - Polish - 30.11.81 (31) - 192/79 - 18(0) - 188(0) - 9A/0 - Dyskobolia Grodzisk Wielkopolski -  €0.55m - GK - Reflex - One on one

DEFENDERS
4. Marcin Baszczyński - Polish - 07.06.77 (35) - 182/75 - 23(0) - 351(12) - 35A/1 - AÓ Atrómitos Peristeríou (Ateny) -  €0.5m - CB/RB - Tackling - Discipline
22. Tomasz Brzyski - Polish - 10.01.82 (30) - 170/68 - 25(1) - 140(8) - 2A/0 - Ruch Chorzów -  €0.5m - LB/LM - Crossing - Tackling
5. Đorđe Čotra - Serbian - 13.09.84 (28) - 184/81 - 17(0) - 22(0) - 0A/0 - FK Rad (Belgrad) -  €0.4m - LB - Tackling - Positioning
-. Siergiej Golatkin - Russian - 04.05.88 (24) - 182/75 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - SKA-Eniergija Chabarowsk -  €0.15m - CB - Heading - Pace
13. Adam Kokoszka - Polish - 06.10.86 (26) - 187/82 - 16(0) - 48(1) - 10(2) - Empoli FC -  €0.5m - CB - Technique - Movement
-. Sebastian Olczak - Polish - 30.11.91 (21) - 186/75 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Znicz Pruszków -  €0.1m - CB/RB - Pace - Technique
26. Aleksandar Todorovski - Macedonian - 26.02.84 (28) - 181/73 - 16(0) - 16(0) - 8A/0 - FK Rad (Belgrad) -  €0.55m - RB - Tackling - 
Crossing

MIDFIELDERS
8. Aviram Baruchyan - Israeli - 20.03.85 (27) - 176/68 - 5(0) - 5(0) - 10A/2 - Beitar Jerozolima - €1m - RWG/AMC - Dribbling - Stamina
-. Mateusz Gliński - Polish - 03.06.91 (21) - 174/68 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - MKS Polonia Warszawa - €0.1m - CM - Passing - Vision
20. Tomasz Hołota - Polish - 27.01.91 (21) - 185/83 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - GKS Katowice -  €0.175m - CM - Shooting - Tackling
3. Adam Pazio - Polish - 27.09.92 (20) - 182/72 - 2(0) - 2(0) - 0A/0 - Huragan Wołomin -  €0.1m - LM - Pace - Crossing
28. Łukasz Piątek - Polish - 21.09.85 (27) - 180/71 - 24(0) - 95(5) - 0A/0 - none - €0.45m - CM - Technique - Tackling
14. Miłosz Przybecki - Polish - 02.01.91 (21) - 176/66 - 2(0) - 2(0) - 0A/0 - Ruch Radzionków -  €0.15m - RW - Crossing - Dribbling
7. Paweł Wszołek - Polish - 30.04.92 (20) - 186/77 - 26(2) - 33(2) - 0A/0 - Wisła Tczew -  €0.3m - LM - Technique - Finishing
-. Diemé Yahiya - Senegal - 10.12.90 (22) - 187/82 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Górnik Wesoła (Mysłowice) -  €0.1m - DM - Tackling - Passing

FORWARDS
19. Daniel Gołębiewski - Polish - 15.07.87 (25) - 186/76 - 21(3) - 74(14) - 0A/0 - Korona Kielce -  €0.4m - ST - Technique - Passing
17. Łukasz Teodorczyk - Polish - 03.06.91 (21) - 185/76 - 11(3) - 17(3) - 0A/0 - Wkra Żuromin -  €0.2m - ST - Heading - Finishing

TRANSFERS
IN: Golatkin, Hołota, Olczak, Pawełek, Yahiya
OUT: Bruno, Ciach, Gliwa, Dvalishvili, Grunt, Jeż, Jodłowiec, Lis, Mynar, Sadlok, Sikorski, Sultes, Tosik, Trałka, Weis
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previous season? Season was weak, to say the least. That is fans’ view. However, as for the balance of the team 
(strong defence and weak attack) the result was not as bad. Those players who let the club down, stood against Polonia, are guilty.

squad? Polonia fights to maintain the Ekstraklasa status, which means something between the place of 4-14. Both num-
bers are extreme, but in the Ekstraklasa such result can be obtained, which was proved by Ruch and Korona. The squad looks quite 
decent. Besides the core team, which was after a big summer sale, “Black Shirts” should enlist Peter Ćwielonga, Ugochukwu Ukah 
and Dimitrije Injac, who are experienced league players. The team will be completed by capable young footballers from youth and 
lower leagues. I think it will be fine.

transfers? At this point, we take low-cost players and those who are for free. In Poland, you can build an interesting 
team on such footballers. I think if these people prove their worth, then in December we will not have anything to complain about. 
To add to the positives, the above-mentioned three transfers, if they will be finalized, also Tomasz Wszołek and Damian Ałdaś - if 
they will stay.

current season? The Polish league club may be either in the lead (if you take in notice what Korona and Ruch 
did last season) or can end in 14th place. This is how it goes when you fight for the league status... But I am sure of one. Polonia 
will be not relegated.

foreign club? There is no such ... specificity of the Ekstraklasa does not allow such a comparison!

fans? KSP fans are fans with balls, who bravely oppose geared for success fans of Legia. They can be characterized as “a few 
but fanatical”. They are lovely people who are just Poles. The next season, expect some great atmosphere at Konwiktorska. Legia, 
beware ... We continue playing!

who? Adrian Zagórski is co-editor of wonderful DumaStolicy.pl website, being also interested in martial arts, for 
several years actively cultivating MMA. Following Polonia since 1998.

Fan’s view - Polonia
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RUCH CHORZÓW
NAME: Ruch Chorzów
ADDRESS: ul. Cicha, 41-506, Chorzów
TEL: +48 (032) 24 17 554
WWW: www.ruchchorzow.com.pl
e-mail: ruch@ruchchorzow.com.pl
COLOURS: Blue-White
CHAIRMAN/OWNER: Dariusz Smagorowicz

TOP PLAYERS

TALENT

MANAGER

Marek Zieńczuk
Probably the best left foot in the Ekstraklasa. Provid-
ing great crosses from both wings, and a bunch of as-
sists as well. Zieńczuk is also the first choice set-piece 
taker and is able to score even from long distances. 
Despite opposition teams knowing exactly how he 
plays, rival teams are often unable to stop him, pri-
marily because he’s very good at searching for free 
space and often operates relatively deep (especially 
for a winger) but usually with good results.

Arkadiusz Piech
Excelled during 2011/12 and it was a huge surprise 
that he didn’t a receive call-up for the European 
Championship. Played well as a striker but was also 
useful as false nine, often moving deep and leaving 
space for Jankowski. This created at times, the best 
attacking duo in the league. Combines good accelera-
tion (especially at short distances) good play off the 
ball, which can cause havoc in opposition defence.

Paweł Lisowski
Showed with some really positive performances dur-
ing the season, that he could be an exceptional defen-
sive midfielder. Good physical attributes make him a 
solid rock in the middle of the pitch. Proved difficult 
to get past especially for players relying on feints and 
skill. His weakness is when he´s needed to create. 
Even when he’s able to intercept the ball he has little 
or no creative idea how to initiate an effective counter 
attack.

Tomasz Fornalik

After „King” Waldemar Fornalik become na-
tional team coach, his brother accessed to the 
Ruch’s throne. For six straight years he was 
assistant to various managers of “Niebiescy” 
and it’s his first job as main coach. For the first 
time in last years of Ruch’s history the team 
can be considered as a stronger than season 
before, so the expectations are rather high. 
As he could watch, how such a good team is 
build and for sure had his part in it, he can be 
good successor of his brother.

STADIUM: Stadion Ruchu Chorzów
ADDRESS: ul. Cicha, 41-506, Chorzów
CAPACITY: 10,000
Avg ATTENDANCE: 5,753
TICKET PRICES: from 20PLN to 120PLN
BEER: no

HISTORY
ESTABILSHED: 1920
BIGGEST SUCCESS (domestic): League Championship 14x (last 1989), Polish Cup 3x (last 1996)
BIGGEST SUCCESS (european): European Cup Quarter-Final (1975), UEFA Cup Quarter Final (1974)
FIRST GAME IN EKSTRAKLASA: 03.04.1927 vs 1.FC Katowice (0-7)

TEAM
COACH: Tomasz Fornalik (03.06.1973), last club: Ruch Chorzów (assistant), working since: 07.2012)
COACHING STAFF: Ryszard Kołodziejczyk, Leszek Deja, Andrzej Urbańczyk, Filip Czapla, Paweł Larysz.

PRE-SEASON GAMES: vs Termalica Bruk-Bet Nieciecza 0-1, vs AEL Limassol 1-1, vs Karpaty Lviv 1-3, vs Flota 
Swinoujście 4-0, vs Metalurg Skopje (UEL) 3-1, vs Skra Częstochowa 3-1, vs Metalurg Skopje (UEL) 3-0, vs Viktoria Plzen 
(UEL) 0-2, vs Viktoria Plzen (UEL) .

SQUAD 

GOALKEEPERS
1. Kamil Lech - Polish - 15.09.94 (18) - 189/80 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - N/A - €0.05m - GK - Punching - Composure
30. Matko Perdijić - Croatian - 26.05.82 (30) - 195/94 - 8(0) - 35(0) - 0A/0 - NK Gosk Dubrovnic (CRO) - €0.4m - GK - Reflexes - First Touch
33. Michał Pesković - Slovakian - 08.02.82 (30) - 188/86 - 22(0) - 63(0) - 0A/0 - Aris Thessaloniki (GRE) - €0.4m - GK - Strength - Kicking

DEFENDERS
4. Zeljko Djokić - Bosnian - 10.05.1982 (30) - 188/84 - 13(1) - 26(1) - 0A/0 - FK Javor (BIH) - €0.25m - CB - Marking - Pace
26. Michał Kołodziejski - Polish - 09.05.93 (19) - 184/74 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - N/A - €N/A - CB - Tackling - Dribbling
3. Igor Lewczuk - Polish - 30.05.85 (27) - 187/83 - 18(1) - 68(2) - 0A/0 - Piast Gliwice - €0.4m - RB - Heading - Finishing
21. Maciej Sadlok - Polish - 29.06.89 (23) - 186/80 - 21(0) - 99(1) - 15A/0 - Polonia Warszawa - €1.4m - CB - Marking - Finishing
17. Michał Staszowski - Polish - 09.04.92 (20) - 185/83 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Rozwój Katowice - €0.05m - CB - Tackling -Dribbling
2. Piotr Stawarczyk - Polish - 29.09.83 (28) - 193/88 - 28(2) - 105(3) - 0A/0 - Widzew Łódź - €0.45m - CB - Marking - Dribbling
20. Marek Szyndrowski - Polish - 30-10-80 (31) - 184/75 - 27(1) - 112(1) - 0A/0 - GKS Bełchatów - €0.25m - RB - Strength - Finishing
0. Marcin Kikut - Polish - 25.06.83 (29) - 179/75 - 12(0) - 153(7) - 0A/0 - Lech Poznań - €0.6m - RB - Passing - Finishing

MIDFIELDERS
14. Łukasz Janoszka - Polish - 18.03.87 (25) - 181/76 - 28(1) - 118(14) - 0A/0 - GKS Katowice - €0.5m - LW - Dribbling - Marking
31. Paweł Lisowski - Polish - 08.10.91 (20) - 178/76 - 22(0) - 44(0) - 0A/0 - Salos Szczecin - €0.2m - CM - Stamina - Heading
32. Marcin Malinowski - Polish - 06.11.75 (36) - 179/76 - 25(0) - 379(11) - 0A/0 - Odra Wodzisław Sląski - €0.3m - DM - Marking - Dribbling
19. Mindaugas Panka - Lithuanian - 01.05.84 (28) - 185/78 - 27(0) - 69(2) - 17A/0 - Widzew Łódź - €0.6m - CM - Tackling - Finishing
8. Jakub Smetkała - Polish - 26.08.87 (24) - 184/75 - 8(0) - 51(4) - 0A/0 - Piast Gliwice - €0.225m - RW - Dribbling - Tackling
34. Filip Starzyński - Polish - 27.05.91 (21) - 184/70 - 3(0) - 3(0) - 0A/0 - Salos Szczecin - €N/A - AM - Strength - Dribbling
28. Gabor Straka - Slovakian - 18.12.81 (30) - 180/77 - 22(2) - 77(3) - 0A/0 - Artmedia Petrzalka (SVK) - €0.5m - CM - Tackling - Finishing
27. Kamil Włodyka - Polish - 11.10.94 (17) - 181/78 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - MCKiS Sokoł Jaworzno - €0.05m - CM - First Touch - Marking
5. Marek Zieńczuk - Polish - 24.09.78 (33) - 183/75 - 26(6) - 297(64) - 9A/0 - Lechia Gdańsk - €0.325m - LM - Free Kicks - Tackling

FORWARDS
7. Maciej Jankowski - Polish - 04.01.90 (22) - 183/75 - 29(8) - 57(16) - 1A/0 - KS Piaseczno - €0.9m - ST - Long Shots - Marking
9. Grzegorz Kuświk - Polish - 23.05.87 (25) - 181/75 - 9(0) - 43(5) - 0A/0 - KS Polkowice - €0.25m - ST - Dribbling - Marking
29. Pavel Sultes - Czech - 15.09.85 (26) - 180/77 - 27(2) - 27(2) - 0A/0 - Polonia Warszawa - €0.45m - ST - Pace - Tackling
23. Andrzej Niedzielan - Polish - 27.02.79 (33) - 180/76 - 19(1) - 149(53) - 18A/5 - Cracovia - €0.55m - ST - First Touch - Marking
18. Arkadiusz Piech - Polish - 07.06.85 (27) - 171/72 = 29(12) - 67(19) - 1A/0 - Widzew Łódź - €0.65m - ST - Heading - Tackling

TRANSFERS
IN: Krzystof Kamiński (Wisła Płock), Grzegorz Kuświk (KS Polkowice), Mindaugas Panek (Widzew Łódź), Maciej Sadlok 
(Polonia Warszawa), Pavel Sultes (Polonia Warszawa), Marcin Kikut (Lech Poznań).
OUT: Paweł Abbott (Zawisza Bydgoszcz), Łukasz Burliga (Wisła Kraków), Rafał Grodzicki (Sląsk Wrocław), Wojciech 
Grzyb (Retired), Tomas Josl (FC Vysocina Jihlava), Przemysław Kanarek (Motor Lublin), Arkadiusz Lewiński (contract 
terminated).

*Legend: No. Full name - nationality, date of birth (age) - Ekstraklasa games (goals) - last season (goals) - national team/goals - previous club - worth - position(s) - strength - weakness
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previous season? After finishing in the bottom half in 2011, it was difficult for us to imagine the season which 
we had. If we had been offered a top-four place at the start of the season, most Ruch supporters would have taken it - to finish in 
second was beyond our wildest dreams. Even though we could have won the league, we could not take advantage of Sląsk slipping 
up. Second place is much more than we could have imagined.

squad? It is strong - possibly even stronger than last season. Although some key players have been lost, they have been 
replaced well. The loss in the Europa League against Viktoria Plzen will have caused a slight loss of confidence, but there is real 
quality within the team. Once the new arrivals have settled, we will again be a team to fear.

transfers? With Paweł Abbott, Rafał Grodzicki and Wojciech Grzyb all leaving the club, Fornalik had big gaps in the 
team to fill. But on paper, he looks to have done the job well. Maciej Sadlok and Pavel Sultes were great signings from Polonia War-
szawa, and Mindaugas Panka has good Ekstraklasa experience with Widzew. There is a slight worry that the team isn’t any stronger 
than the one from last season; but a few early wins will go well to removing that doubt.

current season? With the success of last season, anything below a Europa League position will be seen as a 
little bit of a disappointment. That said, many of the teams at the top have failed to strengthen significantly, so a challenge for the 
Ekstraklasa title should really be the main aim.

foreign club? Liverpool. We both used to be by far the best team in the country, but ever since the late 1980’s we’ve 
been unable to lift any league trophies. The only difference; at least Ruch is now back to challenging for the league!

fans? Some of the most vocal and devoted in Poland, especially when Górnik or Legia come to play! With successes, many 
more in the area will flock to support the club; but starting the season playing in Gliwice may harm attendances. We have a great 
friendship with Widzew Łódź, and our supporters stand side by side on the terraces.

who? Piotr Gryf is true fanatics, always somewhere in the crowd and in the train, following Ruch through the good 
and bad - that’s his story for 15 years now. Marketing specialist as well, though football... Ruch comes first!

Fan’s view - Ruch
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ŚLĄSK WROCŁAW
CHAMPIONS

ADDRESS: Oporowska 62, 53-434 Wrocław
TEL: +48 (71) 722-39-36
WWW: www.slaskwroclaw.pl
e-mail: biuro@slaskwroclaw.pl
COLOURS: green-white-red
CHAIRMAN/OWNER: Piotr Waśniewski

TOP PLAYERS

TALENT

MANAGER

Marian Kelemen

Śląsk’s savior in many games and without him it 
would have been impossible for them to win the title. 
Great handling, good decision-making and top-draw-
er concentration made him the vital solid element of 
Śląsk’s defence. This year he has to play with weaker 
players before him, so Śląsk will depend on his per-
formance even more.

Sylwester Patejuk

Wingers are always important in Śląsk’s style of 
play and he has the difficult task of replacing both 
Ćwielong and Madej, who have left the club. In his 
debut games he showed dynamism and versatility as 
he played well on both flanks. Currently he seems to 
be an important part of the first team not only because 
of his ability but also due to the fact that competition 
in the team is limited.

Paweł Garyga

According to Orest Lenczyk, Śląsk is a team with-
out young talents and its youth academy offers little. 
Garyga seems to be the only player from Mloda Es-
ktraklasa who has the chance to be a squad regular. 
He still needs match day experience but in pre-season 
games has showed vision and passing abilities. As 
other first team midfielders are out of form, it could 
be his chance in 2012.

Orest Lenczyk

Probably record-holder in category longest 
gap between two championships titles as a 
coach. After winning Polish League in 1978 
he had to wait 34 years for his second crown. 
He sat also 558 times on the bench during Pol-
ish highest division games as a manager, set-
ting up another hard to break achievement. He 
puts emphasis on physical training and good 
organization in defence, however his players 
have often problems with build-up. Very self-
confident, sometimes even too much, that’s 
why he doesn’t have to many friends in media, 
so he’s often criticized in press, especially as 
current champions’ style of play is very poor 
and chaotic.

*Legend: No. Full name - nationality, date of birth (age) - Ekstraklasa games (goals) - last season (goals) - national team/goals - previous club - worth - position(s) - strength - weakness

STADIUM
ADDRESS: Al. Śląska 1, 54-118 Wrocław
CAPACITY: 42771
Avg ATTENDANCE: 16 497
TICKET PRICES: from 18PLN to 45PLN
BEER: no

HISTORY
ESTABILSHED: 1947
BIGGEST SUCCESS: Champions 2x (1977, 2012), Cup winners 2x (1976, 1987), Supercup (1987), League Cup (2009)
BIGGEST SUCCESS (european): Round of 1/4 of Cup Winners’ Cup (1977)
FIRST GAME IN EKSTRAKLASA: 16.08.1964, 0-3 defeat vs Szombierki Bytom

TEAM
COACH: Orest Lenczyk (28.12.1942), Polish, last club: Cracovia, working since 09.2010
COACHING STAFF: Paweł Barylski, Łukasz Czajka, Tomasz Hryńczuk, Zbigniew Słobodzian
PRE-SEASON GAMES: vs Karpaty Lviv 1-3, vs Slovan Bratislava 1-0, vs NK Zagreb 1-1, vs Locomotiv Moscow 1-3, vs NK Maribor 
0-1, vs Ślęza Wroclaw 2-0, vs Benfica Lisbon 2-4, vs Athletic Bilbao 0-1

SQUAD*
GOALKEEPERS
1. KRZYSZTOF ŻUKOWSKI - Polish - 26.09.1985 (27) - 192/88 - 0/0 - 0/0 - 0A/0 - Arka Gdynia - €0.2m - GK - COMANDING - CATCHING
25. MARIAN KELEMEN - Slovakian - 07.12.1979 (33) - 188/83 - 24/0 - 66/1 - 0A/0 - CD Numancia - €0.95m - GK - REFLEX - DELIVERY
33. RAFAŁ GIKIEWICZ - Polish - 26.10.1987 (25) - 190/78 - 6/0 - 22/0 - 0A/0 - OKS Olsztyn - €0.4m - GK - ON THE LINE - OFF THE LINE

DEFENDERS
3. TOMASZ JODŁOWIEC - Polish - 08.09.1985 (27) - 190/86 - 28/1 - 142/4 - 25A/0 - Polonia Warszawa - €1.4m - CB/DM - POSITIONING - PACE
15. RAFAŁ GRODZICKI - Polish - 28.10.1983 (29) - 192/91 - 29/2 - 149/3 - 0A/0 - Ruch Chorzów - €0.6m - CB - HEADING - TURNING
31. ROBERT MENZEL - Polish - 14.02.1991 (21) - 192/80 - 1/0 - 1/0 - 0A/0 - Wratislavia Wrocław - €0.1m - CB/DM - PASSING - POSITIONING
4. AMIR SPAHIĆ - Bosnian - 13.09.1983 (29) - 188/84 - 6/0 - 50/1 - 0A/0 - Torpedo Moscow - €0.5m - LB - TACKLING - ACCURACY
6. PATRIK MRAZ - Slovakian - 01.02.1987 (25) - 187/75 - 7/0 - 7/0 - 0A/0 - MSK Zilina - €0.43m - LB/LM - CROSSING - FOCUS
17. MARIUSZ PAWELEC - Polish - 14.04.1986 (26) - 180/72 - 21/0 - 164/1 - 2A/0 - Górnik Zabrze - €0.5m - LB/CB - TACKLING - PASSING
28. MAREK WASILUK - Polish - 03.06.1987 (25) - 196/83 - 13/2 - 90/4 - 0A/0 - Cracovia - €0.4m - LB/CB - HEADING - PACE
14. MARCIN KOWALCZYK - Polish - 09.04.1985 (27) - 182/82 - 7/0 - 49/0 - 7A/0 - Zagłębie Lubin - €0.55m - RB/CB - TECHNIQUE - ONE ON ONE
24. TADEUSZ SOCHA - Polish - 15.02.88 (24) - 183/70 - 19/0 - 76/0 - 0A/0 - none - €0.5m - RB/RM - PACE - TECHNIQUE

MIDFIELDERS
30. PAWEŁ GARYGA - Polish - 22.12.1991 (21) - 179/69 - 0/0 - 0/0 - 0A/0 - none - €0.1m - AMC/RW - DRIBBLING - PASSING
29. ROK ELSNER - Slovenian - 25.01.1986 (26) - 186/75 - 23/2 - 30/4 - 0A/0 - FK Haugesund - €0.7m - DM - SHOOTING - TACKLING
16. DALIBOR STEVANOVIĆ - Slovenian - 27.09.1984 (28) - 183/75 - 7/0 - 0/0 - 16A/1 - Wolyn Łuck - €0.8m - CM/WNG - TECHNIQUE - FITNESS
26. PRZEMYSŁAW KAŹMIERCZAK - Polish - 05.05.1982 (30) - 191/80 - 19/3 - 91/16 - 9A/1 - Vitoria Setubal - €1.5m - DM/CB - LONG PASSING - PACE
10. MATEUSZ CETNARSKI - Polish - 06.07.1988 (24) - 175/71 - 17/2 - 100/10 - 2A/0 - GKS Bełchatów - €0.55m - CM - PASSING - CONFIDENCE
11. SEBASTIAN MILA - Polish - 10.07.1982 (30) - 178/67 - 27/4 - 189/33 - 30A/6 - ŁKS Łódź - €2m - AMC - PASSING - PACE
5. WALDEMAR SOBOTA - Polish - 19.05.1987 (25) - 175/60 - 26/2 - 55/4 - 1A/0 - MKS Kluczbork - €0.95m - DRIBBLING - PASSING
9. SYLWESTER PATEJUK - Polish - 30.11.1982 (30) - 188/80 - 28/5 - 28/5 - 0A/0 - Podbeskidzie - €0.4m - PACE - FINISHING

FORWARDS
18. JOHAN VOSKAMP - Dutch - 15.10.1984 (28) - 193/88 - 17/6 - 17/6 - 0A/0 - Sparta Rotterdam - €1.25m - FINISHING - PACE
21. CRISTIAN OMAR DIAZ - Argentinian - 03.11.1986 (26) - 183/79 - 24/5 - 42/13 - 0A/0 - CD San Jose - €0.95m - TECHNIQUE - TEAM WORK
27. ŁUKASZ GIKIEWICZ - Polish - 26.10.1987 (25) - 188/75 - 12/2 - 38/5 - 0A/0 - ŁKS - €0.35m - HEADING - FINISHING

--------
TRANSFERS
IN: Grodzicki, Kowalczyk, Patejuk, Jodłowiec
OUT: Ćwielong, Madej, Gancarczyk (all no clubs), Sztylka, Wołczek (both end of career), Dudek (Widzew), Celeban (FC 
Vaslui), Pietrasiak (Maccabi Natanja)
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previous season? How can you rate a season when after years of wait, your club wins the championship? I 
hoped that this will be the breakthrough season for the team. Last season showed where our qualities are, but also how much work 
there is still to do. Two last campaigns showed how important long-term strategy is. Unfortunately, we lost couple of players from 
the group and the hole was huge. It must be said that in the last season we had our luck in the first round and at the very end but, 
well, I guess you can say that luck is on winners’ side, right?

squad? This is one big mistery. I can bravely state, that the team has been weakned, while lack of class replacements we 
should made quickly showed our place in Europe. Śląsk needs them in every formation, keepers aside - even if Marian Kelemen 
leaves. Decent center-back, deep-lying midfielder and a striker - that should be basics covered this summer at Śląsk.

transfers? Time will tell whether Śląsk did well. Marcin Kowalczyk used to play well, while lately he seems to forgot 
about that! Lets hope that Orest Lenczyk will make him play as well as he did for GKS Bełchatów. Sylwester Patejuk was a sensa-
tion last season and if he would be given part of set-pieces duty from Sebastian Mila, he could deliver even more. We should though 
remember that he is not as young as media make him.

current season? The champions are always standing up in the race to keep their trophy, though it’s hard to im-
agine that with current form we can do more than winning the place in Europe. We shall all remember that we are Polish champions 
with lovely stadium, rich owners and our season should go by the saying - never underestimate the heart of true champion.

foreign club? It’s hard to compare Śląsk to any foreign team. I hope that Śląsk will not take the road similar to AJ 
Auxerre though. Also, given that we have a rich owner in person of Mr Zygmunt Solorz, I hope he will not do the same what Qatari 
owners did at Malaga and just walk out on us one day. My dream is that this team would take its place in history and make others 
compare them to Śląsk, not the other way round.

fans?  Last season was a challenge for true fans, one of devotion to the team. They followed Śląsk through the Europe, sup-
porting players in Dundee, Sofia and Bucharest, everywhere being loud and well seen, remembered well. The other challenge was 
the move to the new stadium - another ‘A’ from that test. Loud support, decent preparations and high attendances showed that there 
is need for good football in Wrocław. But not only the team had a dip in form in the spring - when the results were worse, fans turned 
their backs on the team, especially at Podbeskidzie, abusing players, making jokes of them, board and owners. Thankfully, we could 
celebrate the championship with our brothers from Kraków, at their marketsquare. Great feeling.

who? Damian Filipowski is part of the Slasknet.com team, writing and being matchday photographer, also co-
operating with the official site of the club. Always staying close to the team to create own opinions about Śląsk.

Fan’s view - Śląsk
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WIDZEW ŁÓDŹ
NAME: Widzew Łódź
ADDRESS: Al. Marszałka Piłsudskiego 138, 92-230, Łódź
TEL: +48 (42)676-52-60
WWW: www.widzew.pl
e-mail: sekretariat@widzew.pl
COLOURS: Red-White-Red
CHAIRMAN/OWNER: Marcin Animucki

TOP PLAYERS

TALENT

MANAGER

Maciej Mielcarz

Proved to be very solid during 2011/12, and undoubt-
edly one of Widzew’s successes. Agile and with good 
reflexes he’s very strong on his line and his decision-
making, but lacks confidence when attacking for-
wards. Mielcarz also experiences problems with his 
distribution of the ball and the accuracy of his passes 
out of defence is rather mediocre.

Sebastian Dudek

A somewhat underrated holding midfielder who 
can also act as a playmaker when pressing isn’t too 
tight. Doesn’t lose possession too often but without 
adequate support from teammates is often unable 
to create something on his own. Doesn´t likes risky 
passes and prefers rather short and safer options, but 
his deeper play and ability on the ball can be hugely 
relevant in the attacking build-up.

Jakub Bartkowski

Promoted from the youth team, he became a key first 
team player due to the huge problems with the other 
squad options available. He completed over 20 games 
in 2011/12 and showed real ability in defensive po-
sitioning, hard tackling and demonstrated he can be 
very intelligent in his movement, especially for a 
player of his age.

Radosław Mroczkowski

He built his reputation coaching Polish FA 
youth teams, despite working there without 
big successes. He was one of Leo Beenhakker 
assistants during his times as national team 
boss and after that, had short spell at Dolcan 
Ząbki. Only 4 months later he was again youth 
coach, this time in Widzew Łodź. He was sur-
prisingly promoted to first team job and with 
squad predicted to relegation, he achieved se-
cure place in the table. He preferred reactive 
and defensive-minded style with fast counter-
attacks. High efficiency helped him to gain 
contract till 2014, however with current lack 
of new signings and no replacement for play-
ers who left Widzew, it’s very doubtful if he’ll 
be able to achieve satisfying results and stay 
in Łódź for another two years.

*Legend: No. Full name - nationality, date of birth (age) - Ekstraklasa games (goals) - last season (goals) - national team/goals - previous club - worth - position(s) - strength - weakness

STADIUM: Stadion Widzewa Łódź
ADDRESS: Al. Marszałka Piłsudskiego 138, 92-230, Łódź
CAPACITY: 10,500
Avg ATTENDANCE: 6,391
TICKET PRICES: from 24PLN to 139PLN
BEER: no

HISTORY
ESTABILSHED: 1922
BIGGEST SUCCESS (domestic): Polish Champions 4x (last 1997), Polish Cup 1x (1985), Super Cup 1x (1996).
BIGGEST SUCCESS (european): European Cup Semi-final (1983)
FIRST GAME IN EKSTRAKLASA: 14.03.1948 vs Lech Poznań (4-3)

TEAM
COACH: Radosław Mroczkowski (04.11.1967), last club: Dolcan Ząbki, working since: 06.2011)
COACHING STAFF: Krzystof Chrobak, Andrzej Woźniak, Łukasy Bortnik, Karol Bortnik, Michał S Wlaźlik, Tomasz Kmiecik, 
Sławomit Szczepański, Marcin Domżalski, Miłosz Stępiński, Wojciech Walda, Marcin Kąkol.
PRE-SEASON GAMES: vs Wigry Suwałki 3-0, vs Pelikan Łowicz 3-0. vs Raków Częstochowa 0-0, vs Polonia Bytom 4-0, vs Olimpia 
Grudziądz 1-1, vs Lechia Gdańsk 2-2, vs Hapoel Be’er Sheva 0-0, vs Alki Larnaca 4-1, vs AEK Larnaca 0-0.

SQUAD *
GOALKEEPERS
13. Maciej Mielcarz - Polish - 15.10.80 (31) - 194/93 - 29(0) - 132(0) - 0A/0 - Korona Kielce - €0.45m - GK - Jumping - Aerial
1. Michał Pytkowski - Polish - 20.04.89 (23) - 194/93 - 1(0) - 1(0) - 0A/0 - Pelikan Łowicz - €0.05m - GK - Aerial - First Touch
21. Patryk Wolański - Polish - 15.08.91 (21) - 188/81 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Włókniarz Lonstantynów Łódzki - €0.05m - GK - Agility - Strength
24. Milosz Dragojevic - Montenegran - 03.02.89 (23) - 192/88 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Budućnost Podgorica (MNE) - €0.05m - GK - Jumping

DEFENDERS
28. Łukasz Broz - Polish - 17.12.85 (26) - 180/74 - 18(1) - 85(2) - 0A/0 - Kmita Zabierzów - €0.45m - RB - Tackling - Crossing
95. Patryk Stępiński - Polish - 16.01.95 (17) - 178/62 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - UKS SMS Łódź - €N/A - RB - Tackling - Dribbling
2. Jakub Bartkowski - Polish - 07.11.91 (20) - 182/74 - 22(0) - 22(0) - 0A/0 - LKS Różyca - €0.25m - RB - Marking - Technique
27. Sebastian Duda - Polish - 15.04.93 (19) - 183/80 - 4(0) - 4(0) - 0A/0 - Lechia Gdańsk - €0.05m - CB - Heading - Dribbling
23. Adam Banasiak - Polish - 07.12.89 (22) - 185/76 - 1(0) - 1(0) - 0A/0 - Olimpia Elbląg - €0.05m - CB - Passing - Heading
30. Hachem Abbes - Tunisian - 01.12.86 (25) - 187/81 - 18(1) - 18(1) - 0A/0 - CS Sfaxien (TUN) - €0.35m - CB - Strength - Finishing
5. Thomas Phibel - French - 31.05.86 (26) - 191/92 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Royal Antwerp (BEL) - €0.25m - CB - Heading - Tackling

MIDFIELDERS
25. Piotr Mroziński - Polish - 24.08.92 (19) - 181/74 - 17(0) - 18(0) - 0A/0 - Stal Mielec - €0.3m - CM - Marking - Crossing
9. Marcin Kaczmarek - Polish - 03.12.79 (32) - 170/65 - 27(1) - 157(9) - 0A/0 - Łódzki KS - €0.35m - LM - Dribbling - Heading
94. Veljko Batrović - Montenegran - 05.03.94 (18) - 177/73 - 1(0) - 1(0) - 0A/0 - FK Zeta (MNE) - €0.05m - AM - Dribbling - Marking
29. Alex Bruno - Brazilian - 07.10.93 (18) - 177/67 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Queimados FC (BRA) - €N/A - RM - Pace - Tackling
31. Emerson Carvalho - Brazilian - 16.06.93 (19) - 178/70 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Fluminense (BRA) - €N/A - LM - Crossing - Heading
19. Adrian Pietrowski - Polish - 20.09.90 (21) - 178/68 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Nielba Wągrowiec - €N/A - AM/ST - Finishing - Marking
18. Krystian Nowak - Polish - 01.04.94 (18) - 186/84 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Tur Turek - €N/A - DM - Passing - Dribbling
14. Radosław Bartoszewicz - Polish - 09.05.83 (29) - 184/80 - 0(0) - 14(0) - 0A/0 - Bogdanka Łęczna - €0.225m - CM - Passing - Finishing
6. Jakub Kowalski - Polish - 09.10.87 (24) - 176/68 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Arka Gdynia - €0.125m - RM - Crossing - Marking
77. Sebastian Dudek - Polish - 19.01.80 (22) - 182/76 - 21(0) - 71(8) - 0A/0 - Sląsk Wrocław - €0.275m - CM - Agility - Marking

ST
15. Mariusz Stępiński - Polish - 12.05.95 (17) - 183/72 - 8(0) - 8(0) - 0A/0 - Pogoń-Ekolog Zduńska Wola - €0.1m - ST - Heading - Tackling
22. Sebastian Radzio - Polish - 02.04.91 (21) - 185/77 - 3(0) - 3(0) - 0A/0 - Ruch Radzionków - €0.05m - AM/ST - Stamina - Dribbling
8. Princewill Okachi - Nigerian - 20.06.91 (21) - 168/68 - 28(2) - 28(2) - 0A/0 - Dingli Swallows FC (NIG) - €0.25m - ST - Fitness - Tackling
17. Mariusz Rybicki - Polish - 13.03.93 (19) - 175/55 - 6(1) - 6(1) - 0A/0 - UKS SMS Łódź - €0.05m - ST - Finishing - Marking
7. Mehdi Ben Dhifallah - Tunisian - 06.05.83 (29) - 187/81 - 9(4) - 9(4) - 0A/0 - Stade Tunisien (TUN) - €0.3m - ST - Long Shots - Tackling

TRANSFERS
IN: Alex Bruno (unattached), Adam Banasiak (Olimpia Elbląg), Radosław Bartoszewicz (Bogdanka Łęczna), Milosz Dragojević (Buduc-
nost Podgorica), Sebastian Dudek (Sląsk Wrocław), Emerson Carvalho (unattached), Jakub Kowalski (Arka Gdynia), Krystian Nowak 
(Tur Turek), Thomas Phibel (Royal Antwerp), Adrian Pietrowski (Nielba Wągrowiec), Sebastian Radzio (Ruch Radzionków).
OUT: Souheil Ben Rahdia (Club Athlétique Bizertin), Jarosław Bieniuk (Lechia Gdańsk), Bruno Pinheiro (Gil Vicente), Dudu Paraiba 
(CF Lobos de la BUAP), Konrad Kowalski (contract), Radosław Matusiak (contract), Krzystof Ostrowski (contract), Przemysław 
Oziębała (Górnik Zabrze), Mindaugas Panka (Ruch Chorzów), Damian Radowicz (contract), Rafał Serwaciński (contract), Ugochukwu 
Ukah (Jagiellonia Białystok), Jurijs Zigajevs (FK Ventspils).
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previous season? Last season was exactly what we expected it to be. Not good, not bad - average. Radosław 
Mroczkowski didn’t have enough funds to get decent players, especially attacking minded, so he focused on making his back four 
solid enough - which turned out to be good decision as we conceded only 26 goals. Unfortunately, in pair with second worst defence, 
we had third worst attack. They all knew what to do without the ball, while with it, everyone were lost like kids in the fog. No move-
ment, no will, no idea how goals should be scored - Widzew games were not a pleasure to watch. We stayed up safely, and that was 
our aim for the season. I’m not disappointed in our results but lack of ambition from Widzew’s board.

squad? Looking at the team from previous season, doubts over several players were serious - knowing how situation looks 
like now, I’m devastated and I’m preparing for the Łódź derby in lower division next season. The only position we are safe at is in 
goal - our poor attack haven’t changed, while midfield have lost quality and we can only hope that replacements will bring some-
thing more. Ostrowski, Budka and Oziębała have not set the bar particulary high, so that should be our positive. It will be harder with 
Panka and Pineihro, and I don’t have good news there, sadly. If we weren’t looking at our back four, we could say that this could be 
the same as last season. Unfortunately, our defence was destroyed and it simply will not work as well as it was.

transfers? In short - bad. Again, we are without funds and looking for players on free. Financial issues are easily seen 
- the practice of terminating contracts with top players because they were not paid, for example. Players are simply scared to come 
here. Sebastian Dudek aside, rest of our transfers are anonymous players - although signing young Polish talents is wise, then lack 
of experience in the squad leaves fans’ hopes uncertain. Nobody knows whether we will handle it physically and mentally, especially 
before important games. Hopefully, they can surprise us with something. Milos Dragojević will be good replacement for Mielcarz 
in goal, while I have high hopes for Thomas Phibel, who will play in Ukah’s place. Tough to say anything about midfielders though, 
Sebastian Dudek can organize our game in the middle but it will be tough challenge.

current season? Well, we will be fighting for our league status to the very end, there is no ambition to fight for 
more. It will be much tougher than in last season, and I’m not convinced we will make it. Change of half of our squad and even loss 
of our most important players just leaves us in place where we can... well, hope.

foreign club? Mallorca - both clubs are mainly defensive, preferring to play direct football, through the wings 
as well. Playing mostly on own half, looking for a chance to break, struggling to keep the ball, playing well in the air... Mallorca, 
same as Widzew, have no great ambition and middle of the table is satysfying result.

fans? To be honest, we are not much different from typical ŁKS fan or any other club where there are two rival teams. All 
depends on where are you living, actually. There is a lot of problems in Łódź area and this is one thing we should be regretting. Since 
1998, number of Widzew fans have grown, though in recent years, due to the lack of achievements, our attandences have dropped. 
People got impatient. We are for bad and good with the club, but most of us is of a opinion that club should bring emotions to the 
fans, not incomes to the board. We are tired of Sylwester Cacek’s family. It wasn’t as bad as it is now for years. The only thing that 
can make the situation better are results but... well, we can’t hope for that. There are positives - even if things are bad on our side, 
we still support Ruch’s fans and go with them on European trips. Our biggest are, obviously, ŁKS and Legia.

who? Robert Mazerant is student from Łódź, supporting Widzew from the early age and with plans to finally take 
a chance and start blogging about his main passion, football.

Fan’s view - Widzew
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WISŁA KRAKÓW
NAME: Wisla Kraków
ADDRESS: ul. Reymonta 22, 20-059, Kraków
TEL: +48 (012) 630 7600
WWW: www.wisla.krakow.pl
e-mail: sekretariat@wisla.krakow.pl
COLOURS: red-white-blue
CHAIRMAN/OWNER: Ryszard Pilch

TOP PLAYERS

TALENT

MANAGER

Radosław Sobolewski
Sobolewski is one of the best Polish defensive mid-
fielders in recent years. Offers excellent positioning 
and hard but fair tackling, as well as proving to be a 
difficult obstacle for the opposition in the middle of 
the pitch. Can be useful in build-up play as he’s not 
afraid of trying risky balls. Can strike from distance 
with either foot that naturally offers something differ-
ent. However may struggle in 2012/13 due to a long 
injury and also having his best years behind him.

Cezary Wilk
Wilk was Sobolewski’s replacement during his injury 
(and in the captaincy) but is completely different type 
of player. He has a very a good work rate and is sol-
id in the tackle, but his positioning is not as good as 
Sobolewski’s. He’s also more defensive-minded, so 
when he´s on the pitch a gap remains between forma-
tions. During the new season he should be considered 
as one of two DM’s, but is supposed to play in more 
reactive role. We shall see whether the Wolf can de-
liver.

Michał Czekaj

He´s had some good moments but it will take some 
time until he will be considered as a solid defender. 
Despite good tackling ability he was surprisingly 
reckless in terms of positioning and he has still much 
to learn. He should also improve his heading, which 
considering his height, he should be very strong in the 
air but still has problems with aiming the ball in the 
right direction.

Michał Probierz

Biggest Polish coaching hope, as he was first 
manager since very long time who started 
working abroad. However he came back with 
his work unfinished and now he tries bring 
sleepy “White Star” back to shine. He’s nick-
named as “Polish Guardiola”, good tactician, 
very charismatic, however after some time 
of work he was unable to send the players on 
level they are expected to play and the teams 
who played very well before, were totally out 
of form. He didn’t show his potential in Kra-
kow yet, however despite poor season he can 
be the first manager who will have a bit more 
support from the chairman, The more the ex-
pectations in this season are rather low.

STADIUM: Stadion Miejski im. Henryka Reymana
Address: ul. Reymonta 22, 30-059, Kraków
CAPACITY: 32,804
Avg ATTENDANCE: 16,402
TICKET PRICES: from 15PLN to 65PLN
BEER: no

HISTORY
ESTABILSHED: 1906
BIGGEST SUCCESS (domestic): Polish Championship 13x (last 2011), Polish Cup 4x (last 2003), Super Cup (2001)
BIGGEST SUCCESS (european): European Cup Quarter-Final (1979), Intertoto Cup 3x (last 1973)
FIRST GAME IN EKSTRAKLASA: 03.04.1927 vs Jutrzenka Kraków (4-0)

TEAM
COACH: Michal Probierz (24.09.1972, last club: Aris Thessaloniki (GRE) , working since: 03.2012)
COACHING STAFF: Maciej Musiał, Bartłomiej Zalewski, Jarosław Krzoska, Paweł Primel, Andrzej Bahr, Daniel Michalczyk, Marcin 
Bisztyga, Zbigniew Woźniak, Jacek Jurka, Filip Pięta, Tomasz Kulawik, Dariusz Marzec, Jacek Matyja.
PRE-SEASON GAMES: vs AEL Limassol 0-0, vs Lechia Gdańsk 3-3, vs Omonia Nicosia 0-1, vs Warta Poznań 3-1, vs Miedź Legnica 
4-3, vs FK Jablonec 2-1, vs Hapoel Tel Aviv 0-2, vs Hannover 96 1-1, vs Piast Gliwice 3-1.

SQUAD*
GOALKEEPERS
25. Sergei Pareiko - Estonian - 31.01.77 (35) - 193/83 - 28(0) - 42(0) - 36A/0 - Tom Tomsk (RUS) - €0.65m - GK - Handling - Rushing Out
12. Michał Miśkiewicz - Polish - 20.01.89 (23) - 194/92 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - FC Sudtirol-Alto Adige (ITA) - €0.15m - GK - Shot Stopping - Distribution
36. Jan Kocoń - Polish - 11.02.93 (19) - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - N/A - €N/A - GK - Reflexes - Throwing
DEFENDERS
2. Kew Jaliens - Dutch - 15.09.78 (33) - 183/68 - 19(1) - 31(1) - 10A/0 - AZ Alkmaar (NED) - €0.7m - CB - Heading - Finishing
3. Gordan Bunoza - Bosnian - 05.02.88 (24) - 195/85 - 11(0) - 25(0) - 0A/0 - NK Karlovac (CRO) - €0.65m - CB - Tackling - Long Shots
4. Osman Chávez - Honduran - 29.07.84 (28) - 187/86 - 19(0) - 40(0) - 45A/0 - CD Platense (HON) - €1.3m - CB - Tackling - Dribbling
6. Arkadiusz Głowacki - Polish - 13.03.79 (33) - 186/78 - 0(0) - 279(7) - 29A/0 - Trabzonspor (TUR) - €0.8m - CB - Positioning - Pace
21. Łukasz Burliga - Polish - 10.05.88 (24) - 184/78 - 15(0) - 24(0) - 0A/0 - Ruch Chorzów - €0.35m - RB - Passing - Finishing
22. Marko Jovanović - Serbian - 26.03.88 (24) - 189/76 - 15(0) - 15(0) - 0A/0 - FK Partizan (SRB) - €1.0m - RB - Heading - Dribbling
33. Michał Czekaj - Polish - 13.02.92 (20) - 195/83 - 11(0) - 11(0) - 0A/0 - N/A - €0.65m - CB - Heading - Finishing
40. Bartłomiej Kolanko - Polish - 21.03.95 (17) - 178/64 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Silesius Kotorz Mały - €N/A - RB - Tacking - Finishing
43. Piotr Żemło - Polish - 10.07.95 (17) - 190/76 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Mamry Giżycko - €N/A - CB - Passing - Dribbling
44. Damian Lepiarz - Polish - 30.07.94 (18) - 190/78 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - N/A - €N/A - CB - Strength - Long Shots
55. Jan Frederiksen - Danish - 20.06.82 (30) - 181/79 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - IF Brondby (DEN) - €0.3m - LB - Crossing - Heading
MIDFIELDERS
5. Maor Melikson - Israeli - 20.10.84 (27) - 175/70 - 18(1) - 33(5) - 5A/2 - Hapoel Be’er Sheva (ISR) - €2.3m - AM - Dribbling - Heading
7. Radosław Sobolewski - Polish - 13.12.76 (35) - 182/79 - 11(0) - 275(28) - 32A/1 - Dyskobolia Grodzisk Wielkopolski - €0.5m - DM - Tacking  - Crossing
10. Łukasz Garguła - Polish - 25.02.81 (31) - 177/71 - 25(0) - 136(16) - 16A/1 - GKS Bełchatów - €0.5m - AM - Passing  - Tacking
14. Damian Buras - Polish - 21.04.94 (18) - 181/77 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Hutnik Nowa Huta - €N/A - AM - Passing - Marking
17. Andraz Kirm - Slovenian - 06.09.84 (27) - 183/70 - 27(4) - 82(16) - 45A/4 - NK Domzale (SVN) - €1.6m - LM - Stamina - Marking
20. Michał Chrapek - Polish - 03.04.92 (20) - 175/68 - 0(0) - 1(0) - 0A/0 - Kolejarz Stróże - €0.25m - CM - Agility - Tacking
28. Cezary Wilk - Polish - 12.02.86 (26) - 180/74 - 25(0) - 105(7) - 2A/0 - Korona Kielce - €1.6m - DM - Passing - Dribbling
34. Alan Uryga - Polish - 19.02.94 (18) - 191/85 - 1(0) - 1(0) - 0A/0 - Hutnik Nowa Huta - €0.1m - DM - First Touch - Dribbling
41. Paweł Stolarski - Polish - 28.01.96 (16) - 181/72 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - N/A - €N/A - RM - Crossing - Tackling
77. Ivica Iliev - Serbian - 27.10.79 (32) - 182/78 - 28(1) - 28(1) - 2A/1 - FK Partizan (SRB) - €0.85m - LW - First Touch - Marking
FORWARDS
8. Tsvetan Genkov - Bulgarian - 08.02.84 (28) - 184/83 - 21(7) - 34(13) - 18A/0 - Lokomotiv Sofia (BUL) - €1.4m - ST - Jumping - Tackling
9. Rafał Bogulski - Polish - 09.06.84 (28) - 173/70 - 6(1) - 106(23) - 0A/0 - GKS Bełchatów - €0.5m - ST - Passing - Tackling
23. Daniel Sikorski - Austrian - 02.11.87 (24) - 184/74 - 15(0) - 41(6) - 0A/0 - Polonia Warszawa - €0.35m - ST - Heading - Taclkling
31. Romell Quioto - Honduran - 09.08.91 (21) - 180/78 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 1A/0 - CDyS Vida (HON) - €0.3m - ST - Pace - Heading
42. Michał Szewczyk - Polish - 17.10.92 (19) - 176/74 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Zatorzanka Zator - €0.075m - RW - Dribbling - Passing
54. Dawid Kamiński - Polish - 13.02.95 (17) - 176/65 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - TOR Dobrzeń Wielki - €N/A - ST - Finishing - Marking

TRANSFERS
IN:Damian Bura (Hutnik Nowa Huta), Łukasz Burliga (Ruch Chorzów), Michał Chrapek (Kolejarz Stróże), Arkadiusz Głowacki (Tra-
bzonspor), Michał Misiewicz (FC Sudtirol-Alto Adige), Romell Quioto (CDyS Vida La Ceiba), Daniel Sikorski (Polonia Warszawa), Jan 
Frederiksen (IF Brondby).
OUT: Mateusz Arian (MKS Kluczbork), Dudu Biton (Standard Liege), Daniel Brud (ŁKS Łódź), Junior Diaz (FSV Mainz), Tomas 
Jirsák (Botev Plovdiv), Milan Jovanić (contract), Filip Kurto (Roda JC Kerkrade), Michael Lamey (contract), Patryk Małecki (Gervasio 
Nunez (Quilmes AC), Dragan Paljic (Heracles), Łukasz Rojewski (Warta Poznań), Adrian Stanek (Soła Oświęcim).

*Legend: No. Full name - nationality, date of birth (age) - Ekstraklasa games (goals) - last season (goals) - national team/goals - previous club - worth - position(s) - strength - weakness
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previous season? Total disaster in the league, where we finished in the seventh place. In Europe results were 
much better, though we hoped to make it to the Champions League. The expectations were so high that the effects of the failure 
were and will be felt for some time, both, in the financial  terms and the  atmosphere in the squad. Before the upcoming season we 
got rid of many foreign players who were earning huge money, and in their place Poles and youngsters were introduced. Will it help 
this time?

squad? On paper it looks decent. In goal there is Sergiej Pareiko and Michal Miœkiewicz, whom we signed on a free trans-
fer and who used to train with AC Milan. The back line looks solid, with one exception - there is no left-back in the squad! Gordan 
Bunoza plays there at the moment, as he did some time ago, but he was signed as a centre-back. We need another full back as soon 
as possible. In our midfield, there is Maor Melikson, he is the leader. If he leaves us, the situation will be much worse, especially 
after Patryk Ma³ecki has left to Turkey. We need another winger as well, but  we have enough of good strikers.

transfers? As I’ve said, we don’t have a huge budget for transfers, so we are hunting only for those with their player 
card in  their hand. If I was to rate each transfer - Michał Miśkiewicz is still relatively young and he hasn’t played that much, though 
his skills are unquestionable. There is  reason why scouts from Milan went for him, he can learn a lot from Segiej Pareiko and is 
much better than Milan Jovanic. Arkadiusz Głowacki, old, well known “Głowa”, who comes back from the Turkish league. If he will 
avoid injuries, he will be solid as ever for our team. Damian Buras is a young player from Hutnik Krakow, unproven so there is not 
much to say about him. We signed two strikers, and they both are mysterious. Daniel Sikorski hasn’t played last season but I’m sure 
he has qualities, given that  he trained at Bayern’s reserve team. . Romell Quioto showed some good skills during pre-season, scored 
a few goals and proved to be good enough to sign him on loan for one year. He is very fast, hopefully he will succeed

current season? Top 3 finish is all we will be fighting for. It will be extremely hard to win back the title after so 
many changes in the club. The most important thing for “The White Star” will be to ensure that we are back on the European stage 
when next season comes.

foreign club? Celtic Glasgow - usually very strong in the league, also very often playing in Europe but it seems 
there is always something missing.

fans? Wisła fans are at the very top of the stage in Poland. At each game there is at least sixteen thousand  and each time there 
is a magnificent atmosphere, players can really count on them. They really are the twelfth  man. Our biggest rivals are obviously Cra-
covia, Legia Warsaw and Lech Poznan. It is worth to note about the longest friendship in Poland between us, Lechia and Slask fans. 

who? Adam Koprowski is the co-editor of highly-recommended TSW.com.pl website.

Fan’s view - Wisła
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ZAGŁĘBIE LUBIN
3 POINTS DEDUCTED

NAME: KGHM Zaglebie Lubin
ADDRESS: Marii Sklodowskiej-Curie 98, 59-300 Lubin
TEL: + 48 76 746 96 00
WWW: http://www.zaglebie-lubin.pl
e-mail: sekretariat@zaglebie.kghm.pl
COLOURS: Orange and black
CHAIRMAN/OWNER: Marek Bestrzynski

TOP PLAYERS

TALENT

MANAGER

Szymon Pawłowski
His form exploded under Hapal and he was able to 
win matches on his own. By providing assists and 
scoring individuals goals, playing on both flanks as 
well as in the middle of the pitch and just behind the 
main striker he proved himself a truly creative force. 
One of the best players of 2011/12 he showed both 
skill and creativity. It was a surprise that he wasn’t 
even considered as a part of national team for the 
Euro´s. Such form cannot be ignored forever.

Adam Banaś

After a poor start in Lubin he eventually became an 
important part of the first team. Very good in the air 
and with decent positioning it still took him some time 
to fit into the team’s style of play. Was another player 
who improved when Hapal begin his reign. Banaś is 
a rare example of a player who became a club captain 
nearly immediately after a transfer.

Arkadiusz Woźniak
As a striker his scoring rate is relatively spare. How-
ever he works hard in the build-up and his runs deep 
into the middle creates gaps for midfielders and wing-
ers. He was also used occasionally as a midfielder but 
didn’t perform to the same standard. Still considered 
a talent but has not yet made the step up that was ex-
pected some time ago. Maybe 2012/13 will be the 
season that he demonstrates what he could truly be 
capable of. We shall see what Woźniak and the others 
in the Ekstraklasa are capable of.

Pavel Hapal

As he arrived to Lubin, instead of the team 
there were flaming ruins and smithereens. He 
started with big cleaning of the squad and got 
rid of some player who had negative influence 
of the team, especially in terms of discipline. 
Under his wings, some members of the team, 
who had horrible first round, started to play 
their best in the second, making Zagłębie one 
of the best team in the second round. He’s val-
uable addition to Ekstraklasa, as there weren’t 
many coaches with Champions League expe-
rience. Despite not so good start to his work, 
now he shows that his successes at Zilina 
weren’t coincidental.

STADIUM
ADDRESS: Marii Sklodowskiej-Curie 98, 59-300 Lubin
CAPACITY: 16.068
Avg ATTENDANCE: 6.235
TICKET PRICES: From 35 PLN to 248 PLN
BEER: No

HISTORY
ESTABILSHED: 1945
BIGGEST SUCCESS: Championships x 2 (last in 2007), Polish Super Cup x1 (2007)
BIGGEST SUCCESS: European Cup 1st Round (1991)
FIRST GAME IN EKSTRAKLASA: 28.07.1985 vs GKS Katowice

TEAM
COACH: Pavel Hapal (27/07/69), Czech, last club: MŠK Žilina, working since: 10.2011
COACHING STAFF: Oto Brunegraf, Tomasz Bozyczko, Krzysztof Koszarski
PRE-SEASON GAMES: vs Warta Poznan 6-3, vs Lechia Zielona Góra 7-0, vs Zawisza Bydgoszcz 1-0, vs AS Roma 0-4, vs 
Hapoel Ramat Gan 2-1, vs Orduspor 1-2, vs Eintracht Frankfurt 2-2, 

SQUAD *
GOALKEEPERS
12. AMADEUSZ SKRZYNIARZ - POLISH - 07.07.94 (18) - 184/76 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0(0) - KS Orzel Zabkowice - ??? - GK - ??? - ???
1. MAREK KOZIOL - POLISH - 01.06.88 (24) - 199/91 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0(0) - Sandecja Nowy Sacz - €0.3m - GK - BRAVERY - CROSSES
24. MICHAL GLIWA - POLISH - 08.04.88 (24) - 188/76 - 12(0) - 27 (0) - 0(0) - Polonia Warszawa - €0.4m - GK - AGILITY - ???

DEFENDERS
2. COSTA NHAMOINESU - ZIMBABWEIAN - 06.01.86 (26) - 184/79 - 27(2) - 62(3) - 8(0) - KS Wisla Ustronianka - €0.55m - LB - STRENGTH - POSITIONING
21. BARTOSZ RYMANIAK - POLISH - 13.11.89 (22) - 190/84 - 17(0) - 46(0) - 0(0) - Jarota Jarocin - €0.35m - RB - STRENGTH - TECHNIQUE
3. CSABA HORVATH - SLOVAKIAN - 02.05.82 (30) - 193/86 - 19(0) - 46(0) - 1(0) - ADO Den Haag [HOL] - €0.5m - CB - HEADING - TECHNIQUE
13. SERGIO REINA PIEDRAHITA - COLOMBIAN - 26.01.85 (27) - 187/83 - 14(0) - 45(0) - 0(0) - Inti Gas Deportes [PER] - €0.4m - CB - STRENGTH - ANTICIPATION
5. ADAM BANAS - POLISH - 25.12.82 (29) - 185/79 - 23(3) - 76(8) - 0(0) - Górnik Zabrze - €0.4m - CB - BRAVERY - TECHNIQUE
4. PAVEL VIDANOV - BULGARIAN - 08.01.88 (24) - 185/79 - 12(1) - 12(1) - 4(0) - CSKA Sofia [BUL] - €0.5m - RB - STAMINA - 
HEADING

MIDFIELDERS
88. KAMIL WILCZEK - POLISH - 14.01.88 (24) - 186/81 - 16(0) - 71(10) - 0(0) - Piast Gliwice - €0.375m - CM - ACCELERATION - VISION
23. SZYMON PAWLOWSKI - POLISH - 04.11.86 (25) - 176/72 - 26(8) - 83(16) - 10(0) - Mieszko Gniezno - €0.65m - RM/WNG - PACE - TACKLING
17. ADRIAN RAKOWSKI - POLISH - 07.10.90 (21) - 180/70 - 17(0) - 21(0) - 0(0) - Zaglebie Lubin (ME) - €0.15m - CM - TEAMWORK - DRIBBLING
19. MACIEJ MALKOWSKI - POLISH - 19.03.85 (27) - 171/69 - 20(3) - 103(13) - 2(0) - GKS Belchatów - €0.55m - LM - WORK RATE - HEADING
25. LUKASZ HANZEL - POLISH - 16.09.86 (25) - 181/74 - 23(2) - 78(4) - 0(0) - Rozwój Katowice - €0.4m - CM - WORK RATE - MARKING
81. PATRYK RACHWAL - POLISH - 27.01.81 (31) - 175/69 - 18(1) - 208(5) - 4(0) - Polonia Warszawa - €0.425m - DMC - TEAMWORK - VISION
20. DAVID SOLOMON ABWO - NIGERIAN - 10.05.86 (26) - 170/66 - 19(1) - 34(2) - 0(0) - Lombard Pápa FC [HUN] - €0.4m - RM/WNG - PACE - COMPOSURE
6. ELTON LIRA - BRAZILIAN - 21.09.86 (25) - 185/80 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0(0) - FC Brno [CZE] - €0.4m - LWB - CROSSING - POSITIONING
8. IVAN HODUR - SLOVAKIAN - 07.11.79 (33) - 178/75 - 9(0) - 9(0) - 12(0) - FC Nitra [SVK] - €0.2m - AMC - PASSING - MARKING
7. JIRI BILEK - CZECH - 04.11.83 (28) - 185/80 - 13(1) - 13(1) - 0(0) - 1. FC Kaiserslautern [GER] - €0.7m - DMC - TEAMWORK - PACE
15. ROMAN SLOBODA - SLOVAKIAN - 14.01.87 (25) - 178/72 - 2(1) - 0(0) - FC Nitra [SVK] - €0.15m - AMR - WORK RATE - FINISHING
31. ROBERT JEZ - SLOVAKIAN - 10.07.81 (31) - 178/72 - 21(2) - 35(7) - 9(3) - Polonia Warszawa - €0.9m - CM - COMPOSURE - HEADING
85. MARTINS EKWUEME - NIGERIAN - 02.10.85 (27) - 182/80 - 29(0) - 77(2) - 0(0) - Legia Warszawa - €0.35m - DMC - DETERMINATION - TECHNIQUE

FORWARDS
11. ARKADIUSZ WOZNIAK - POLISH - 01.06.90 (22) - 184/76 - 20(5) - 42(7) - 1(0) - Zaglebie Lubin (ME) - €0.45m - ST - VISION - HEADING
9. DARVYDAS SERNAS - LITHUANIAN - 22.07.84 (28) - 179/79 - 29(5) - 59(15) - 26(4) - Widzew Lódz - €0.9m - ST - WORK RATE - VISION
27. MICHAL PAPADOPULOS - CZECH - 10.04.85 (27) - 183/79 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 6(0) - FK Rostov [RUS] - €0.75m - CF - STRENGTH - AGILITY

TRANSFERS
IN: Gliwa, Jež, Papadopulos
OUT: Bojan Isailovic (unattached), Marcin Kowalczyk (Slask Wroclaw), Aleksandr Ptak (unattached), Mouhamadou 
Traoré (Pogon Szczecin), Szymon Skrzypczak (KS Polkowice), Kornel Osyra (unattached)

*Legend: No. Full name - nationality, date of birth (age) - Ekstraklasa games (goals) - last season (goals) - national team/goals - previous club - worth - position(s) - strength - weakness
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previous season? If not our awful spring, we would be playing for European spots, I’m sure about it. Under 
management of Pavel Hapal we won 27 points out of 39 possible in the spring, we could have twice that much over the season... 
Champions, Śląsk, had 54 in total! Shame the first round was wasted, fans were embarrassed the way team performed. In fact, they 
were so desperate they almost created special patrols over the city to watch whether footballers are not partying too much! Thank-
fully, Hapal turned things around and I think that ninth place reflects our season.

squad? It seems that after Aleksander Ptak and Bojan Isailović have both left, we will have problems in goal. Marek Kozioł 
and Michał Gliwa are not the names to guarantee safety and I would love to see at least one transfer in the winter break. We are still 
two defenders short, though everyone in the club look solid, while Adam Banaś is there at the top with other Ekstraklasa’s center-
backs. Midfield is our strongest formation, so many choices and I don’t think we need anybody else there. A lot depends on whether 
Darvydas Sernas breaks his scoring duck, but if not, fans will turn their eyes on favorite, Arkadiusz Woźniak. Third to the place up 
front is Michal Papadopulos, old friend of Hapal. We will be switching from 4-5-1 to 4-3-3, I suppose.

transfers? Robert Jeż is our top transfer this summer - he used to play for Hapal at Zilina, they know each other well 
and I hope there will be no problem in fitting him into the team. There shouldn’t be any problems with Papadopulos as well, though I 
think the Czech frontman will be used only as a substitute. I’m not sure that Michał Gliwa will handle the pressure though, Isailović 
and Ptak were solid players and should have been left in the team for various reasons, the same goes for Marcin Kowalczyk who 
went to Śląsk. I will miss Momo Traore, especially because he was a very nice guy, not because of his football.

current season? I can see Zagłębie finishing in top half of the table, no question about that. Best clubs have not 
made impressive moves and I would even say that they are weaker than they were - there is a real chance to fight for the Europe in 
my opinion. It all depends on whether Hapal prepared the team well enough, and how keepers will play. If we have a steady opening 
round, strengthen the team with two or three transfers over the winter, we should see Zagłębie finishing on fifth place. And if Legia, 
Lech, Wisła or Ruch will make mistakes, we can get European cups at the Dialog Arena back. I hope that our run in the Polish Cup 
will be as impressive.

foreign club? I would compare Zagłębie to Aston Villa. I thought for a long while about it and I must admit that we 
are pretty similar in the end. Wisely run by the owners and chairmen, the same as Villa under Lerner’s management. I won’t compare 
players’ class obviously, but we are both rather average teams with own ambitions. If they stay unfulfilled, we usually sell our best 
performers to better clubs - Lech, Legia or Wisła, same as AV to City or Liverpool. I think we can compare Zagłębie’s academy - we 
have a great system here in Lubin - to West Ham’s where they have produced a lot of class footballers. Hopefully our youngsters 
will make it to the wider world!

fans? Fans are fantastic, truly devoted to the club, and, as I said, ready to patrol the streets in search for partying footballers. 
Our average attendance is about 6500 people, though I think this number was lowered by awful opening to the season, where fans 
were resigned after several performances. But fans motivated themselves pretty quickly, and our spring was improved on the stands 
as well. Our advantages are - loud support for ninety minutes, organization inside fans’ club and good relations with the board and 
city. We have a lot of great graffitis as well! Our biggest enemies are Śląsk and Legia, we don’t like Wisła either. Shame all our 
friends are in lower division - Arka, Cracovia and Zawisza.

who? Michał Rygiel supports Zagłębie since he was a kid and his mum used to take him to the games to watch 
them from... press section. Now, as the good old days are gone, he still can be found at the Dialog Arena, cheering 
Zagłębie at every match.

Fan’s view - Zagłębie
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PIAST GLIWICE
NEWCOMERS

ADDRESS: ul. Szobiszowicka, 44-100, Gliwice
TEL: +48 (32) 335-31-15
WWW: www.piast-gliwice.eu
e-mail: piast@piast-gliwice.eu
COLOURS: Blue-Red
CHAIRMAN/OWNER: Józef Drabicki

TOP PLAYERS

TALENT

MANAGER

Pavol Cicman
The only Piast player who played every game of last 
season and currently seems irreplaceable in the team. 
Maybe didn’t score enough goals for a forward, but 
he was moved later in the season onto the right flank, 
where he performed well, providing assists and key 
passes. Cicman has been considered a talent in Slova-
kia for years, but has spent the majority of his career 
in the lower divisions on loan, before finally finding 
his place In Gliwice. Maybe now the potential will 
finally be realized.

Tomasz Podgórski
Piast captain and club legend having spent nearly 10 
years in Gliwice, with only one short break on loan to 
Zawisza, looking for lost form. He can play on both 
flanks and last season was the main assist provider, 
proving effective at set pieces and with efforts from 
distance. As the principle penalty taker for the team 
he usually finishes the season with a decent goal tally. 
Made history as the first goal scorer at the newly built 
Piast stadium.

Jakub Świerczok
A move to the Bundesliga with Kaiserslautern start-
ed well but a regular place in the first team proved 
difficult as they played with one primary striker. As 
fourth choice and having no realistic chance of first 
team football he moved back to Ekstraklasa for 2012. 
As a very energetic striker he is always dangerous, 
busy and is a good finisher. Świerczok has everything 
needed to be an important player in a Polish first tier 
team, and perhaps with the gaining of more first team 
experience, will return to the Bundesliga as an excel-
lent Polish export.

Marcin Brosz

Despite being relatively young, he has already 
much coaching experience. He’s still connect-
ed with horrible Odra Wodzisław’s last sea-
son in Ekstraklasa, as the club got relegated in 
poor style. However, before that, he had built 
solid team during his tenure at Podbeskidzie, 
creating from nothing a squad able to fight for 
promotion. The same situation was in Gliwice 
as after relegation, another promotion to Ek-
straklasa was very doubtful. After very long 
discussions, he signed new contract at Piast 
and it seems to be a good news for the sup-
porters.

STADIUM: Stadion Piast Gliwice
ADDRESS: ul. Okrzei, 44-100, Gliwice
CAPACITY: 10,037
Avg ATTENDANCE: 10,000
TICKET PRICES: 15PLN to 50PLN
BEER: no

HISTORY
ESTABILSHED: 1945
BIGGEST SUCCESS (domestic): Polish Cup Final 2x (last 1983)
BIGGEST SUCCESS (european): N/A
FIRST GAME IN EKSTRAKLASA: 08.08.2008 vs Cracovia (2-0)

TEAM
COACH: Marcin Brosz (11.04.1973), Last club: Odra Wodzisław Sląski, working since: 06.2010)
COACHING STAFF: Bogdan Wilk, Adam Fudali, Krzystof Szumski, Marek Matuszek, Grzegorz Zydek, Sławomir 
Zdonek, Andrzej Grajek, Dariusz Dudek, Wojciech Mroszczyk.
PRE-SEASON GAMES: vs AEL Limassol 1-3, vs MFK Karvina 1-1, vs Kuźnia Ustroń 4-0, vs Ruch Radzionków 4-1, vs 
GKS Katowice 0-0, vs Pogoń Szczecin 4-2, vs Cracovia 0-1, vs Bytovia Bytów 1-0, vs Arka Gdynia 2-1, vs Lechia Gdańsk 
2-0, vs Wisła Kraków 0-1.

SQUAD*
GOALKEEPERS
1. Jakub Szmatuła - Polish - 22.03.81 (31) - 187/79 - 0(0) - 12(0) - 0A/0 - Górnik Zabrze - €0.275m - GK - Punching - Kicking
12. Dariusz Trela - Polish - 05.12.89 (22) - 182/80 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Okocimski Brzesko - €N/A - GK - Aerial - Punching
29. Jakub Szumski - Polish - 06.03.92 (20) - 194/78 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Legia Warswzawa - €0.05m - GK - Kicking - Handling

DEFENDERS
3. Fernando Cureda Pena - Spanish - 06.03.84 (28) - 190/82 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - MAS de Fés - €0.15m - CB - Heading - Dribbling
4. Mateusz Matras - Polish - 23.01.91 (21) - 193/88 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Gwarek Ornontowice - €0.15m - CB - Marking - Finishing 
5. Mateusz Bodzioch - Polish - 04.06.90 (22) - 190/82 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Ruch Zdieszowice - €N/A - LB - Passing - Finishing
14. Adrian Klepczyński - Polish - 01.04.81 (31) - 187/73 - 0(0) - 62(2) - 0A/0 - Polonia Bytom - €0.3m - CB - Heading - Agility
15. Łukasz Krzycki - Polish - 10.01.84 (28) - 188/79 - 0(0) - 19(2) - 0A/0 - GKS Tychy - €0.275m - CB - Marking - Dribbling
20. Jan Buryán - Czech - 17.02.77 (35) - 182/80 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - MFK Karvina (CZE) - €0.15m - CB - Heading - Finishing
21. Wojciech Lisowski - Polish - 10.02.92 (20) - 186/74 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Legia Warszawa - €N/A - RB - Marking - Finishing
23. Paweł Oleksy - Polish - 01.04.91 (21) - 182/77 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Zawisza Bydgoszcz - €0.1m - LB - Passing - Dribbling
25. Damian Zbozień - Polish - 25.04.89 (23) - 186/80 - 14(1) - 14(1) - 0A/0 - GKS Bełchatów - €0.25m - CB - Heading - Long Shots

MIDFIELDERS
6. Mariusz Zganiacz - Polish - 31.01.84 (28) - 173/70 - 0(0) - 155(11) - 0A/0 - Korona Kielce - € 0.3m - CM - Stamina - Heading
7. Tomasz Bzdęga - Polish - 18.03.85 (27) - 185/82 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - KSZO Ostrowiec - €0.125m - RW - Heading - Long Shots
8. Rudolf Urban - Slovakian - 01.03.80 (32) - 181/75 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Sandecja Nowy Sącz - €0.35m - CM - Crossing - Dribbling
9. Radosław Murawski - Polish - 22.04.94 (18) - 173/68 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - N/A - €N/A - AM - Stamina - Marking
16. Pavol Cicman - Slovakian - 30.01.85 (27) - 175/71 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - MFK Dolny Kubin (SVK) - €0.05m - RW - Dribbling - Marking
17. Tomasz Podgórski - Polish - 30.12.85 (26) - 175/70 - 0(0) - 16(0) - 0A/0 - Zawisza Bydgoszcz - €0.175m - RM - Passing - Marking
18. Matej Izvolt - Slovakian - 05.06.86 (26) - 178/72 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - MFK Dubnica nad Vahom (SVK) - €0.2m - RM - Dribbling - Heading
19. Alvaro Jurado Espinosa - Spanish - 05.09.81 (30) - 182/82 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Cadiz CF (ESP) - €N/A - DM - Marking - Finishing

FORWARDS
10. Jakub Świerczok - Polish - 28.12.92 (19) - 179/75 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - 1.FC Kaiserlautern (GER) - €0.5m - ST - First Touch - Marking
11. Adrian Sikora - Polish - 19.03.80 (32) - 170/67 - 14(0) - 149(56) - 2A/1 - Podbeskidzie Bielsko-Biała - €0.15m - ST - Finishing - Tackling
13. Tomas Docekal - Czech - 24.05.89 (23) - 193/85 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - FK Viktoria Zizkov (CZE) - €0.05m - ST - Finishing - Marking
22. Ruben Jurado Fernandez - Spanish - 25.04.86 (26) - 178/74 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - UD Almansa (ESP) - €N/A - ST - Heading - Tackling
24. Wojciech Kędziora - Polish - 20.12.80 (31) - 187/75 - 0(0) - 28(5) - 0A/0 - Zagłębie Lubin - €0.3m - ST - Finishing - Tackling

TRANSFERS
IN: Matej Iszvolt (MFK Dubnica nad Vahom), Paweł Oleksy (Zawisza Bydgoszcz), Adrian Sikora (Podbeskidzie Bielsko-
Biała), Jakub Szumski (Legia Warszawa), Jakub Świerczok (Kaiserslautern), Damian Zbozień (GKS Bełchatów).
OUT: Gediminas Paulauskas (contract expired), Rafał Pietrzak (Kolejarz Stróże).

*Legend: No. Full name - nationality, date of birth (age) - Ekstraklasa games (goals) - last season (goals) - national team/goals - previous club - worth - position(s) - strength - weakness
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previous season? Well, we were promoted to the Ekstraklasa as winners, so it’s hard to be pessimistic about it! 
But, as other teams from I. Liga, our form was not stabile, we have seen great performances mix with absolutely woeful ones. We 
were losing many goals and our back line was the weakest link. Hopefully, our strikers were probably the best in history. It’s worth 
to note, though, the champion of 1. Liga have never won so low percentage of maximum points during one season.

squad? This team is under construction. The biggest problems are still with lack of decent full-backs. We need class re-
plecements for our strikers, Jurado and Kędziora. Promotion to Ekstraklasa was won by different team to the one that is now pre-
pared. The expectations are much bigger now so it is no wonder that the process must be also much proffessional.

transfers? We still don’t know who will play for Piast. Unfortunately, the start of the preparations was wasted for use-
less castings - apparently 104 players were tried, most of them being at best average footballers from Czech Republic or Slovakia. 
From the players that were singed so far, the biggest excitement is around Zbozień and Oleksy, while the biggest doubts are over 
Adrian Sikora. Other players are rather unknown and only the league will verify whether they are good or not.

current season? Our aim should be to always win, in each game, not to put ourselves in a position of relegation 
battle, but somewhere in the middle of the table. Other goals are to keep the interest of people of Gliwice in their team, use the new 
stadium and to find new investor for the club, the one that would press for more proffesionalism in the club.

foreign club? Hull AFC - our towns are of similar size with similar character as well. Both teams have spent years 
on making their way to the top level in their countries. Hull and Piast were promoted for the first time in the same day as well - 
now we are better by one promotion!

fans? Our biggest advantage is loyality - for so many years in lower leagues we resist any defeat. There is no “glory-hunter” 
syndrome in Gliwice. Fans of Piast are not fan-club of any other team as well, the love cannot be separated on different teams. 
Atmosphere in Gliwice was always good, there was no incidents to not. Our biggest rivals are Górnik Zabrze, while our firends are 
BATE Borisov from Belarus. The problem is that relations between fans and part of the boeard is not good, as for people there Piast 
is only another step in their careers.

who? Andrzej Potocki (www.Piast.Gliwice.pl) - his first game was between Piast Gliwice and Stal Rzeszow, won 
2-1, back in 1974.

Fan’s view - Piast

(C) Piast.Gliwice.PL – Michał Duśko
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POGOŃ SZCZECIN
NEWCOMERS

ADDRESS: ul. Karlowicz 28, 71-102, Szczecin
TEL: +48 (91) 487-22-32
WWW: www.pogonszczecin.pl
e-mail: sekretariat@pogonszczecin.pl
COLOURS: blue-maroon
CHAIRMAN/OWNER: Jarosław Mroczek

TOP PLAYERS

TALENT

MANAGER

Bartosz Ława
Experienced and solid midfielder with nearly 200 
Ekstraklasa games under his belt. Should have many 
more but unfortunately he’s very injury-prone and 
has had some career threatening injuries where even 
retirement been seriously considered. When fit how-
ever he’s very creative with superb vision. His pass-
ing isn’t quite on the same level as maybe his brain 
is, despite his obvious talent. This year he’ll remain 
as Pogoń captain, however due to yet another injury 
setback is likely to miss the start of the season.

Edi
Despite his 38 years he is in a better physical condi-
tion than many Ekstraklasa youngsters and playing 
to the highest level. One of the leading assist provid-
ers during last season and will be looking to offer the 
same again during 2012/12 in addition to chipping in 
with some important goals. In attack he often plays a 
free-role but can however be very disciplined tacti-
cally and offer a decent level of defensive support. 
Has been (and still is) considered one of the best ever 
Ekstraklasa professionals and will be looking to in-
crease that legend in the new season.

Mateusz Szałek
Has played one minute in Ekstraklasa so far despite 
being a Lech Poznań player in 2009 when the team 
won the championship. He’s very versatile and cur-
rently plays mainly as defensive midfielder. Can be 
used as central defender and also as right fullback. 
After unsuccessfully fighting for a first team spot at 
Poznań, he left to find first-team football (Pogoń via 
Odra Wodzislaw) so despite his young age (20), has 
already gained some high level experience.

Artur Skowronek

Being first-tier manager with 30 is a big 
achievement. However this position is his 
only achievement so far. An episode as a man-
ager at Radzionków is his only first-team ex-
perience, was also one of the coaches in Ruch 
Chorzów, but far from the first line. His play-
ing career wasn’t bright too, as Radzionków 
was the best club he was playing for. If he suc-
ceed, he will be for sure called “Polish Mour-
inho” or “Polish Villas-Boas”, but it’s really 
long way to it.

STADIUM: Stadion im. Floriana Krygiera
ADDRESS: ul. Karlowicz 28, 71-102, Szczecin
CAPACITY: 18,027
Avg ATTENDANCE: 6,124
TICKET PRICES: from 15PLN to 45PLN
BEER: no

HISTORY
ESTABILSHED: 1948
BIGGEST SUCCESS (domestic): League vice-Champions 2x (last 2001), Polish Cup finalist 3x (last 2010).
BIGGEST SUCCESS (european): 1/32 Final (last 1988)
FIRST GAME IN EKSTRAKLASA: 15.03.1959 vs Gwardia Warszawa (0-1)

TEAM
COACH: Artur Skowronek (22.05.1982), Polish, last club: Ruch Radzionków, working since: 06.2012
COACHING STAFF: Sławomir Rafałowicz, Grzegorz Zmija, Grzegorz Mokry, Ryszard Mizak, Dariusz Dalke, Stanisław 
Mazuro, Tomasz Bardzel.
PRE-SEASON GAMES: vs Omonia Nicosia 1-1, vs Cracovia 0-0, vs Gryf Słupsk 4-0, vs Piast Gliwice 2-4, vs Gryf Wejhe-
rowo 2-0, vs Flota Swinoujście 1-2, vs GKS Bełchatów 0-3, vs Górnik Zabrze 0-2.

SQUAD *

GOALKEEPERS
21. Bartosz Fabiniak - Polish - 17.09.82 (29) - 197/89 - 0(0) - 58(0) - 0A/0 - Widzew Łódź - €0.15m - GK - Jumping - Punching
84. Radosław Janukiewicz - Polish - 05.05.84 (28) - 0(0) - 7(0) - 0A/0 - GKP Gorzów Wielkopolski - €0.35m - GK - Reflexes - Punching
1. Dusan Pernis - Slovakian - 28.11.84 (27) - 191/85 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 5A/0 - Dundee United (SCO) - €0.375m - GK - One on Ones - Kicking

DEFENDERS
2. Błażej Radler - Polish - 02.08.82 (30) - 190/85 - 0(0) - 116(7) - 0A/0 - Odra Wodzisław Sląski - €0.25m - CB - Passing - Finishing
44. Hernani José da Rosa - Brazilian - 03.02.84 (28) - 191/88 - 12(0) - 160(2) - 0A/0 - Korona Kielce - €0.9m - CB - Heading - Dribbling
8. Peter Hricko - Slovakian - 25.07.81 (31) - 177/76 - 0(0) - 69(0) - 0A/0 - Polonia Bytom - €0.45m - RB - Tackling - Long Shots
19. Emil Noll - Congolese - 21.11.78 (33) - 194/84 - 0(0) - 29(3) - 0A/0 - Arka Gdynia - €0.4m - CB - Heading - Finishing
3. Maciej Dąbrowski - Polish - 20.04.87 (25) - 194/88 - 0(0) - 1(0) - 0A/0 - Olimpia Grudziądz - €0.1m - CB - Marking - Dribbling
4. Mateusz Szałek - Polish - 16.10.91 (20) - 180/74 - 0(0) - 1(0) - 0A/0 - Odra Wodzisław Sląski - €0.175m - RB - Stamina - Finishing

MIDFIELDERS
17. Maksymilian Rogalski - Polish - 24.06.83 (29) - 180/81 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Raków Częstochowa - €0.2m - RM - Passing - Finishing
6. Przemysław Pietruszka - Polish - 18.03.84 (28) - 184/75 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Flota Swinoujście - €0.2m - LM - Crossing - Finishing
20. Bartosz Ława - Polish - 26.02.79 (33) - 176/68 - 0(0) - 175(13) - 0A/0 - Arka Gdynia - €0.3m - AM - Passing - Heading
27. Takafumi Akahoshi - Japanese - 27.05.86 (26) - 175/66 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Metalurgs Liepava (LTV) - €0.375m - CM - Passing - Heading
24. Sergei Mosnikov - Estonian - 07.01.88 (24) - 177/71 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Flora Tallinn (EST) - €0.3m - CM - Passing - Marking
14. Wojciech Golla - Polish - 12.01.92 (20) - 182/80 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Lech Poznań - €0.1m - CM - First Touch - Heading
10. Adrian Budka - Polish - 26.01.80 (32) - 174/74 - 17(2) - 104(10) - 0A/0 - Widzew Lódź - €0.325m - RM - Pace - Marking
11. Robert Kolendowicz - Polish - 26.09.80 (31) - 174/72 - 0(0) - 74(3) - 0A/0 - Odra Wodzisław Sląski - €0.225m - LW - Agility - Heading
9. Adam Frączczak - Polish - 07.08.87 (25) - 180/76 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Kotwica Kołobrzeg - €0.25m - LW - Finishing - Tackling
28. Mateusz Lewandowski - Polish - 18.03.93 (19) - 182/72 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Wisła Płock - €0.075m - LM - Jumping - Marking
0. Grzegorz Bonin - Polish - 02.12.83 (28) - 188/78 - 24(1) - 154(15) - 1A/0 - Łódzki KS - €0.35m - RM - Pace - Heading
18. Radosław Wiśniewski - Polish - 10.09.92 (19) - 172/65 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Bałtyk Gdynia - €0.05m - AM - Heading - Marking

FORWARDS
5. Edi Andradina - Brazilian - 13.09.74 (37) - 177/79 - 0(0) - 153(41) - 0A/0 - Korona Kielce - €0.55m - AM/ST - Long Shots - Tackling
7. Donald Dering Djousse - Cameroonian - 18.03.90 (22) - 183/81 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - Dinamo Tblisi (GEO) - €0.25m - ST - Pace - Crossing
13. Łukasz Zwoliński - Polish - 14.02.93 (19) - 182/72 - 0(0) - 0(0) - 0A/0 - KP Police - €N/A - ST - Acceleration - Tackling
99. Mouhamadou Traore - Senegalese - 16.04.82 (30) - 183/75 - 14(1) - 63(11) - 0A/0 - Zagłębie Lubin - €0.3m - ST - Passing - Marking

TRANSFERS
IN: Grzegorz Bonin (ŁKS Łódź), Maciej Dąbrowski (Olimpia Grudziądz), Dusan Pernis (Dundee United), Mouhamadou Traore 
(Zagłębie Lubin).
OUT: Dawid Kucharski (contract), Adrian Łukasziewicz (Miedź Legnica), Robert Mandrysz (Bogdanka Łęczna), Łukasz Matuszczyk 
(Motor Lublin), Vuk Sotirović (BSK Borca Belgrade), Mekeil Williams (contract), Łukasz Wójcik (Radomiak Radom), Daniek Wólkie-
wicz (Energetyk Gryfino).

*Legend: No. Full name - nationality, date of birth (age) - Ekstraklasa games (goals) - last season (goals) - national team/goals - previous club - worth - position(s) - strength - weakness
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previous season? Despite promotion, last season wasn’t as good as it sounds. Pogoń was one of the favorites 
anyway, while many claimed that our squad was already on the Ekstraklasa level. But they have played below level of expectations. 
Maybe the first round could be rated higher, we were league leaders after all. But during spring, problems occured, we lost many 
points in stupid manner, while one win in four resulted in managerial change. When Tarasiewicz came for Sasal, we weren’t playing 
better but at least winning points more often. Promotion was possible thanks to results of other matches, to be fair.

squad? I think we have quite wide and experienced squad. For many of them it is the last chance to show their quality at the 
Ekstraklasa level. Many of them already played a lot at the top level but their careers are coming to an end. Adrian Budka, Robert 
Kolendowicz, Bartosz Ława, Emil Noll and Edi Andradina have one or two season left in them. If they don’t show class now, they 
will struggle to find a better club or at least at the same tier. Hernani was promising defender, yet now we have doubts over his qual-
ity. Same goes for Grzegorz Bonin, Peter Hricko or Błażej Radler. All of them have to convince us that they are worthy their place 
at Pogoń. We have few younger and promising talents as well, like Wojciech Golla, Mateusz Lewandowski or Łukasz Zwoliński, 
but they are few steps away from the starting line-up.

transfers? Well, we have sold players that mostly were not meaningful for the team. I think that only Vuk Sotirović 
may be missed as he scored few crucial goals last season, though he wasn’t fans’ favorite. Certainly, our best move is Dusan Pernis, 
who played for Dundee United. We have bought a defender from Olimpia, Maciej Dąbrowski who is one for the future, while on 
the right side, there will be decent competition thanks to signing of Grzegorz Bonin, who was playing for the national team even. 
Mouhamadu Traore is the one responsible for goals - though no one knows how old he is! We have new manager as well, 30-year-
old Artur Skowronek, the youngest in the league.

current season? The goals is obvious one - stay in the league. Looking at the team we have, this may be our 
maximum. Ekstraklasa is a very competitive league, so maybe few better results and we will be in the top half of the table, but all 
in all, every place above 10th will be big surprise. We shouldn’t be afraid of relegation, I see few worse squads in the league, with 
more problems than we have.

foreign club? I think Leeds United would be that club. Both are teams with long traditions in their countries, while 
biggest succes came many years back, though Pogoń have never won the league. Our history is similar - at the beginning of the cen-
tury, we were at the very top, yet debts were rising. We had to cope with many problems afterwards, in 2007 main sponsor walked 
away on us and group of local investors started again from fourth league. Now, after five years, we are back - Leeds United had 
similar problems, but they are still waiting for their Premier League comeback.

fans? Fans of Pogoń are very specific. Once we were the best in the country, with the highest attendances in Poland. But after 
recent problems, many stopped coming to the games - five years ago we had 10,000 fans at each match, while last season that num-
ber was only half of that. Only few times we were close to that number, but I hope this will change when bigger teams will come to 
the city, like Lech Poznań, Wisła Kraków or our friends, Legia Warszawa. It will all depend on the results, fans from Szczecin don’t 
really like looking at how their team struggles.

who? Adam Lisiecki is at most games of his club for eight years now, he was also a writer for several websites 
connected to Pogoń.

Fan’s view - Pogoń 5 questions to: 

Artur Skowronek, 
manager of Pogoń Szczecin
How have preparations for the Ekstraklasa season gone?
We focused on the dynamics, speed, strength, but also we worked on tactics. Somehow we mixed it all togeth-
er, so that pre-season was not too monotonous. We have developed a stamina, we are ready for one hundred 
minutes of play. Right now fatigue is evident among the players, but there is no overtraining. Now we want to 
recover the freshness and for first game of the season to achieve the optimum balance between strength and 
speed.

What are the team aims for the season?
I want to win as many games as soon as possible, to ensure the maintenance in the Ekstraklasa league and have 
a calm round in the spring. It’s important for us to be not so close to place 15th or 16-th on the scoreboard, but 
much higher - there will be less pressure then and more willing to work. For now, we look at the first meeting 
with Zagłębie Lubin, Lechia Gdańsk and Piast Gliwice. It’s extremely important to start the season well.
Also I want as many “inside club educated” players because it is the greatest asset. Of course it has to go hand 
in hand with quality. I can see the quality and will do all, that the our young players took the opportunity.

What are the strengths of the team?
A major advantage can be midfield. It consists of experienced players, supported by several young ones. The 
five players can support attack on the opponent’s goal and in defense of his own net. The key to success may 
be experience. Many players of Pogoń Szczecin has had dozens and even hundreds of performances in the 
Ekstraklasa league. Among them there are also representatives of the country - not just Poland. They know 
what to do they do on the field.

Are there any areas of the team that may need to be worked on?
We have to sort out the proportions between front and back – offense and defense. I would like to use the of-
fensive potential of this team. We have to balance it with the defense in order to transition from line of defense 
to attack and vice versa was appropriate. Tactics for specific games will be selected for specific opponents. 
I want the team was characterized by discipline and played with flair in the offense. Players must “break 
ground” in length and width of the field for a good pressing. They have to realize that counts not only abilities 
but play with heart.

What makes the Ekstraklasa such an interesting league?
This is a top class football competitions in Poland and this is reason to be interested in Ekstraklasa. In addition, 
when Pogoń returned to the league again, fans across the country will be passionate about the classic duels 
are that for decades an electric football fans - dueling with Lech Poznan, Legia Warsaw and Lechia Gdańsk.
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Arka Gdynia
Stadion GOSiR (15,139)
address: Olimpijska 5/9, 81-538, Gdynia
Website: www.arka.gdynia.pl
Established: 1929
Coach: Petr Nemec

Bogdanka Łęczna
Stadion Górnika Łęczna (7,226)
address: Al. Jana Pawła II 13, 21-010
Website: www.gksbogdanka.com.pl
Established: 1979
Coach: Piotr Rzepka

Cracovia
Stadion Cracovii (15,114)
address: ul. Kałuży 1, 30-111, Kraków
Website: www.cracovia.pl
Established: 1906
Coach: Wojciech Stawowy

Dolcan Ząbki
Stadion Dolcanu Ząbki (2,000)
address: Słowackiego 21, 05-091, Ząbki
Website: www.dolcanzabki.com
Established: 1922
Coach: Robert Podoliński

Flota Swinoujście
Stadion Miejski (3,070)
address: Matejki 22, 72-600, Swinoujście
Website: www.mksflota.swinoujscie.pl
Established: 1957
Coach: Ryszard Kłusek

GKS Tychy
Stadion Miejski w Tychach (12,000)
address: ul. Edukacji 7, 43-100, Tychy
Website: www.gkstychy.info
Established: 1971
Coach: Piotr Mandrysz

GKS Katowice
Stadion GKS Katowice (10,052)
address: ul. Bukowa 1, 40-108, Katowice
Website: www.gkskatowice.eu
Established: 1964
Coach: Rafał Górak

Kolejarz Stróże
Stadion w Stróżach
address: Stróże 503, 33-331, Stróże
Website: n/a
Established: 1949
Coach: Przemysław Cecherz
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Stadion ŁKS (12,160)
address: Al. Lubelskiej 2, 94-020, Łódź
Website: www.lkslodz.pl
Established: 1908
Coach: Marek Chojnacki

Miedź Legnica
Stadion Miejski w Legnicy (6,200)
address: Al. Orła Białego 1, 59-220 
Website: www.miedzlegnica.eu
Established: 1971
Coach: Bogusław Baniak

Okocimski Brzesko
Stadion Okocimski
address: ul. Okocimska 34, 32-800
Website: www.okocimski.com
Established: 1933
Coach: Krzystof Łętocha

Olimpia Grudziądz
Stadion Miejski (12,000)
address: Piłsudskiego 14, 86-300
Website: www.gksolimpia.com
Established: 1923
Coach: Tomasz Asensky

Polonia Bytom
Stadion Edwarda Szymkowiaka (7,000)
address: ul. Olimpijska 2, 41-902, Bytom
Website: www.poloniabytom.com.pl
Established: 1920
Coach: Piotr Pierścionek

Sandecja Nowy Sącz
Stadion im. ojca Władzsława Augustynka
address: ul. Kilińskiego 47, 33-300
Website: www.sandecja.com.pl
Established: 1910
Coach: Jarosław Araszkiewic

Stomil Olsztyn
Stadion OSiR (16,800)
address: Piłsudskiego 69a, 10-596
Website: www.stomilolsztyn.com
Established: 1945
Coach: Zbingiew Kaczmarek

Warta Poznań
Stadion Warta Poznań (2,500)
address: ul. Droga Dębińska 12, 61-555
Website: www.wartapoznansa.pl
Established: 1912
Coach: Czesław Osczarek

Termalica Bruk-Bet Nieciecza
Stadion Nieciecza KS (2,093)
address: Nieciecza 150, 33-240, Żabno
Website: www.termalica.brukbet.com
Established: 1922
Coach: Kazimierz Moskal

Zawisza Bydgoszcz
Stadion Z. Krzyszkowiaka (20,247)
address: ul. Gdańska 163, 85-915Website: 
www.wkszawisza.pl
Established: 1946
Coach: Yuri Shatalov
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On the other side
Last season, the excitement of the Ekstraklasa was unparalleled in Europe, with four sides going into the last 
day with a chance of lifting the title. Although it wasn’t as close in the second tier, the race for promotion did 
go down to the final day, with Piast Gliwice and Pogoń Szczecin returning to the top-flight after absences of 
two and five years respectively - Ryan Hubbard tells about Poland’s second tier.

With all of the summer furore surrounding Polonia 
Warszawa’s merger with GKS Katowice, and then the 
financial problems at Silesian club Ruch Radzionków; 
it has taken until August 9th – four days AFTER the 
start of the season – for confirmation of the eighteen 
teams taking part in this season’s Pierwsza Liga. But 
now we’re all set, a thrilling thirty-four rounds await 
before we find out the next two sides to battle it out 
with the big guys in the Ekstraklasa.

They may have finished stone-dead last in the Ekstrak-
lasa last term, but Cracovia will be firm favourites to 
return to the top flight at the first attempt. Since their 
disappointing campaign, the Pasy have lost a number 
of key players including Aleksejs Visnakovs and Wo-
jciech Kaczmarek, as well as fan favourite Saidi Nti-
bazonkiza; but they have managed to bring in players 
with top-flight experience. Defenders Łukasz Zejdler 
and Jan Hosek were signed from the Czech League’s 
Banik Ostrava and FK Teplice respectively, whilst the 
midfield was strengthened by Górnik Zabrze’s Adam 
Marciniak. New coach Wojciech Stawowy has also 
called on youth to help the Kraków club fire their way 
top the top of the table.

Whilst they ended last season above Cracovia, it will 
be a tall order for Lódzki KS to repeat the feat for a 
second season running.  Massive financial problems 
at the club, which saw them on the brink of bank-
ruptcy just seven months ago, have seen the majority 
of the playing squad leave for pastures new. Whilst 
the budget was stretched to allow replacements to 
join the two-time champions of Poland, most were 
recruited from youth teams and lower leagues. Marek 
Chojnacki has a tough task ahead of him over the next 
few months, but massive waves are not expected.

Both Zawisza Bydgoszcz and Termalica Bruk-Bet 
Nieciecza came close to promotion towards the end 
of last season, but fell at the last hurdle. The former 
have strengthened considerably, with Paweł Abbott, 
Tomasz Chałas and Kamil Drygas and Jacek Popek 
joining Yuri Shatalov’s revolution at the Zdzisław Kr-
zyszkowiak Stadium. It would be a massive surprise 
if they aren’t there-or-thereabouts by the time May 
comes around.

Village club Nieciecza meanwhile will be aiming to 
show that their top-five finish wasn’t a one-off. Five 
losses from their last six games ensured a stay in the 
Pierwsza Liga, but former Wisła Kraków boss Kazi-
mierz Moskal has been brought in to help give the side 
that extra push, and the signings of Jan Pawłowski 
and Szymon Sobczak could go some way to help do-
ing that.

Flota Świnoujście, Kolejarz Stróże, Bogdanka Łęczna 
and Arka Gdynia all finished the 2011/12 season com-
fortably inside the top-half, and a repeat of that in 
2012/13 will be likely considered as a success. A lack 
of strengthening, combined with the loss of a few key 
players, will mean that Dominik Nowak, Przemysław 
Cecherz, Piotr Rzepka and Petr Nemec will all be bat-
tling to avoid mid-table mediocrity during the season 
ahead.

Aiming to improve on their 10th-placed fin-
ish, Warta Poznań coach Czesław Owczarek has 
made nine new signings - many of them below 
the age of 25. Their young, mostly Polish squad 
will be relying on the experience of the defen-
sive trio of Grzegorz Bartczak, Maciej Mysiak and 
Rafał Kosznik to help them to a top-half finish.

A little further down last season’s table sit Olimpia 
Grudziądz, Sandecja Nowy Sącz and Dolcan Ząbki. 
Although one of these clubs could spring a surprise, 
their squads suggests that none will really be capa-
ble of more than a mid-table finish – but that isn’t to 
say that the sides don’t have any quality. Grudziądz’s 
new signing Robert Szczot has recent Ekstraklasa ex-
perience with both ŁKS and Górnik Zabrze; as does 
Sandecja’s Marcin Cabaj and Kamil Szymura. Dol-
can however do lack the bigger-named players which 
their rivals possess, and will have to rely on mostly 
young and unproven men if they want to survive an-
other season in the Pierwsza Liga.

After a summer of speculation, and the on/off merger 
with the Ekstraklasa’s Polonia Warszawa, the GKS 
Katowice side taking their place in the Pierwsza Liga 
is slightly depleted compare to the one that struggled 
into 13th position. Key players including Piotr Gierc-
zak, Tomasz Hołota, Kamil Szymura and Mateusz 
Zachara have all left ul. Bukowa; and with Ireneusz 
Król transferring his investments over to Polonia, re-
placements have been few and far-between.

Of the four clubs promoted from the Druga Liga, 
many will be looking at Okocimski Brzesko and 
Miedź Legnica to be the clubs which could spring a 
surprise. Miedź finished last season 5 points clear at 
the top of the Western division, whilst the Eastern di-
vision was won at a canter by Brzesko, who lost just 
one game as they finished 16 points clear. Following 
their successes, neither side has performed complete 
facelifts, instead opting to add to their squads sensi-
bly – something which seems very uncommon dur-
ing Polish transfer windows. If they can carry on their 
form from last season, both could be ones to watch 

out for over the next 12 months. However Stomil 
Olsztyn and GKS Tychy may have something to say 
about that...

After finishing in second place in their respective 
leagues, Olsztyn and Tychy will be seen as favour-
ites for relegation straight back to the third-tier; but 
you only have to look at Zawisza Bydgoszcz, Druga 
Liga runners-up in 2011, who found themselves on 
the brink of the Ekstraklasa in May.

Neither side have splashed excessive amounts of cash 
in an attempt to survive the first season – probably 
because there is little available at either club. Olsz-
tyn have however managed to pick up Jagiellonia 
Białystok goalkeeper Tomasz Ptak, whilst Tychy 
have signed Korona Kielce youngster Jakub Bąk, as 
both attempt to avoid the drop. If either can manage 
to stay out of the bottom four, it will be considered a 
successful season.

Last, but not least, we have the story of Polonia By-
tom. After relegation from the Pierwsza Liga last 
season, the Red-Blues found themselves re-installed 
in the second tier after their local rivals Ruch Radzi-
onków were forced to withdraw from the league with 
financial difficulties. The late promotion has left By-
tom with little time to prepare for their season – all of 
their pre-season efforts being aimed at a season in the 
Druga Liga. The loss of key players, including Daniel 
Mąka, Marcin Cabaj, Jean Paulista and Przemysław 
Trytko following relegation will have hurt Bytom, 
and new coach Piotr Pierścionek will need to make 
the most of the remaining transfer window to help his 
side survive.

Surprisingly some fans of Cracovia regard the relegation as the way to finally move into right direction. This should be history soon - ŁKS will see have a new stadium but whether they will be back in Ekstraklasa by then?
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‘Nomad’ enjoys Poland
In the summer of 2011, Silesian club Polonia Bytom took the decision to sign a 23-year old English defender 
by the name of James Sinclair. Having played at Bolton Wanderers as a youngster, James had previously 
played alongside players such as Anelka, Davies and Campo. Following his release from the Reebok Stadium, 
James went on to spend time playing in both Israel and Puerto Rico, and his season in Poland led to him being 
voted as “Nomad of the Year” in 2011 by respected football blog “Les Rosbifs” - interview by Ryan Hubbard.

With his season cut short by a knee injury, James was 
forced to watch from the sidelines as his Bytom team-
mates fought against relegation – a battle that they 
ultimately lost. Ryan Hubbard caught up with James 
to discuss the club, the season ahead, and even Polish 
food!

Ryan Hubbard: Hi James. Commiserations on 
the relegation last season; what was the mood like 
amongst the squad when it was finally confirmed?

James Sinclair: Thanks. Yeah everyone was very frus-
trated when it was finally confirmed, as we thought 
we could sneak out of it. But you think after; if we 
didn’t give up a late goal here and there, things could 
have been different. But you can say that for anything.

You obviously missed the spring round due to a 
knee injury. How frustrating was it watching on, 
and knowing you could do nothing to help?

Yes it was very frustrating. I was just training on my 
own, watching everyone training, playing and I could 
not do anything to help out.

You are now back in training following the injury; 
are your individual preparations for the season go-
ing well?

Yes I am back to normal training my knee feels strong, 
and I am keeping up my own strength & stability work 
for it.

And how about the pre-season friendlies? Are the 
team playing well together ahead of the season?

It’s been a bit of an up and down time. We have had 
quite a lot of players on tests so haven’t been able to 
play full games with a full strength team. Also we have 
a new coach wanting to play with a different style of 
play and mentality, but I think it’s coming along better 
game to game.

You said on Twitter a few weeks ago that you may 
not find out which league you will play in until 2 
days before the season. How does that affect the 
teams’ preparations?

The situation of what league we will play in is not 
an ideal one, however to stay in I Liga is out of our 
control, so we have just had to focus on II Liga then if 
anything changes, it changes.

After all of the original talk that GKS Katowice 
would be merging with Polonia, and Ruch Radzi-
onków pulling out of the Pierwsza Liga, it looked 
as though Bytom would be moved back into the 
second-tier. Now though, we are not so sure. How 
much about these situations is fed through to you 
guys?

We read reports in the papers and internet but a lot 
of it is just talk and nothing concrete, as one week we 
are definitely going to be in the I Liga then the next 
week we won’t.

The licensing system used in Poland is completely 
different to what we are used to in the UK. Do you 
fully understand what is going on at all?

Yes, it’s very different. I haven’t heard of a club of-
fering to sell their league rights to another club who 
then can replace them in that league. But speaking 
with people it’s not that uncommon here in Poland 
as Lech Poznań & Lechia Gdańsk have done similar 
things in the past.

The whole thing must seem a bit of a farce, right?

Certainly, and with less than a week until the leagues 
start we’re still unaware of the situation with leagues, 
etc. I know with the Euro 2012 being played in Po-
land this summer the PZPN would have been focused 
on that but the situation has seemed to just drag on 
and on with no further progress.

It is widely known that Bytom have suffered from 
massive financial problems over the last few years; 
suffering extremely badly in 2010/11 season. Is 
there any sign that things are improving at the 
club?
The mayor of the town has been voted off the board 
for the city, and last year he ran against our chairman 
for this position. Money that was promised to the club 
from the city, this mayor refused to pay; so hopefully 
with the new mayor things will be a little better.

Is it almost a case of taking a couple of steps back-
wards to eventually move forwards for the club?

I think so. It doesn’t help that there are many teams 
around Bytom, as sponsorship is harder to get.

A few players have understandably left the club 
following relegation; have they been difficult to re-
place?

Yes, a few have left and a few have came in. The squad 
at the moment is young, but have a lot of enthusiasm.

At the moment, Bytom are scheduled to partici-
pate in the II Liga, and the club’s aim nodoubt is 
to return to the Pierwsza Liga at the first attempt. 
Is there confidence in the Bytom camp that you 
can do so?
At the moment we are scheduled. It is a young team 
this year with a few players who will be playing for 
the first time in a first team, but I’m optimistic that the 
season will go well.

Do you have any personal aims for the season at 
all?
Currently under the new coach I am playing back as a 

striker - 5 years since my switch to right back - so my 
aim for the season is to stay healthy and to get scor-
ing a few goals again. Depending on which league 
we will play in, as to how many I set myself for the 
season.

You have been in Poland for almost a year now. 
How much are you enjoying the lifestyle?
I seem to have adapted well to it. I still just keep a 
normal lifestyle as I have anywhere I have played. In 
my spare time I keep up extra fitness at the gym and 
walk my dog.

You have previously mentioned your fondness for 
Polish food, and I believe you are also picking up 
the language; has it taken you long to adapt?
Haha, yes I am very fond of a soup called Zurek. I 
have tried to explain it to a few of my friends, but once 
I mention it has egg in it they just question how it can 
taste good. I will be honest and say that I could spend 
much more time to try and learn the language.

And how is your Polish coming along?
I can understand quite a bit now; not 100% of every 
word people are saying, but I can pick out the words 
in the sentences and have an idea of what people are 
saying.

You’re known as a bit of a footballing “nomad” 
thanks to short spells in Israel and Puerto Rico be-
fore the move to Bytom. Should promotion back 
to the Pierwsza Liga not happen, will this season 
prove to be the end of your Polish adventure?

We will see what happens at the end of the season, but 
I am happy I am playing more of an attacking posi-
tion again.
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Ben’s twisted career
Although born in Sheffield, Ben Starosta was a key member of the Poland U20 side that  reached the quarter 
finals of the 2007 World Cup alongside Jarosław Fojut, Wojciech Szczęsny, Patryk Małecki and Przemysław 
Tytoń. After their 3-1 defeat at the hands of an Argentina side that included Sergio Aguero and Angel di Maria, 
many expected big things from Ben; but changes in management at his hometown club Sheffield United meant 
that the defender never quite found his way into the first team - interview by Ryan Hubbard.

After a number of loan spells in England, and a six-
month period at Lechia Gdańsk, Ben eventually found 
his way to Polish third-tier side Miedź Legnica. After 
their promotion at the end of last season, Ryan Hub-
bard spoke with the 25-year old about his time in Po-
land, and his thoughts ahead of the new season.

Congratulations on Miedź’s promotion to the 
Pierwsza Liga at the end of last season. Are you 
now ready to get the season underway?

Cheers! We had a month vacation time, and after a 
well earned rest we have just had pre-season for the 
last month. This coming Saturday (4th August)  is our 
first game of the season in the Pierwsza Liga and I 
can’t wait to get the season underway!

Miedź Legnica isn’t a club widely known outside 
of Poland; did you know anything about the club 
before you signed for them?

I will be honest, I didn’t know much, if nothing, at all 
about Miedz. I never kept an eye on the Druga Liga, 
but after speaking to a few close friends of mine who 
play in the Ekstraklasa, they spoke very highly of the 
club and told me it was a club with big plans and 
ambition.

You’ll be travelling to some new stadiums and new 
teams this season, are there any games that you’re 
really looking forward to?

Yeah we’ll be travelling a lot further afield this season 
and playing much bigger teams. I guess the ones that 
stand out are Cracovia, ŁKS, and also Warta Poznań 
as I have couple of friends playing there.

Zawisza Bydgoszcz were promoted from the II 
Liga West in 2011, and came very close to reach-
ing the Ekstraklasa at the first attempt. Is there a 
feeling in the Miedź camp that you could emulate 
that – or even go one better this season?

I don’t see why not. We have a very good squad, with 
a lot of players who dropped down to Miedź because 
of the ambition of the club and their plans to reach the 
top. We try to play total football - that’s our philoso-
phy - and with the players we have and a couple of 
new additions, we’ll be going for it as that’s what the 
owner will be demanding.

The sides promoted to the Pierwsza Liga usually 
can be a bit of an unknown quantity. Is there an-
yone in the Miedź side who could be a player to 
watch out for in the upcoming season?

We have quite a few well known players who have 
all Ekstraklasa experience  including myself, (Piotr) 
Madejski, (Zbigniew) Zakrzewski, (Jakub) Grze-
gorzewski, (Mariusz) Mowlik, and (Mariusz) Zasada.

And what of the new signings? There hasn’t been a 
huge amount of transfer activity at the club; does 
that suggest that the coach feels quite comfortable 
with the squad as it is?

Yes, we have a very close unit at the club now. The 
coach made big changes at the club last season, 
and his plan was to get the side familiar with each 
other and keep it together for the following season 
with maybe a couple of new additions. We’ve mostly 
signed a lot of young guys, for the second team, and 
also to develop them for the future of the club.

Although you were born in England, were you 
taught about your Polish roots from a young age?

My grandad was very proud of his home country, Po-
land. He always made us aware of the Polish culture, 
and we visited Poland when we got the chance.

You have been in Poland for a couple of years now; 
how quickly did you adapt to life in the country?
At first I found it very difficult, like a fish out of wa-
ter. Because I’d played for the national team I was 
expected to speak fluent Polish, which I didn’t.
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Now I’m a lot better - still 
not fluent, but can under-
stand very well and now 
I’m working on improv-
ing my speaking. Poland 
has a lot to offer – there 
are some beautiful places, 
and I have a lot of friends 
here now. I can eas-
ily call it my second home.

Is there anything that you 
miss from back home at all?

Apart from obviously fam-
ily and friends, not much 
at all! I especially don’t 
miss the weather! [laughs]. 
I’ve always been happy 
to travel - I’m not re-
ally the type to get home 
sick; but then again I have 
lots of family in Poland.

You were included in 
the Poland U20 Squad 
for the 2007 World Cup, alongside players 
such as Wojciech Szczęsny, Patryk Małecki, 
Tomasz Cywka and Przemysław Tytoń. Were 
you aware at the time of what some mem-
bers of the squad were capable of achieving?

It’s funny because it was only the other day I was 
having 5 minutes, gathering my thoughts and think-
ing: “What went wrong for me!” [laughs]. In all 
seriousness, Szczęsny was our third choice, and 
Tytoń our second choice goalkeeper, so didn’t real-
ly see them play much in match action, but they’re 
both doing great things now - it’s always nice to 
see. Małecki was always a good player, the same as 
Cywka. Dawid Janczyk was the big star, but some-
times things don’t turn out how they are expected to.

Do you feel that you could have reached 
similar heights had you made dif-
ferent decisions during your career?

Just before I went to the tournament I signed a new 
2-year contract extension with Sheffield United. I had 
a very good tournament and created a lot of interest 
- I thought that would be the making of me and the 
time to push on at club level. Then I was sent on loan 
to Brentford for 6 months, and to return ready to push 

for the 1st team at Sheffield United under Bryan Rob-
son. When I returned, he got the sack, a new manager 
came in and I didn’t get a look in. These things happen 
in football... I made a couple of bad decisions also, 
but we learn from them. Now I’m trying to rebuild my 
career, and it’s started pretty well. May it continue.

Were you always interested in playing in Poland?

To be honest I had never really thought about it until I 
first received a phone call from Lechia Gdańsk asking 
me if I would like to go on loan. I was nervous at first, 
but when I arrived and agreed I didn’t look back. It’s 
a very good league with some very talented players. 
The fans are at a different level; amazing atmospheres 
every game. And now just look at the new stadiums!

Did your grandfather support a Polish club 
that has been passed down to you, or is 
there any Polish club which you do follow?
My grandad never really followed a club team, 
only the National Team. I can’t say that I did until 
I played over here. Now I would say that I have a 
soft spot for Lechia Gdańsk and Wisła Kraków.

As mentioned above, you managed a 
small taste of Ekstraklasa football on 
loan at Lechia Gdańsk back in 2008/09.
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How did you feel that you coped following your 
step up from previous club Aldershot in League 2?

I think I coped very well, especially as I had a lot of 
pressure on me to deliver as in Poland they thought 
a lot about me. I played in nearly all the games 
during my loan spell – it was a great experience.

Are there any noticeable comparisons or differences 
between the style of football in Poland and England?

I’ve played in a lot of different leagues; in Eng-
land there are very few teams, until you get to the 
Championship, that actually try and play foot-
ball. I would say it’s more technical out here, we 
train more unopposed - not as physical. [They are] 
very big on the tactical side of the game here, also.

There are some quality young players com-
ing through in Poland now. Do you notice a dif-
ference between Poland and England in re-
gards to coaches bringing through youngsters?

There’s a good system in Poland. In the Dru-
ga Liga there must be 2 young players under 21 
on the pitch at all times - in the Pierwsza Liga 
there must be 1. It gives the young players at the 
clubs an extra incentive I suppose. England does 
well bringing young players through in the lower 
leagues , but not so much in the Premier League.

Do you take an interest in the Ekstraklasa at all? 
Do you still keep an eye out for Lechia’s results?

Well last season I was asked to write a little blog before 
every match for Lechia Gdańsk, and give a prediction 

on the score. It was nice of them to ask 
me and a couple of other ex-players. 
The Ekstraklasa is a good league; 
better than people think, and a real 
good springboard for other leagues.

And finally, do you have any 
predictions for the Ekstrak-
lasa and the Pierwsza Liga?

I think Legia Warszawa are look-
ing strong. Also Lech Poznań seem 
to be doing a lot of business, but 
I don’t know whether they are in 
the middle of a rebuilding pro-
cess though, and if it is too ear-
ly to challenge. In the Pierwsza 

Liga I would obviously say Cracovia, and maybe 
Warta Poznań this season. And obviously Miedź 
Legnica will be up there pushing all the way.

Ben can be found on Twitter at @benstarosta.
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